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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation I analyze the social history of an anthropological collection at

the Smithsonian Institution (SI). Combining archival and historical research with

interviews, I trace the Army Medical Museum (AMM) collection from its origin in the

mid-nineteenth century to the present. The Smithsonian’s AMM collection is the product

of mid- to late-nineteenth century government science. Assembled in the midst of

westward expansion and colonization, this collection is the result of numerous

government-sanctioned collecting efforts. Accordingly, the objects and human remains

that comprise this collection were taken from scores of Native American tribes from all

parts of the United States. Amassed during some of the darkest moments in the history of

the United States – marked by warfare, death and the displacement of countless Native

Americans – the AMM collection represents the Smithsonian’s earliest collecting efforts.

The social history of this collection spans from the earliest days of the SI to the present,

marked by concerns regarding cultural property rights. And what the present moment

demonstrates is the continued relevance of this colonial past, especially in the context of

repatriation. I analyze critical contemporary issues of repatriation in terms of the

historical legacy of collecting in the U.S. and demonstrate the role that collections play in

negotiating identities. For that purpose, I begin with the supposition that objects shape as

well as materialize identity, and that disciplines define themselves by virtue of what they

collect. I examine recent shifts in what is deemed ethically appropriate for collection and

how this affects the various ways museum anthropologists define the discipline.

Ultimately, this dissertation advances a critical historical analysis of the AMM collection,
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providing a more dynamic understanding of the role that repatriation plays in redefining

the roles of anthropologists within museums.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction:
Anthropologists, Collections and Repatriation

Background

During the summer of 2001, I worked for the Repatriation Office (RO) at the

Smithsonian Institution’s (SI) National Museum of Natural History (NMNH). This was

not my first stint at the RO; I spent a year and half prior to graduate school, and several

subsequent summers, working in this same office. However, it was during the summer of

2001 that I became intimately acquainted with the collection to which a majority of this

dissertation is dedicated: namely, the Army Medical Museum collection (hereafter

referred to as the AMM collection). The Smithsonian’s AMM collection is the product

of mid- to late-nineteenth century government science. Assembled in the midst of

westward expansion and colonization, the AMM collection is the result of numerous

government-sanctioned collecting efforts. In fact, I did not realize just how extensive the

origins of this collection were until I read in the SI’s National Anthropological Archives

that all of the objects accumulated by Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE)1

anthropologists became part of this collection. Other major contributors include United

States government survey projects2 as well as Army medical officers and surgeons posted

in western and southwestern territories. Accordingly, the objects and human remains in

1 Originally named the Bureau of Ethnology, the Bureau was renamed the Bureau of American Ethnology
in 1894. For the sake of simplicity I will refer to the Bureau as BAE, regardless of date.
2 These government-run surveys include Charles Wilkes’s U.S. Exploring Expedition of 1838-42,
Ferdinand V. Hayden’s U.S. Geological Survey of Territories, George M. Wheeler’s U.S. Army
Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, and John Wesley Powell’s
Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region.
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this collection were taken from scores of Native American tribes from all parts of the

United States. Assembled during some of the darkest moments in the history of the

United States – marked by warfare, death and the displacement of countless Native

Americans – the AMM collection represents the Smithsonian’s earliest collecting efforts.

Given this history, the AMM collection has been the subject of a different form of

scrutiny since the late 1980s. It is because of this that I was hired to systematize the

records for the ethnographic component of the AMM collection. I began this task by

sorting through the ‘ethnographic curios’ section of the original logbook that dates back

to the mid- to late-nineteenth century. In the process, I came across a wide array of

artifact entries, including such items as indigenous medical objects, weaponry, textiles,

tools, pottery, and basketry – all objects one would reasonably expect to encounter in an

ethnographic collection. However, there were other sorts of artifacts as well. Listed, for

example, was a railroad spike that had accidentally been driven through a man’s leg.

Also catalogued was an army officer’s handkerchief that, once unfolded, bore eight holes

from the bullet that pierced his shirt pocket and then his chest. I was, however, instructed

to leave such items out of the database that I was compiling. This undertaking seemed

eminently straightforward in that entries appeared to naturally fall into categories of

either valuable ethnographic artifacts or curious oddities no longer pertinent to the

collection.

However, upon further consideration of the ease with which I distinguished

between artifact entries, I realized that I was bringing to this project very specific

assumptions of what is and is not appropriate for collection. What I considered worthy of
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contemporary collections documentation was obviously very different from what was

considered worthy of collection in the 1800s. The ‘naturalness’ of the categorical

distinctions that I assumed is troubled by virtue of the simple fact that these artifacts were

indeed once collected.

Viewed from this perspective, it is clear that parameters for collectability are

historically contingent. The very existence of the SI’s RO testifies to the fact that what is

considered ethically and scientifically appropriate for collection is profoundly subject to

cultural perspective and the social and political influences of a time. The RO was

established in the Department of Anthropology in the fall of 1991 in response to the

enactment of two repatriation laws. On November 28, 1989 the United States Congress

passed the National Museum of the American Indian Act (NMAIA),3 the first of the

repatriation laws. In addition to providing for the establishment of the Smithsonian

Institution’s National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI), which recently opened

on the National Mall in September of 2004, this act also mandated the return of Native

American human remains and funerary objects to affiliated tribes. The scope of NMAIA

was limited to museums within the Smithsonian Institution complex, specifically the

anthropological collections within National Museum of Natural History (NMNH) as well

as the George Gustav Heye Collection, which forms the basis of the NMAI collections.

Almost exactly one year later, on November 16, 1990, the Native American

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)4 was enacted. NAGPRA, unlike

NMAIA, includes under its purview all museums that have at any time received federal

3 20 USC 80q.
4 Public Law 101-601.
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monies. While both NMAIA and NAGPRA mandate that museums enter into

consultation with Native American tribal delegates to determine the rightful disposition

of human remains and funerary objects, NAGPRA is more comprehensive in scope.

NAGPRA works to protect Native American and Hawaiian burial sites by prohibiting the

removal and/or trafficking of human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects,5 and

objects of cultural patrimony.6 Furthermore, NAGPRA directs that human remains of

known lineage, ‘culturally affiliated’ human remains,7 associated and unassociated

funerary objects,8 sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony are all subject to

return to affiliated Native American tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations. Both

repatriation laws stipulated that a Review Committee9 be established to handle any

5 Sacred objects are defined by the law as “…specific ceremonial objects which are needed by traditional
Native American religious leaders for the practice of traditional Native American religions by their present
day adherents.” 25 USC 3001, section 2, (3)(C).
6 An object of cultural patrimony is defined by the law as “…having ongoing historical, traditional, or
cultural importance central to the Native American group or culture itself, rather than property owned by an
individual Native American, and which, therefore, cannot be alienated, appropriated, or conveyed by any
individual regardless of whether or not the individual is a member of the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization and such object shall have been considered inalienable by such Native American group at the
time the object was separated from such group.” 25 USC 3001, section 2, (3)(D).
7 This term ‘cultural affiliation’, according to the law, “…means that there is a relationship of shared group
identity which can be reasonably traced historically or prehistorically between a present day Indian tribe or
Native Hawaiian organization and an identifiable earlier group.” 25 USC 3001, section 2, (2).
8 Unassociated funerary objects are those objects defined by the law as “…objects that, as part of the death
rite or ceremony of culture, are reasonably believed to have been placed with individual human remains
either at the time of death or later, where the remains [unlike with associated funerary objects] are not in
the possession or control of the Federal agency or museum and the objects can be identified by the
preponderance of the evidence as related to specific individuals or families or to known human remains or,
by a preponderance of the evidence, as having been removed from a specific burial site of an individual
culturally affiliated with a particular tribe.” 25 USC 3001, section 2, (B). The funerary objects of the
Southern Cheyenne child that are discussed in Chapter 3, for example, would thereby be defined by the
museum as ‘unassociated’ funerary objects.
9 25 USC 3001, section 8, (b1). NAGPRA specifies, “…the committee … shall be composed of 7
members. 3 of whom shall be appointed by the Secretary from nominations submitted by Indian Tribes,
Native Hawaiian organizations, and traditional Native American religious leaders with at least 2 of such
persons being traditional Indian religious leaders; 3 of whom shall be appointed by the Secretary from
nominations submitted by national museum organizations and scientific organizations; and 1 who shall be
appointed by the Secretary from a list of persons developed and consented to by all of the members
appointed…” (25 USC 3001, section 8, b1, A-C). NMAIA also mandated that a review committee be
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disputes that may arise over the issues of affiliation and ownership. (This occurs between

interested tribes as well as between tribes and museums.) The National Review

Committee is comprised of seven representatives including nominated individuals from

museums, academic institutions, and tribal communities. The Smithsonian Institution has

established its own committee according to NMAIA guidelines.

While the guidelines for repatriation established by NAGPRA are broader in

scope than NMAIA, the SI voluntarily adopted the broader guidelines laid out by

NAGPRA. This, therefore, required that the SI provide full inventories of such human

remains and cultural objects to federally recognized tribes. It was for this reason that I

was originally hired by the NMNH RO in 1997 to assist with the researching, editing,

revision, and production of collection inventory reports for the museum’s archaeological

and physical collections from North America, Hawaii, and Alaska.

Working with the NAGPRA inventories and the AMM collection, in particular,

has had a deep impact upon my understandings of the contingencies of objects. The

requirements and guidelines for repatriation, mandated by federal law, demonstrate that

the sensibilities that influence the museum establishment and its collecting endeavors are

subject to change and re-evaluation. Changing cultural, social, political and historical

factors continually reshape and redefine not only what is desirable and valuable, but also

what is considered ethically and scientifically appropriate for collection. Simply stated,

established to “…monitor and review the inventory, identification, and return of Indian human remains and
Indian funerary objects” (20 USC 80q, Section 12, a). The Smithsonian has its own Review Committee as
dictated by NMAIA; it consists of five members, “…of whom three shall be appointed from among
nominations submitted by Indian tribes and organizations; and the Secretary shall designate one member as
chairman. The Secretary may not appoint to the committee any individual who is an officer or employee of
the Government (including the Smithsonian Institution) or any individual who is otherwise affiliated with
the Smithsonian Institution (20 USC 80q, Section 12, b 1-2).
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museum collections are irrevocably products of the people, times and places in which

they are created and used. But, in my mind, this acknowledged connection between

museum collections and the people who make, define, and use them takes on an entirely

new slant in the context of repatriation.

Core Analytical Concepts and the Influence of Cultural Studies

In order to examine the impact of repatriation upon anthropologists within

museums, I conduct a case study of the Smithsonian Institution’s Department of

Anthropology, both past and present, using the AMM collection. By analyzing the

origins of this collection along with current efforts to repatriate significant parts of it, I

explore how museums are implicated in negotiations of identity by virtue of what they

collect, what they do not collect, as well as what they return. Moreover, by tracing the

historical, social, and political context of this collection’s origin, I analyze the

relationship between colonization, science, and the formation of an American identity.

Situating the contemporary issue of repatriation within this historical framework sheds

new light on what is at stake with current identity politics – what many would consider to

be the de-colonization of museums.10

In my analysis of repatriation, I draw heavily upon the postmodern critique of

interpretive authority, largely because this approach prompts important questions. For

10For more on repatriation and the ‘de-colonization’ of museums see: Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bush, eds.
Claiming the Stones, Naming the Bones: Cultural Property and Negotiation of National and Ethnic Identity
(Los Angeles, CA: Getty Publications, 2002); Tamara Bray, ed. The Future of the Past: Archaeologists,
Native Americans, and Repatriation (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 2001); Devon A.
Mihesuah, ed. Repatriation Reader: Who Owns American Indian Remains? (Lincoln and London:
University of Nebraska Press, 2000).
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instance, it problematizes scientific claims to authoritative knowledge and, most

importantly for the purposes of my work, the relationship of this authority to the

construction of disciplinary identities. It has been argued that disciplines traditionally

define themselves by virtue of what they collect. Folklorist and cultural critic Barbara

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett contends, “disciplines make their objects,” through processes of

selection, detachment, and definition, and “in the process make themselves.”11 However,

I believe that, as a result of deeply complicated repatriation politics, the ongoing, ever-

shifting process of shaping disciplinary identity in museum anthropology has undergone

an unusual shift – or even break, if you will. For one of the most significant

consequences of the repatriation movement is that it has dramatically changed what is

considered to be scientifically and ethically appropriate for collection. It has destabilized

the authority of museums to ‘select, detach, and define’ objects and, accordingly, their

authority to narrate cultural histories. This marks an unusual shift for the discipline: for

the first time in history, museums are subject to a new external pressure that determines

what they can collect, what they can continue to curate and how that curation is enacted.

As the result of many years of activism, Native Americans are reclaiming their

authority to narrate their own objects, cultures, and histories. This shift, without doubt,

has effectively unsettled many of museum anthropology’s taken-for-granted assumptions

about its disciplinary roles. And whether this course of events has left museum

anthropologists defensive about their work, excited about the prospect of new forms of

collaboration never before thought of with native communities, or (as is often the case)

11 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage (Berkeley and
London: University of California Press, 1998) 2.
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somewhere on the spectrum between these two possibilities, the undeniable fact remains

that the discipline of museum anthropology is in an unusual state of flux. The politics of

repatriation are pivotal to the way the discipline is re-imagining itself simply because

new collection and curation guidelines necessitate a philosophical paradigm shift. My

analysis of repatriation as an external force that is slowly becoming an internalized ethos

is about the resistance to and incorporation of new and different ethical perspectives on

the responsibilities of museums that dramatically alter the way interpretative authority is

understood and manifested.

My analysis of interpretive authority and its negotiation within museum

anthropology is largely informed by my training in cultural studies. Cultural studies

analyses are never just about the object of study, they are always also about the politics of

knowledge production attendant to that object of study. In the introduction to their

cultural studies reader, editors Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, and Paula Treichler

emphasize the centrality of this commitment in cultural studies; they write “There is a

kind of double articulation of culture in cultural studies, where ‘culture’ is simultaneously

the ground on which analysis proceeds, the object of study, and the site of political

critique and intervention.”12 The investments of differently positioned players in the

production of knowledge, especially those of the author, are always relevant to any

analysis that positions itself within the realm of cultural studies. In this way, I endeavor

to provide a politically relevant analysis of the correlation between disciplinary identity,

12 Cary Nelson, Paula A. Treichler, and Lawrence Grossberg, “Cultural Studies: An Introduction,” Cultural
Studies, eds. Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, Paula A. Treichler (New York and London: Routledge,
1992) 5.
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museum collections and repatriation. In the remainder of this introduction I will outline

the theoretical underpinnings, methodological strategies, and chapter content of this

dissertation.

Theorizing Objects: Identity, Authenticity, and Power

The theoretical underpinnings of this dissertation are inherently interdisciplinary.

I draw largely from those traditions of critical theory within cultural studies that have

roots in and are in dialogue with cultural anthropology and history. Nonetheless,

thematic and theoretical inquiries into the relationships between objects and selves,

museums and national identities, disciplinary identities and collective memories traverse

a wide array of disciplines within the social sciences and humanities. Because of this,

simultaneously different and overlapping perspectives and theoretical traditions from

cultural studies, history, folkloristics, postcolonial studies and cultural anthropology

inform my inquiries into said topics.

At the core of my dissertation is a theoretical understanding of objects as, first and

foremost, symbolically saturated entities. Despite their materiality, objects are socially

dynamic; they materialize experience, objectify the self, and remind us of who we are.

There is a relatively broad body of research in which cultural critics situate and analyze

objects in terms of their relationship to self and identity. For instance, Mihalyi

Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene Rochberg-Halton go so far as to contend that objects and

selves are bound in such a way that “the transactions between people and the things they
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create constitute a central aspect of the human condition.”13 Similarly, Barbara

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett posits that objects are “fundamental in conceptualizing and

symbolizing the self,” in part because they function as correlatives of memory, things that

bear witness to our lives.14 In many ways, things objectify the self because they are the

material tokens of relationships, experience, and important moments. Ultimately, “the

things with which we fill our lives,” Barbara Babcock writes, “are ‘interpretations,’

‘objectifications,’ or ‘materializations’ of experience; … artifacts are indeed repositories

of significance, both embodying and collecting cultural meanings; … ‘objects speak’ and

are vehicles as well as vestiges of human communication and interaction.”15 Moreover,

because objects function as repositories for meaning they are not only representations of,

but also embodiments of powerful cultural forces.16

My work builds upon the scholarship of these theorists as it positions objects as

things that help us to know, understand, and situate ourselves within the world, both

externally and internally. As material representations and markers of our many and

varied social relationships, objects have the uncanny ability to tell us about the

interactions that help to mold and define us. I apply this understanding of the relationship

between objects and selves to museum collections, the disciplines that amass them, and

the communities that they ostensibly represent. The work of the previously mentioned

13 Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi and Egene Rochberg-Halton, The Meaning of Things: Domestic Symbols and
the Self (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1981) ix.
14 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, “Objects of Memory: Material Culture as Life Review,” Folk Groups and
Folklore Genres: A Reader, ed. Elliott Oring (Logan, Utah: Utah State UP, 1989) 329.
15 Barbara Babcock, “Artifact,” Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular Entertainments: A
Communications Centered Handbook, ed. Richard Bauman (New York and Oxford: Oxford UP, 1985) 206.
16 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York and London:
Routledge, 1993).
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scholars underpins the central question of my dissertation: how do changes in what is

deemed collectable correspond with shifts in national and disciplinary identities?

The work of Henry Glassie and Nicholas Thomas is similarly foundational. Their

scholarship on the social dynamism of objects is premised upon the notion that the

material stability of objects does not ensure stability of meaning, use, and function.

Thomas writes of how objects, far from being immune to the passage of time, shift

according to the ways they are understood and used by an array of historically and

culturally situated players.17 The narratives that are recalled through objects are therefore

continually changing. Due to cultural and historical contingencies, objects often contain

multiple meanings, uses, and functions simultaneously, what Glassie terms ‘simultaneous

multidimensionality.’18

In addition, varying spatial contexts, much like changing historical and cultural

contexts, can add to an already complex bundle of understandings. Typically, the shift

from one space to another entails a corresponding shift in the way an object is framed and

therefore understood. This is most certainly the case when an object is acquired by a

museum; what was once an everyday object, antique, or collectable takes on new

meanings when it becomes part of a museum collection. Inevitably, anthropological

objects are points of cross-cultural contact. “Seen in this light,” James Clifford asserts,

“objects currently in the great museums are travelers, crossers – some strongly

17 Nicolas Thomas, Entangled Objects: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific
(Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1991).
18 Henry Glassie, “Structure and Function, Folklore and the Artifact,” Semiotica (1973): 313-351.
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‘diasporic’ with powerful, still very meaningful, ties elsewhere.”19 It is not surprising,

then, that Clifford applies Mary Louise Pratt’s concept of ‘contact zones’20 to museums,

defining them as places in which identities are constantly being negotiated, formulated,

and reformulated.21

When in a museum, objects carry the responsibility of materializing the histories

and memories of communities. As social institutions, Flora Kaplan asserts, museums

“are a potent force in forging self consciousness, within specific historical contexts and as

part of a political process of democratization.”22 Because of this, the relationship between

objects and selves in museums moves into a broader symbolic arena, especially in the

case of a national museum. Accordingly, I assume a relationship between conceptions of

national identity and those objects collected for and curated within national museums.

By virtue of their placement, these objects function to materially represent a nation. Or,

maybe more accurately, they represent the interests and anxieties of those who have

access to an authoritative voice within the nation. Historically, anxieties over self-

definition and identity have been articulated within museums through preoccupations

with ‘authenticity.’ The nation, as famously theorized by Homi Bhabha, is “one of the

major structures of ideological ambivalence within the cultural representations of

19 James Clifford, Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge and London:
Harvard UP, 1997) 213.
20 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London and New York:
Routledge: 1992).
21 Clifford Routes.
22 Flora S. Kaplan, “Introduction.” Museums and the Making of ‘Ourselves’: The Role of Objects in
National Identity, ed. Flora S. Kaplan (London and New York: Leicester UP, 1994) 1.
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‘modernity.’”23 With regard to museums and collecting cultures, this ambivalence and its

attendant anxieties is made visible through analyses of authenticity.

Because the collectability of a would-be anthropological artifact is typically

determined by whether that object is ‘culturally authentic,’ the boundaries of

anthropological collections often parallel the establishment of boundaries between

‘selves’ and ‘others.’ Historically, the establishment of boundaries between ‘self’ and

‘other’ within museums has involved the demarcation of gendered and racialized

differences among cultures and nations. My approach to structures of meaning within

museum narratives is largely influenced by the work of Edward Said, who theorized that

the construction of the other is an integral component in the construction of the self.24

Cultural authenticity, at least within the sphere of museums and the art trade, is

often thought to be the quality of those things that are the product of one distinct cultural

tradition. Conceptualized as such, authenticity is positioned as the embodiment of a

quintessential purity, a defining cultural essence. While at first glance this notion of

authenticity may seem simple enough, the fact remains that, even before the era of

globalization, pinpointing one cultural tradition that has not somehow been influenced by

another is an impossible task. Nonetheless, historian and cultural critic James Clifford

asserts, the “feeling of lost authenticity, of ‘modernity’ ruining some essence of source, is

not a new one […] Again and again, over the millennia change is configured as disorder,

23 Homi K. Bhabha, “Introduction: Narrating the Nation,” Nation and Narration, ed. Homi K. Bhabha
(London and New York: Routledge, 1990) 4.
24 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979).
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pure products go crazy.”25 This sense of loss stems from the misrecognition of change as

the product of particular historical moments, rather than acknowledging it as an ever-

present and vital force constantly shaping and re-shaping cultures. An awareness of

change as such forever undermines this romanticization of an ‘essence of source.’ And

without this original ‘essence,’ any attempt to pinpoint the authentic – at least as it is

conventionally understood – quickly becomes an exercise in futility, chasing one original

source as it slips into another and yet another.

Traditionally, anthropology museums have approached cultures as discrete

entities that can be treated on their own terms, distinct from one another. Objects that are

unmistakably the product of culture contact have customarily been overlooked, if not

overtly omitted from collections. But with the postmodern turn, anthropologists and

cultural critics have re-conceptualized cultures as emergent, always borrowing,

assimilating, appropriating, and therefore changing.26 And with this shift, traditional

approaches to authenticity, especially those found in museums, have proved themselves

to be a hindrance. It stands to reason then, that the hybrid products of culture contact can

in fact provide the inspiration for a more useful conception of authenticity, one that

acknowledges the crucial importance of fluid, flexible boundaries.

25 James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art
(Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1988) 4.
26 See Clifford Predicament; Clifford Routes; Nicolas Dirks, Geoff Eley and Sherry Ortner. “Introduction.”
Culture/Power/History: A Reader in Contemporary Social Theory, eds. Nicolas Dirks, Geoff Eley, and
Sherry Ortner (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1994); Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A
Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1979); George E. Marcus and Michael M. J. Fisher, Anthropology as Cultural Critique: An
Experimental Moment in the Human Sciences, 2nd edition (Chicago and London: University of Chicago
Pres, 1989); Nicolas Thomas Entangled Objects: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the
Pacific (Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1991).
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This acknowledgement of hybridity and contact would also underscore that what

is at stake within national museums is the defining of cultural, racial, and gendered

differences, as they fit under the aegis of nation. Moreover, the deconstruction of

authenticity as it relates to identity, national identity in particular, can be a “substantial

intervention into those justifications of modernity – progress, homogeneity, cultural

organicism, the deep nation, the long past – that rationalize the authoritarian,

‘normalizing’ tendencies within cultures in the name of the national interest or the ethnic

prerogative.”27 For that reason, a theoretical understanding of nation, culture and identity

as grounded in relations of power underpins my approach to museums. However, I’d like

to note that coherence is never assumed with any kind of shared identity – national,

cultural, or disciplinary. Within both anthropology and cultural studies, culture is

regarded by most as “grounded in unequal relations and is differently related to people

and groups in different social positions.”28 Therefore, “when we speak of culture as

shared,” Nicolas Dirks, et al write, “we must now always ask ‘By whom?’ and ‘In what

ways?’ and ‘Under what conditions?’”29 In fact, these are important questions to ask

when we speak of any kind of shared identity. Moreover, this theoretical concern with

power demands that attention be paid to the relationship between collection decisions and

the representations of communities; which communities, and whose perspectives within

those, are represented? Whose objects and memories will be chosen and therefore

enshrined in order to evoke and memorialize a nation? And conversely, whose will not?

27 Bhabha 4.
28 Dirks, et al. 3.
29 Dirks, et al, ibid, 3.
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These questions of cultural authority and power are also connected with repatriation and

the degree to which anthropologists are newly responsible for sharing this authority.

Close analysis of the AMM collection and of the effects of repatriation, in

particular, highlights the contingencies of meaning and, in the process, aptly demonstrate

how lines of power of are continually being negotiated, drawn and redrawn; such

relationships are never stable. It is for this very reason that Igor Kopytoff maintains that

the drama and socially dynamic quality of objects “lies in the uncertainties of valuation

and identity.”30 When looked at through the lenses of hybridity, culture contact and

changing power relations, the ‘uncertainties’ of museum objects are laid bare. The

cultural identity, meaning and even value of any given object can no longer be taken for

granted; valuation becomes subjective, identity contested.

Historicizing Repatriation: Methodological Strategies

The AMM collection is unique in its depth of historical documentation. Its

history spans from the earliest days of the SI to the present, marked by concerns

regarding cultural property rights. And what the present moment demonstrates is the

continued relevance of this history, especially in the context of repatriation. The origins

of this collection still loom large, as they continue to impact contemporary responses:

“the history of the relationship between Native Americans, the Bureau of American

Ethnology (1879-1965), and its parent institution, the Smithsonian, offers insights into

earlier worlds of intention, imagination, theory, and practice – precisely those regions

30 Igor Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things: Commoditization as Process,” The Social Life of
Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1986) 90.
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currently under reconsideration and revision.”31 This history, in many ways, offers

important insights into the current stakes of the repatriation issue. For this reason, I use

the SI’s AMM collection as the focus of my dissertation, as a means by which to

investigate my theoretical contentions regarding the relationships between objects and

selves, museum and nation, collecting and identity – in the nineteenth century as well as

the twenty-first century. I self-consciously narrate the social history of this collection in

an effort to historicize the contemporary issue of repatriation.

I say self-consciously because I’m acutely aware of the many differing stories that

could be narrated from this material, and that my narrative is crafted from a particular

perspective. One with an agenda to critically engage with both the current politics of

repatriation and attendant issues of interpretive authority. I understand my fashioning of

this historical narrative as a strategic intervention into contemporary understandings of

repatriation and the role that it plays in shaping the discipline. Situating repatriation

within the broader historical framework of nineteenth century scientific collecting

demands recognition of cultural, racial, and national identity formations – colonial

formations that, I argue, continue to shape both today’s repatriation debates as well as

disciplinary identities within museum anthropology.

Methods that trouble oversimplified narratives of complex contemporary issues

and that can account for a diversity of experience and thought are vital to the politically

engaged endeavor of cultural studies. By combining archival and historical methods with

ethnographic interviews, I endeavor to narrate a multi-dimensional, multi-voiced account

31 Curtis M. Hinsley, The Smithsonian and the American Indian: Making a Moral Anthropology in
Victorian America (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1981) 12.
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of collecting and repatriation. While I employ historical research methods to map larger

socio-political matrices of late nineteenth century America, I also use archival sources to

create a greater sense of individual agency through biographical representations of

specific collectors.

Biographies, in combination with social and intellectual histories, are utilized here

to fashion an experienced-based account of history, providing both individual agency and

nuance to the eclectic scientific community of the nation’s capital. Biographies have the

potential to be particularly effective because they enable readers to identify more directly

with historical accounts. Perhaps most importantly, biographies also provide a way for

the narrator to “use the lives of vivid personalities as instruments to investigate and

illuminate social processes.”32 Accordingly, I strategically chose differently situated

individuals to paint a dynamic picture of the time’s scientific community in all of its

diversity. For example, there are historical sketches of army surgeons who collected

from their posts in the territories, ethnologists affiliated with the Smithsonian, scientists

from the Army Medical Museum who studied human remains, naturalists affiliated with

government exploration surveys, and even the scientist who was the first secretary of the

SI. And just as I use archival materials to represent the diversity of thought within what

can scarcely be called a community in late nineteenth-century scientific America, I also

use ethnographic interviews to represent museum anthropologists at the Smithsonian, in

all of their diverse approaches to repatriation. Although my archival methods engage

with a group of scientific actors that are situated very differently – historically and

32 Eaton 4.
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professionally – from the museum anthropologists with whom I consulted; I understand

these two methods to be aligned in important ways. Both the biographies and the

interviews emphasize individual actors. Hence, they are allied through their potential to

provide nuanced – even fractured – representations of so-called communities. Also, these

archival and ethnographic methods are complimentary in the sense that they enable

productive juxtapositions of the historic moment of collection and the contemporary

moment, marked by the collection’s repatriation.

I use interviews to delve further into the matter of understanding changing

disciplinary identities; but these interviews also simultaneously function as a meta-

critique of the production of knowledge and the politics of constructing any sort of

narrative, including my own. Cultural studies’ move towards ethnography, Simon During

contends, was motivated by this very thing, “the desire to move beyond theoretical

discourses […] to give room to voices other than the theorist’s own. The turn to

ethnography” During continues, “highlights the difficulty of either claiming or

disclaiming academic and, more especially, ethnographic authority.”33 I felt this tension

acutely as I shaped my interview material into written narrative. Even with attempts to

create multi-voiced or polyvocal narratives, ultimately, the author has the power to use

(even manipulate) those voices for her purposes. In the shaping of my own narrative I

struggled to remain true to what I believed was the interviewee’s intent, even as I

fragmented and re-contextualized their words within my own analysis.

33 During, Simon. “Introduction.” The Cultural Studies Reader. Simon During, editor. London & New
York: Routledge, 1993. Pp. 20-21.
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While conducting interviews at the SI, I spoke with curators, anthropologists and

repatriation staff in an effort to discern how changes resulting from repatriation are

differently understood to be affecting the discipline (at least as it is manifested within the

Smithsonian’s Anthropology Department). The use of ethnography in this context is

strategic in my approach to and treatment of the concept of ‘disciplinary identities.’

Despite the drawbacks of ethnography, I believe the most faithful way to approach the

troublesome idea of this sort of group identity is to register it through the individual, and

specify it through institutional location – in this case the Smithsonian. While the

specificities of individuality and institutional place demand recognition, it is nonetheless

problematic to overemphasize the correlation between institutional and individual

politics. In fact, a couple of the anthropologists that I consulted went so far as to

articulate this, stating that they never felt, as individual anthropologists, that it was part of

their duty to uphold the purviews of the institution. Analyses of the performative

construction of identity, the complexities of countervailing and simultaneous forces of

resistance to and incorporation of new ways of conceiving of interpretive authority, must

be registered both within and between individuals. This aside, institutional context

cannot be ignored. In the end, ethnographic methods, despite their inherent interpretive

limitations, do offer strategic ways in which to discern and write multi-voiced accounts of

communities, which would otherwise be impossible to access in the purely theoretical

realm.

Similarly, multi-voiced representations of museum anthropology are crucial for

complicating a debate that is so often characterized as a binary one: The Native versus
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the Museum. This oversimplified depiction not only does an injustice to invested

individuals and the political complexities of repatriation, but it is inaccurate. When easy

lines are drawn between museums and natives, a slippery slope is created that easily leads

to similarly dangerous binaries such as scientific interests versus indigenous ones.

Allegiances are not so easily separated here. Moreover, by situating indigenous interests

outside of science, old racist stereotypes re-emerge of natives existing outside of

scientific progress. The demographic of individuals to be interviewed, which includes

both Anglo and Native American curators, anthropologists and repatriation staff,

demonstrates that lines between scientific and indigenous interests are not so easily

drawn and allegiances not so easily divided. Native Americans are integral actors in the

scientific museum community in the United States. Moreover, individuals can rarely be

so easily pigeon-holed as either pro- or anti- repatriation. Hence, individual scale

specificities made possible by ethnographic methods are vital to an account that can

effectively engage with diverse, conflicted and ambiguous responses to repatriation.

The historical circumstances of this collection, when juxtaposed with the

contemporary repatriation movement, shed new light on the contemporary politics of

identity. Critical ethnography makes possible a reflexive, doubly articulated approach to

repatriation politics – both as an object of study but also as an intervention into and

critique of interpretive authority. When current issues within museum anthropology are

situated within a larger historical framework – in this case one that highlights particular

colonial legacies – not only are the complexities and contingencies of shaping identities
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endowed with a temporal depth but, so too is the critique of interpretive authority and

knowledge production.

The Social History of Objects at the Smithsonian: Chapter Outline

I begin this social history in Chapter 2, Soldiers and Scientists: Nineteenth-

Century Science and the American Nation, with an historical analysis of the AMM, the

SI, and the types of collecting that characterized the formation of the AMM collection. I

situate this account of the AMM and the SI within the broader social and political context

of the mid- to late-nineteenth century America; this is the time in which the AMM

collection was amassed and transferred to the SI. This necessarily includes an analysis of

the role that the natural sciences, particularly anthropology, played in nation building and

the burgeoning of the Republic’s formation of identity as independent and democratic. I

narrate much of this history through biographical vignettes of individual soldier scientists

who, through their varied backgrounds, affiliations and contributions, made the scientific

‘community’ what it was, in all of its diversity. A central component of my examination

of anthropology and nation, and how notions of race informed both of these, entails a

close analysis of skull collecting, one of the primary collecting activities of these soldier

scientists. Unraveling intersecting conceptions of race, nation, and culture in nineteenth

century America is essential in illuminating the intellectual roots that shaped a national

identity and today’s anthropology.

In my third chapter, From the Kansas Prairies to the Nation’s Capitol: Southern

Cheyenne Case Study, I focus upon a particular assemblage of Southern Cheyenne burial
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objects from the AMM collection. I narrate the story of this group of funerary objects

and analyze the different meanings that they have accrued across time and space,

depending upon cultural, geographical and historical contexts. The history of this

assemblage’s past use enables insights into the culture of nineteenth-century collecting,

and specifically how the efforts of soldier-scientists fit within this framework of scientific

appropriation in the context of colonialism. Accordingly, I will show how the concept of

authenticity, applied to this collection, functioned to materialize racialized differences

within unequal power structures, while helping to define national identity. This chapter

also serves as a transition between historical and contemporary politics of ownership and

meaning-making. Because this Southern Cheyenne collection is comprised of burial

offerings, these objects have recently come under a new form of scrutiny in the context of

repatriation. As such, my analysis and narration of this collection also examines

contemporary responses to the politics of repatriation, as they developed in relation to

this particular collection in the 1990s.

In Chapter 4, Repatriation and Contemporary Identities, I seek to clarify the ways

that the historical link between the creation of collections and the maintenance of

identities continues to play an integral role in the shaping of disciplinary and national

identities. Accordingly, I examine how the politics of repatriation are changing the ways

that anthropologists within museums understand their scholarly roles and responsibilities.

Similar to previous chapters, I use the example of the Anthropology Department at the

Smithsonian’s Natural History Museum. Through interviews with the department’s

curators, museum anthropologists and repatriation staff, I analyze how these
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anthropologists conceptualize the effects of NAGPRA upon their academic roles as

researchers and their public roles as curators as well as how they position themselves vis-

à-vis the communities with which they work (i.e. cultural advocates, scientific experts,

interlocutors). Drawing upon this discussion of repatriation and its impact upon

anthropologists in museums, I propose in my fifth and concluding chapter several

potential directions in which this research could be expanded for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Soldiers and Scientists:
Nineteenth Century Science and the American Nation

Introduction: History through Biography

Biographical narratives can be valuable tools for developing multi-faceted

representations of historical processes. This is especially the case with macro-scale

processes that are frequently analyzed without attention to the individual actor, such as

nation building and the interplay of racial difference and science therein. It is for this

reason that, in this chapter, I utilize a series of biographical vignettes to narrate nineteenth

century government science, anthropology, and colonial formations of identity. I initiate

the social history of the AMM collection with an analysis of the relationship between

science and the American nation; in the process of doing this, I examine how the AMM

and the SI (along with other government institutions) fit into this relationship. However,

I engage with this history primarily through the role of individual soldier-scientists who,

as naturalists, were integral to the creation of the collection. I will show how these

soldiers, with their generalist approaches to natural history and their diligence in

collecting Native American skulls and cultural artifacts, exemplify the linkages between

science, nation, anthropology, and colonial formations of identity. The mid nineteenth-

century emphasis upon skull collecting, in particular, will serve as the primary illustration

of these interconnections and will be a central theme of the chapter.

Biographies, in combination with social and intellectual histories, are utilized here

to fashion an experienced-based account of history, providing both individual agency and
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nuance to the eclectic scientific community of the nation’s capital. The power of

biography, as explained by historian Richard Eaton, is derived from the simple fact that

“people are profoundly drawn to the personalities and life-stories of others.”34 Not only

does biography enable readers to identify more directly with historical accounts, it also

provides a way for the narrator to “use the lives of vivid personalities as instruments to

investigate and illuminate social processes.”35 Accordingly, I strategically chose several

soldier-scientists who made it possible for me to depict the scientific ‘community’ from a

variety of perspectives, in all of its diversity. While all these soldier-scientists

contributed significantly to what was to become the Army Medical Museum collection at

the Smithsonian, they had different scholarly interests and were positioned differently

within the national scientific community that coalesced around the governmental

institutions in Washington, D.C. For instance, I selected Henry Crecy Yarrow, a medical

officer who at different times served as surgeon and naturalist to the Wheeler Expedition,

was curator in the Division of Reptiles at the SI, worked for the BAE, and was employed

by the AMM as a comparative anatomist. The story of Yarrow’s career is a compelling

demonstration of the integration of government institutions. The biography of

Washington Matthews’ is another illustration of this integration, although from the

perspective of a scientist who was deeply committed to ethnological investigation, but

who also participated in the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition, served

as a post surgeon, a BAE anthropologist, and a craniologist at the AMM who dedicated

34 Richard M. Eaton, A Social History of the Deccan, 1300-1761: Eight Indian Lives (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 2005) 3.
35 Eaton 4.
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years to the study of Native American crania. The work of Ebenezer Swift and Aaron I.

Comfort are also briefly discussed as soldiers who dedicated years to the systematic

excavation of mounds, which were of particular interest to scientists at the SI and

craniologists at AMM. I also include an account of Joseph Henry, an exception to my

focus on soldier-scientists. While Henry was not a soldier, the institution that he helped

to establish became an integral component in the wide-ranging research and collecting

efforts of soldier-scientists.

By so juxtaposing these individuals, with their multiple allegiances, I hope to

show the ways in which various government agencies competed with, overlapped, and

complemented each other. Perhaps more importantly, I aim to show how larger

formations of identity (as they play out in relation to science, race and nation) are enacted

on the individual scale: individuals do, after all, “embody microcosms of at least some, if

not many, aspects of the social macrocosms in which they live.”36 This approach

provides a means through which to attempt a broader historical narrative of science and

nation as it was created and realized through individual experience. Any tendency

toward overgeneralization, resulting in homogenous or monolithic constructions of

community, is thereby mediated through the personal.

Science and the Cultivation of America

Joseph Henry was arguably one of Washington, D.C.’s most prominent and

influential scientists in the nineteenth-century. An experimental physicist and professor

36 Eaton 5.
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at the College of New Jersey (now Princeton University), Henry was the first director of

the Smithsonian Institution from 1846 until his death in 1878. The National Museum, at

the time under the aegis of the Smithsonian Institution, would eventually become a vital

component in a series of allied scientific governmental agencies. The fact that this nexus

of scientific institutions was located in the nation’s capital was symbolically central to

situating Washington as the country’s scientific hub. In turn, the capital’s identity as the

scientific center became integral in the process of positioning the nation as one built upon

and fueled by original scientific innovation.

Ironically, Henry was strongly opposed to having a national museum and library

funded under James Smithson’s bequest.37 In 1836 Smithson, a European physicist who

interestingly never visited America willed that his half million-dollar estate be invested in

the establishment of an institution bearing his name in Washington, D.C. “for the increase

and diffusion of knowledge among men.”38 Henry interpreted this to mean, “The primary

obligation of those carrying out the will must be the ‘increase of knowledge.’ Dependent

upon and subservient to that increase lay the requirement to ‘diffuse’ the knowledge.” 39

He envisioned an institution dedicated purely to original research. His idea of diffusing

knowledge involved “an extended international series of exchanges by which the

37 Joseph Henry, letter to Alexandar Bache, 6 September 1846, Joseph Henry Collection, SI Archives,
Washington, D.C.; Joseph Henry, letter to Lesley, 12 January 1877, Joseph Henry Collection, SI Archives,
Washington, D.C.; Curtis Hinsley, The Smithsonian and the American Indian: Making A Moral
Anthropology in Victorian America (Washington, D.C. and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1981)
34; Albert E. Moyer, Joseph Henry: The Rise of an American Scientist (Washington, D.C. and London:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997) 252-253; Wilcomb E. Washburn, “The Museum and Joseph Henry,”
Curator, VIII/1 (1965): 35-54.
38 Don D. Fowler, A Laboratory for Anthropology: Science and Romanticism in the American Southwest,
1846-1930, (Albuquerque: UNMP, 2000) 79; Moyer 248; Washburn 36.
39 Joseph Henry, “Introduction: Programme of Organization of the Smithsonian Institution,” Smithsonian
Institution Annual Report for 1847, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1847) 41.
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accounts of all the original researches in science, the education progress, and the general

advance of civilization in the New World are exchanged for similar works of the Old

World.”40 This vision, articulated in a letter to his friend Alexander Dallas Bache, an

influential Regent of the newly formed institution, is what earned Henry the position of

Secretary. Paradoxically, it is also this vision that would repeatedly put Henry at odds

with the Smithsonian’s Board of Regents and members of Congress:

I endeavored to show that a local Museum was not in accordance with the will,

but that we should endeavor to improve the condition of All the Museums of the

world, by collecting specimens to be distributed, where they would be most useful

for the advancement of science; that it would be folly to establish a Library in

opposition, as it were, to the great Library of Congress, that the building would

ultimately absorb a large part of the income of [the Smithsonian Institution]. …

The Museum is destined to become a very large establishment, commanding

considerable patronage and is at all times liable to be brought under direct

political influence: the association while advantageous to the Museum is

dangerous to the future of the Institution. … They do not fully apprehend the

fact that the Institution is not a popular establishment depending on popular

reputation for support, but the establishment of an individual for scientific

purposes, and supplied with sufficient funds to carry on its own operations

without any appeal to Congress.41

40 Joseph Henry Smithsonian Institution Annual Report for 1877, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1877) 8.
41 Joseph Henry, letter to Lesley, January 12, 1877, Joseph Henry Collection, SI Archives, Washington,
D.C.
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However, Congress needed to find a place to house the vast collections amassed

by the Wilkes Expedition.42 As such, “Congress’ incorporation of a museum in its

definition of the purposes of the Smithsonian was not entirely disinterested.”43 However,

Henry’s unwillingness to integrate a national museum into the Institution was not solely

the result of his (justified) fear that the maintenance of collections would drain funds

from the Institution. Henry also realized that the semi-private Smithson funds would not

support a museum, therefore, maintaining collections “would annually bring the

institution before Congress as a supplicant for government patronage.”44 But he also

objected on an academic level, as he was convinced that a massive and “heterogeneous

collection of objects of mere curiosity”45 (implying the Wilkes Expedition) did little to

aid in original research. Nonetheless, it appears that Henry had no problem with the

study of natural history itself, as long as the goal was the discovery of ‘new truths’ and

not simply the categorization and description of objects. This is demonstrated in his 1850

Annual Report, after he had succumbed to pressure from Congress to incorporate the

museum46 and hired Spencer Baird as the Assistant Secretary and Curator:

Natural History can be much more effectually promoted, by special collections of

new objects, by appropriations for original explorations and researches, and above

42 Charles Wilkes’s naval exploring expedition to the Pacific (1838-42) was the country’s first large-scale
government survey. The expedition employed naturalists and artists to collect and record all environmental
aspects of the regions explored. See Fowler 26; Hinsley 17-18; Moyer 251; Washburn 39.
43 Washburn 39.
44 Joseph Henry, Smithsonian Institution Annual Report for 1849, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1850) 20-21.
45 Henry, Annual Report for 1849, 20.
46 It was not until 1857 that Henry finally secured funding from the government for the ongoing
maintenance of the museum. In this manner, he created the unusual arrangement in which the SI and the
National Museum were separate entities, but the SI “housed and administered” the museum on behalf of the
government. For a succinct account see Fowler 79-80. For more comprehensive accounts, see Hinsley;
Moyer.
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all, by assistance in the preparation of the necessary drawings, and by presenting

to the world, in a proper form, the labors of naturalists. In conformity with these

views, it has been resolved to confine the collections, principally, to objects of

special character, or to such as may lead to the discovery of new truths, or which

may serve to verify or disprove existing or proposed scientific generalizations.47

Henry’s commitment to original research and the ‘discovery of new truths’ was

never solely for the purpose of science, in and of itself. Rather, Henry aspired, through

the increase of knowledge at his institution, to have “bearing […] on the character of the

country and the welfare of mankind.”48 Original research was the means by which

technological advance was achieved, and for Henry this translated to human progress.49

The practical applications of scientific innovation in America, he therefore believed, also

entailed the advancement of the nation on a cultural level. It is not surprising, then, that

Bache evoked Henry’s scientific commitment to the nation to entice his friend to the

Smithsonian:

Science triumphs in you my dear friend & come you must. Redeem Washington.

Save this great National Institution from the hands of charlatans. Glorious result.

[…]  Your position will[,] rely upon it[,] be most favorable for carrying out your

great designs in regard to American Science. Come you must for your country’s

sake. What if toils increase & vexations come. Is a man bound to do nothing for

his country, his age. You have a name which must go down to History as the

47 Henry, Annual Report for 1850, 21-22.
48 Henry, Annual Report for 1847, 41.
49 Moyer 250.
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great founder of a great Institution. The first Secretary of the American

Institution.50

In point of fact, Henry frequently stated that it was his duty to science and nation, and not

the promise of personal or professional profit that induced him to accept the Smithsonian

position.51

This conviction that the potential of the nation could be realized and it’s culture

enriched through science was especially strong in post-civil war America – a period

marked by rapid social and economic change.52 The ongoing anxieties of the American

elite regarding their cultural status, as it measured against that of European scientific and

cultural traditions, were further exacerbated by this increasingly fluid social order. While

on the one hand, rapid mobility signaled the success of democracy in industrial America,

it also signaled social instability. The rise of the nouveaux rich, in particular, led many of

the country’s old elite to bemoan a lack of cultivation.53 As such, an anxious aristocracy

“reproached the new men for not having paused to cultivate characteristics which

distinguished an American Aristocrat.”54 Similarly, the old aristocracy also critiqued the

newly monied individuals for flaunting their wealth; a garish display that, for the old

elites, simply confirmed their indictments and linked excessive materialism with lack of

cultivation. Apprehensive about changes in the social order and their place therein, the

nation’s old elites condemned the materialism of the new aristocracy as frivolous and a

50 Alexandar Dallas Bach, letter to Joseph Henry, 4 December 1846, The Papers of Joseph Henry: The
Princeton Years: January 1844-December 1846, ed. Marc Rothenberg (Washington, DC: SIP and Science
History Publications, 1992) 568-569.
51 Moyer 261.
52 J. Kirkpatrick Flack, Desideratum in Washington: The Intellectual Community in the Capital City 1870-
1900 (Cambridge, MA: Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc., 1975) 3.
53 Flack 3-4.
54 Flack 3.
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sign of weakness in the national character. The degradation of the nation, it was

supposed, was at stake.

In their efforts to distinguish themselves from the increasing materialism of a

newly wealthy class, the old aristocracy leaned heavily upon a rhetoric that praised the

refinement of intellectual sensibilities and character through science and literature.

Consequently, it was during this time that both literary and scientific societies began to

take on added social relevance.55 Increasingly, among these same elites, the notion began

to take hold that “to be deeply interested in science was to be ‘cultivated.’ Devotion to

its abstractions showed that one eschewed material concerns.”56 Henry provides a nice

example of this with his insistence that he shouldered the burden of the Smithsonian

solely for the sake of the nation. And even while he publicly avowed that financial or

professional gain was not a consideration, he nonetheless campaigned for “a salary of at

least $3,500 and a house […. B]ecause [he argued] not only had Princeton agreed

recently to boost his $1,500 salary but Harvard had renewed its efforts to lure him into

the Rumford Chair by offering up to $2,500.”57 It is telling that, publicly, Henry claimed

absolute disinterest in such matters.

This link between the dedicated study of science and ‘higher ideals,’ lent a degree

of status to scientific societies that, in turn, provided a valuable social-political network.

It was during this period that societies such as the American Anthropological

Association, the Philosophical Society, and the American Academy for the Advancement

55 Flack 31-48.
56 Flack 31.
57 Moyer 257.
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of Sciences flourished. But of course, because these affiliations brought with them the

potential to distinguish the qualities of a ‘true gentleman,’ there was the inevitable fear of

charlatanism as “numerous quasi-intellectual associations darted across the horizon of

late nineteenth century culture.”58

Interestingly, the National Institution for the Promotion of Science is an

antebellum example of this (as are Henry’s salary negotiations), demonstrating

manifestations of the anxieties over class and cultivation that simply increased with the

instability of post-bellum America. The National Institute was established in 1840 as a

result of both the Smithson bequest and the Wilkes Expedition. Joel R. Poinsett, the

government official and amateur scientist who helped to initiate the Wilkes Expedition,

proposed the Institute with the hopes of receiving the Wilkes collections; at the same

time, he was also angling to secure the Smithson bequest for this purpose.59 However,

once Wilkes and other expedition scientists saw their collections crowded and

disorganized at the National Institute, they criticized the incompetence of the amateur

naturalists who, they argued, did not have the scientific training to handle ‘their’

collections.60 Hence, the expedition men distinguished themselves against the amateurs

as the ‘true scientists.’ On these grounds, Wilkes convinced Congress to find an

alternative home for the collections:

58 Flack 37.
59 Hinsley 18.
60 Hinsley 18.
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The Institute men lacked an essential respect for the natural world, a nineteenth-

century form of piety that set the true scientist apart from the amateur or the

pandering commercial popularizer.61

When Bache called Henry to the Smithsonian to “Redeem Washington. Save this great

National Institution from the hands of Charlatans,” this is precisely what he was referring

to. Not only was the National Institute jockeying for Smithson funds but also Dr. Henry

King, curator of the Institute, was one of the nominees for Smithsonian Secretary. It

appears that Bache, judging from his tone and his evocation of national responsibility,

also sustained the belief that a nation’s greatness was ensured when led by learned

scientific figures.

Indeed, the posthumous tributes to Henry’s memory shortly after his death are

testimony to the conceptual link between science and cultivation and it’s projection onto

the nation. There was an impressive national response to Henry’s death in 1878. This

included considerable coverage in national newspapers, a “Washington funeral with all

the pomp of a state ceremony,” the convening of a special Congressional session, a

memorial volume in Henry’s honor, and in 1883 a bronze statue of Henry’s likeness was

unveiled outside of the Smithsonian ‘castle.’ 62 But even more telling than the national

fanfare, at least for the purpose of surmising the relevance of science to nation, is the

political awareness with which such commendations were performed. For example,

Moyer, Henry’s biographer, documents that General William Tecumseh Sherman, in a

public oration, pressed upon his audience the importance of enhancing the nation’s

profile through reference to exceptional Americans:

61 Hinsley 19.
62 Moyer 278.
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On all grand occasions I beg you to emblazon the names of Franklin, Agassiz and

Henry, side by side with our great statesmen – Webster, Clay, and Lincoln – and

with our great soldiers - Washington, Jackson, and Grant. […]  A country which

can in a single century record such names need not be ashamed, but may, with

proud front, claim a place among the most honored nations of earth.63

Moyer goes on to posit:

President Rutherford B. Hayes, senators, representatives, and other politically

savvy Americans all would have recognized the symbolic significance of Henry’s

government –backed tributes. […]  During an era of aspiration and ambition

when many Americans still harbored feelings of insecurity and sensitivity about

their country’s international cultural standing, the public remembrances signaled

to the nation and the world not only that the United States had produced a

scientist of the highest global stature but also that its leaders and citizens valued

him and his work.64

The belief that science was a stabilizing influence and had the power to elevate

the nation’s character underpinned the conviction that a national commitment to the

virtues and advancement of science would necessarily lead to cultural progress. As such,

many of the nation’s foremost scientists and politicians believed that Washington, “the

seat of government[,] should accommodate and support the nation’s leading men of

learning so that they might better serve their society.”65 The tangible outcome of these

ideals, in the second half of the nineteenth century, can be seen in the form of the SI, the

Department of Agriculture, the AMM, the United States Geological Survey and the BAE.

The research conducted jointly by these institutions was believed to be the foundation for

63 Moyer 281-282, quoting Sherman’s address at Princeton College, N.J., June 19th 1878.
64 Moyer 281.
65 Flack vii.
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a distinctly American science. After all, science in the nineteenth century was a national

affair, largely conducted by and dependent upon the government. Not surprisingly, the

resulting AMM collection is a product of this ethos.

The Soldier-Scientist

Science in the second half of the nineteenth century (particularly those years

closer to the mid century) was primarily the work of monied ‘amateurs.’ I use the term

‘amateur’ as it compares with the kind of professionalization that is seen in the academy

today. But the studies of dedicated scholars in the nineteenth century were only amateur

in the sense that they were typically not full-time vocations.66 Joseph Henry was an

exception as a full-time experimental physicist: “the number of men who shared serious

scientific aspirations exceeded the capacity of the society to provide opportunities for

full-time pursuit of those interests.”67 Most often, scientific research was carried out by

medical or business professionals in their spare time.68

It is not surprising, then, that all of the soldier-scientists highlighted in this

chapter were also surgeons. These military men, by virtue of their professional training

and socio-economic standing, were the most likely of soldiers to develop interests in

science and natural history. And because they were posted in remote regions throughout

the country, scientific government agencies made effective use of them. Military

expansion essentially provided an organized network of soldier-scientists who collected

66 Fowler 80; Hinsley 19.
67 Hinsley 19.
68 Fowler 80.
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and recorded all manner of artifacts, specimens, native customs and even human skeletal

remains for study:

The nineteenth-century scientists on the frontier were original and prolific. Their

diverse contributions were the basis for American science during the period of

national expansion. One historian called them ‘servants of the continental mind;’

they were doctors, surveyors, engineers, naturalists, and anthropologists […].

They gathered specimens – insects, vocabulary lists, potsherds, and crania – and

some of the collectors had the training, leisure and stamina to coordinate their

research into publications and lectures.69

This network of soldier-scientists produced an immense amount of data and

collections. In turn, these collections facilitated Washington, D.C. based institutions in

their pursuit of a national science. At the time, the Army Medical Museum, the National

Museum (now the SI) and the Department of Agriculture were allied institutions. Not

only did they trade objects back and forth to complement their own collections, they also

divided the collections coming in from the army posts. Collections were distributed in

such a way that human skeletal remains were sent to the AMM, cultural artifacts and

specimens of natural history were sent to the National Museum, and botanical,

entomological and soil samples were sent to the Department of Agriculture.

In addition to the efforts of medical officers, these three institutions were on the

receiving end of extensive collections resulting from government surveys, the first of

which was the previously mentioned Charles Wilkes’ Exploring Expedition of 1838-42.

Ferdinand V. Hayden’s U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories (funding began in

69 Richard Poor, Washington Matthews: An Intellectual Biography, thesis, University of Nevada, Reno,
1975, 3.
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1869), George M. Wheeler’s U. S. Army Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of

the 100th Meridian (1871-1879), and John Wesley Powell’s Geographical and Geological

Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region (1866-1867) also provided new materials for

these institutions. These government expeditions mapped newly colonized regions,

established national and state boundaries, and surveyed the country’s natural resources.

In many ways, government scientists conceived of the west as an enormous,

untamed national laboratory.70 The collections from stationed soldier-scientists and

government surveys were the means by which knowledge was attained and scientific

order was established. Assembling and categorizing vast collections was just one of the

mechanisms by which explorers and scientists asserted both physical and conceptual

control over newly colonized territories. Assemblages of maps, photographs,

meteorological observations, minerals, soils, plants, animal skeletons, and diagrams of

geological formations all aided in the symbolic inscription of the environment as the land

of plenty, awaiting cultivation and harvesting. Consequently, a national collection was

assembled that represented the material and cultural resources of North America –

resources that promised a fruitful harvest for Anglo industry and individual alike.

Therefore, the scope of government research was necessarily broad, positioned as it was

within the colonial endeavor.

As such, the work of soldier-scientists was well suited to this kind of research as it

was typically characterized by a generalists’ approach to observing and documenting the

natural world. In fact, the trend toward specialization did not occur in earnest until the

70 William H. Goetzman, Exploration and Empire: The Explorer and the Scientist in the Winning of the
American West, (New York and London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1978) xii; Fowler ix.
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1870s.71 However, the army surgeons who conducted sustained research were

nonetheless trained in medicine during the era of generalization and their contributions

into the 1870s and 80s by and large attest to this.

Army surgeon Henry Crecy Yarrow provides an apt illustration of the generalized

character of work in the natural sciences. By virtue of his career, marked as it is by wide-

ranging scientific work for the government, he is also a fascinating example of just how

integrated these government institutions were. Trained in medicine at the University of

Pennsylvania, Yarrow was the surgeon and naturalist to Wheeler’s Explorations West of

the Hundredth Meridian from 1871 to 1876; from 1872 to 1880 he was Curator of the

Division of Reptiles at the U.S. National Museum under the SI, for whom he conducted

expeditions in the West during the summers of 1876 and 1877 to assemble collections for

both the SI and also the AMM; in 1877 he served at the AMM as a comparative

anatomist; and in 1879 he was detailed for duty in the Library of the Surgeon General’s

Office; and in the 1880s he was an assistant at the United States Fish Commission.72 Far

from an anomaly, the diversity of Yarrow’s career is a testament to the kind of

comprehensive approach that was common during this era in the natural sciences.

The first evidence of Yarrow’s work in the natural sciences dates to 1870. He

was posted as an assistant surgeon at Fort Macon in North Carolina where he and

71 Flack 67-68.
72 Military History of H. C. Yarrow, M.D., Personal Papers of Medical Officers and Physicians, US
National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Edgar Erskine Hume, “Henry Crecy Yarrow (1840-1929),”
Ornithologists of the United States Army Medical Corps: Thirty-Six Biographies (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1942) 533-549; Watson 684.
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Surgeon Elliott Coues73 jointly studied the region’s fauna.74 In their resulting 1878

publication Notes on the Natural History of Fort Macon, North Carolina and Vicinity

they explain, “it was intended that they should give a full account of the zoology of the

locality, as studied by the writers during their successive residence at Fort Macon.”75

True to their goal, they documented the mammals, birds, reptiles, batrachians and

invertebrates. Yarrow, in the same journal, separately documents the fishes of the area.76

His studies of the region’s fishes earned the high opinion of the Assistant Secretary and

Curator of the National Museum, Spencer Baird. In fact, Baird was so impressed with

Yarrow’s studies at Fort Macon that he wrote the Army’s Surgeon General to request that

Yarrow be kept at his post until his studies were complete:

My Dear General,

I think it my duty to write and tell you how much help I am receiving from one of

your officers, Dr. H. C. Yarrow, now stationed at Fort Macon, in the inquiry

ordered by congress in reference to the fish and fisheries of our coast. I have been

in correspondence with the Doctor for a number of months and he has already

sent me a number of complete Monographs of the natural history of prominent

Southern species, and is continuing his series with the utmost diligence. He is

also collecting for my examination a full series of all the fish and I am well

73 Yarrow first made acquaintance with Coues while on duty at Fort McHenry in Baltimore, MD. Coues
was, among other things, a professor of anatomy at Columbia University. He was also attached to the
Geological Survey under Major Powell. Yarrow eulogized him as, “a man of most varied intellectuality …
[who] was the best known ornithologist, with regard to United States birds, of any man in the world.” See
Henry Crecy Yarrow, “Personal Recollections of Some Old Medical Officers,” The Military Surgeon, 1x.5
(1927): 588-593.
74 Hume 537.
75 Elliott Coues and Henry C. Yarrow, “Notes on the Natural History of Fort Macon, North Carolina and
Vicinity,” Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 3rd Series, viii. 4-5 (1878): 21-
28 and 297-315.
76 Henry C. Yarrow, “Notes on the Natural History of Fort Macon, North Carolina and Vicinity,”
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 3rd Series, viii. 3 (1878): 35-120.
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satisfied that as far as the Southern species are concerned, there will be little to

ask, in the way of their biography and natural history, after Dr. Yarrow has

completed his work. I do not know the details you may be contemplating in

regard to your corps, but hope that the Doctor will not be disturbed until he can

carry through the investigations he has commenced so thoroughly. He

commenced only a few months ago, and it will of course take considerable time to

exhaust a subject so prolific as that of the fishes.

Very Truly Yours,

Spencer F. Baird [signed] 77

In light of this, it is no surprise that Baird would later highly recommend Yarrow for the

position of surgeon and naturalist to the Expedition for Exploration West of the 100th

Meridian (more commonly referred to as the ‘Wheeler Expedition’).78

Lieutenant George Montague Wheeler’s expedition was conceived of on a grand

scale. He proposed to map the entire West at “a small-enough scale, yet at a level of

detail useful both to military tacticians and civilians concerned with the general

development of the country.”79 Wheeler’s plan received full support from the

government and was directed to explore the parts of eastern Nevada and Arizona south of

the Central Pacific Railroad for the sake of mapping as well as to discern “as far as

practicable, everything relating to the physical features of the country, the numbers,

habits and disposition of the Indians [… and] the facilities offered for making rail or

77 Spencer Baird, letter to Joseph Barnes, 24 June 1871, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
78 Hume 538.
79 Fowler 84.
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commonwealth roads.”80 The Expedition functioned for eight years until it was abolished

in 1879;81 Yarrow served for five of those years until 1876.82

While serving in the field with the expedition, Yarrow distributed an official

circular outlining general directions for making natural history collections. In his effort

to encourage this interest among the expedition men and educate them in proper

procedures he explained the goal of this work:

It should be firmly impressed upon the minds of all interested in the subject of

natural history that every thing having life should be collected, no matter how

seemingly unimportant the object may appear, as our knowledge of the zoological

forms of western life is still deficient in many respects, and it is only by a most

careful and searching investigation from time to time that we are able to add to

this knowledge by the accumulation of specimens elucidating the problem of

geographical distribution, which at the present day commands the attention of all

naturalists. Every specimen before being placed away should be properly labeled.

[…] This is indispensable, as, without labels, specimens are almost worthless.83

Yarrow’s collecting, however, was not limited to zoology. Accession records

from the SI and AMM indicate that he also spent considerable time and effort gathering

human remains, specifically Native American crania. For instance, Yarrow records that

he “had the good fortune to discover an ancient burial place near [Abiguin, New Mexico

80 George M. Wheeler, Preliminary Report Concerning Explorations and Surveys Principally in Nevada and
Arizona Conducted under the Immediate Direction of Lieutenant George M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers,
1871 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1872) 11-12. See also Fowler 84.
81 The Wheeler Expedition was abolished at this time because of the government reorganization that
eventually established the U.S. Geological Survey. See Fowler 85.
82 Hume 542.
83 Henry C. Yarrow Directions and Suggestions for the Collection of Zoological Specimens, Wheeler
Expedition Papers, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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…] on the Chama [River],”84 while in the field with the Wheeler Expedition. Convinced

of its scientific value, Yarrow was eager to arrange further excavations and publish the

discovery in the expedition’s multi-volume proceedings. To this end, Yarrow wrote the

Assistant Surgeon General after returning to Washington, D.C., in an effort to secure

funds from the AMM to send a scientist back to the site for more complete excavations:

I have personally examined and removed several skeletons therefrom [sic], and

am led to believe that many more still remain which might prove a most valuable

addition to the cabinet of the Army Medical Museum. […] Should the Surgeon

General authorize the expenditure of the sum named, it will be most amply

returned by excellent results, and I would most earnestly recommend that the

proposition be favorably considered.85

According to D. S. Lamb’s A History of the United States Army Medical Museum,

Yarrow managed to amass a collection of thirty-seven crania from graves in California,

Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada while he was in the field with the Wheeler

Expedition.86 However, according to the actual SI and AMM accession records, it

appears that he was an even more prolific collector – there are one hundred and twenty-

seven skulls documented as having been either collected by Yarrow or unearthed under

his supervision. Unsurprisingly, whenever AMM curator George Otis encountered

Yarrow after he returned from one of “several of his expeditions to the West [… he]

84 Henry C. Yarrow, letter to J. H. Simpson, 8 March 1875, Wheeler Expedition Papers, US National
Archives, Washington, D.C.
85 Henry C. Yarrow, letter to General C.H. Crane, 2 January 1875, Wheeler Expedition Papers, US National
Archives, Washington, D.C.
86 D. S. Lamb, A History of the United States Army Medical Museum 1862 to 1917, (Unpublished
Manuscript: no date) 146.
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always greeted him with the same question: ‘Well, dear boy, glad to see you back. How

many skulls have you for me this time?’”87

The sheer number of crania in the AMM collection as a result of Yarrow’s efforts

points to a certain doggedness on his part. This is, to a small extent, conveyed through

some of his field notes documenting the circumstances of collection. These

circumstances ranged from relatively large-scale excavations entailing upwards of 30

burials88 to individual cave or rock burials happened upon by the expedition. And

sometimes the remains of known individuals were collected; the following is an example

of the accession records for such a case:

Cranium of Pedro an Aravaipa [sic] Apache murderer. This individual was the

leader of the massacre at the Old Camp Grant Arizona in the spring of 1874. His

head was brought in to the San Carlos Agency 3 or 4 months after by Indian

scouts.89

Another instance in which a known individual is collected is an example of a not-

uncommon practice whereby the location of contemporary burials or graves containing

the remains of known persons are discovered. In these cases surgeons were forced to

wait for an opportunity to unearth them when they were least likely to be caught. Yarrow

writes to General Crane describing one such occasion:

I am glad to be able to tell you I have procured for the Museum some ‘Ute’

crania, among others that of Wah-Ker, the celebrated chief who instigated the war

87 Henry Crecy Yarrow, “Personal Recollections of Some Old Medical Officers,” The Military Surgeon
1x.1 (1927): 73-76.
88 Native American burial ground (tribal name not given) at Dos Pueblos, 20 miles Northwest of Santa
Barbara, California. Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession Numbers 1531 – 1545,
National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
89 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession Number 1174, National Anthropological
Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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[18]65. The operation was attended with some little risk, as a band of Indians

were living near the graves. Happily nothing occurred to prevent our success.

[…] Please say nothing about the Crania outside of the office as I would not wish

it to appear in any paper, having to pass through the same [town sooner] or later.90

Yarrow’s collecting efforts did not end with his appointment to the Wheeler

Expedition. In 1883 he made a trip to Utah “to investigate the contents of two burial

caves” on the behalf of the BAE.91 During the summers of 1886 and 1887 Yarrow led

two trips out west on behalf of the AMM and the SI for the purpose of collecting Native

American crania. And in 1885, under orders of the Army’s Surgeon General, Yarrow

was directed to “proceed to Springerville, Arizona, thence to Moqui, Arizona,”

presumably for the purposes of augmenting the “collection of objects for the Army

Medical Museum.”92 Yarrow’s interest in osteology culminated in his 1881 publication

on burial practices, entitled ‘Introduction to the Mortuary Customs of North American

Indians’93 – an article that is, to this day, still referenced.

Yarrow’s wide-ranging work within the natural sciences not only typifies the

science of the day, but also demonstrates the value of the generalists’ approach, as

applied to national interests. The previously noted trend toward specialization in the

1870s and 1880s was often greeted with reticence and a degree of anxiety. There were

even those who claimed it presented “a growing peril to the general significance of

90 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession Numbers 959-972, National Anthropological
Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
91 Henry C. Yarrow, letter to John W. Powell, 1 June 1883, Records of the Bureau of American Ethnology
National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
92 Chauncey McKeever, letter to Henry C. Yarrow, 24 July 1885, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
93 Henry C. Yarrow, ‘Introduction to the Mortuary Customs of North American Indians,’ BAE Annual
Report ix (1880): 1-114.
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science.”94 A belief in the advantage of a liberal education and comprehensive

methodology was well suited to science on the national scale:

The essential nature and the law of what is can not be apprehended without a

harmonious intimate association of the individual sciences; and the perception is

perhaps constantly becoming more clear that the separation among the braches of

knowledge has its ultimate reason in the limitations and finitude of human power.

[… Nonetheless,] nothing promotes free, independent thought in men, so well as

the sense of obligation to the demands of the generality, so much as the

knowledge of the great diversity with unity and the all-prevailing order that rule

in Nature.95

In spite of developments towards an increasingly specialized scientific

community, it was not until the late nineteenth century that the effects of specialization

truly took hold in universities and museums.96 In the meantime, army scientists who

moved between posts and various government appointments with surveys and museums

continued to exercise a liberality of study. This liberality made the profound integration

among government agencies possible. Realized on the individual scale, these agencies

were bound together by the work of scientists whose scope could not be limited by any

one institution.

94 G. H. Theodore Eimer, “Specialization in Science,” The Popular Science Monthly 32 (1887-1888): 26-
31.
95 Eimer 27-28.
96 For a detailed account of the trajectory of museums and universities during this period, see Steven Conn,
Museums and American Intellectual Life: 1876-1926 (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
1998).
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Government Science and Anthropology: The Context for Collecting Skulls

Anthropological collecting during the second half of the nineteenth century was

largely characterized by salvage efforts, embedded as it was within the broader discourse

of expansion and progress. With Anglo settlement now ranging, if sparsely, from coast

to coast, “Americans were generally eager to cast territorial expansion as the major

accomplishment of the era.”97 The triumphant rhetoric associated with expansionism was

underpinned by a faith in the ‘manifest destiny’ of the American nation to dominate the

continent through industry, science and ‘Culture.’ As such, during the mid-century,

anthropological research both reflected and refracted this colonial mindset; anthropology

was not only informed by but also contributed to a rhetoric of ‘progress’ that justified the

disenfranchisement of Native Americans. Native Americans had become the subjects of

American anthropology largely because they “posed critical historical and providential

questions for White Americans. The central nagging, political and religious dilemmas

were these: Are these people in any sense our brothers? By what right can we claim this

land as our own?”98

Distancing Native Americans through linear notions of cultural evolution

provided a key rationalization in which the evolutionary idea of recapitulation was central

– maintaining that the course of human evolution was analogous to the lifetime of an

individual, “that an individual, in its own growth, passes through a series of stages

97 William H. Truettner, “Ideology and Image: Justifying Westward Expansion,” The West as America:
Reinterpreting Images of the Frontier 1820-1890, eds. William Truettner and Nancy K. Anderson
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991) 27.
98 Hinsley, The Smithsonian and the American Indian, 29.
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representing adult ancestral forms in their correct order.”99 For instance, in his 1877

paper “On Anthropology,” Joseph Henry explains that the object of anthropological study

was the understanding of human tendencies, arrived at through the reconstruction of their

past.100 The discipline of anthropology, he continues, has established that “by thoroughly

studying the manners and customs of savages and the instruments employed by them we

obtain a knowledge of the earliest history of nations which have arrived at the highest

state of civilization.”101 European-American scholars not only situated native

populations as living representatives of their own evolutionary history, but they also

positioned themselves, quite literally, as adults in relation to a ‘childlike native.’ W J

McGee, Powell’s assistant for the BAE and Geological Survey, claimed “the burden of

humanity is already in large measure the White Man’s burden – for, viewing the human

world as it is, white and strong are synonymous terms.”102 Thus, the paternalistic rhetoric

of manifest destiny was underpinned by a science that positioned Native Americans as

dependent subjects.

Preoccupied with degrees of cultural development and “the secrets of man’s

origin, progress, and destiny,” anthropologists looked to western territories and their

indigenous populations as part this national laboratory – one that exhibited “all those

natural objects, relations, forces, and facts, that have furnished the material, the impulse,

99 Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man, (New York and London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1981) 114.
Italics original.
100 Joseph Henry, “On Anthropology,” Joseph Henry Collection, Smithsonian Institution Archives,
Washington, D.C.
101 Henry, “On Anthropology.”
102 W J McGee, “The Trend of Human Progress,” American Anthropologist 1.3 (1899): 401-447.
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or the limitation to human progress.”103 The job of the anthropologist was to collect and

record Native American ways of life that were assumed to be rapidly disappearing. Even

if the native was to disappear, the reasoning followed, hopefully his customs could be

preserved for the sake of studying the course of civilization. This was, in part, the

reasoning behind the establishment of the BAE by the U.S. Congress in 1879.

However, the other facet of the BAE’s mission was to address the ‘Indian

problem,’ as it was then conceived.104 While anthropologists were concerned with

understanding these cultures within the context of evolutionary history, these same

Native American cultures were struggling against the government for their land and

freedom. Government administrators hoped that BAE surveys could provide practical

anthropological information to aid in the suppression and acculturation of Native

Americans.105 The dual missions of the BAE, “to document […] culture[s] while [they]

remained intact, and through knowledge gained, to aid these tribes in their transition to

more civilized pursuits,”106 eventually developed deep conflicts of interest. BAE

anthropologists such as Frank Hamilton Cushing, Alice Fletcher, Washington Matthews

and Franz Boas (to name only a few) were committed to lengthy field studies and ‘inside’

research; the goal was a “sensitive reading of Indian life.”107 This ‘sensitive reading’

necessarily led to a new form of respect for traditional native knowledge and customs,

103 Otis Tufton Mason. “What is Anthropology? A Lecture.” Saturday Lectures, no. 2: Delivered in the
National Museum, Washington, D.C., March 18, 1882, (Judd & Detweiler Publishers, 1882): 3-21.
104 William Goetzman Exploration and Empire, 571.
105 William H. Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” Art in New Mexico, 1900-1945: Paths to Taos and
Santa Fe, eds. Charles C. Eldredge, Julie Schimmel, William H. Truettner (NY: Abbeville Press, 1986):
17-41.
106 Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” 21.
107 Truettner, “Science and Sentient,” 22.
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sometimes even leading to an appreciation for “aspects of primitive [sic] society that they

thought superior to their own.”108 As a result, most of these anthropologists at one time

or another were faced with the uncomfortable contradiction between such realizations

and their efforts to aid in acculturation. But regardless of their proto-relativist approach

to studying other cultures, they could not escape the prevailing sentiment of their time.

Washington Matthews’ work with the Navajo, for instance, provides an

interesting example of this. He had no qualms with the BAE salvage mission, as he was

certainly “a believer in cultural evolution, in progress and in cultural superiority.”109 At

the same time, he “tolerated no clichés about Indian laziness,”110 or other stereotypical

assumptions concerning the inferior character or intellect of natives so characteristic of

the rigid evolutionary hierarchy. In fact, Matthews like many of his BAE

contemporaries, espoused the belief that Anglo culture was a corrupting force in native

communities. Yet this did not mean that acculturation should be resisted in native

communities, rather the “inevitable progress [of ‘civilization’] should be furthered more

rationally.”111 This attitude, not unique to Matthews, marked a shift in the theory of

cultural evolution. No longer relegated to an inferior cultural status for perpetuity (or

until entirely vanquished by colonial forces), the evolutionary ladder was newly being

conceived of as fluid, allowing “for so-called primitive peoples to progress up the ladder

toward white civilization.”112 In conjunction with this shift, many anthropologists began

to think of their roles differently; some even positioned themselves as advocates of native

108 Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” 21.
109 Poor 62.
110 Poor 38.
111 Poor 38.
112 Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” 23.
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communities, doing their best to “ameliorate the difficulties of transition into white

society.”113

Even if some were resistant to the idea of cultural superiority, BAE

anthropologists espoused the concept of cultural advancement as something achieved

through progress, good or bad. For this reason, collecting items of native cultures

continued to be an important part of investigating human advancement. However, not

just any type of native cultural object was sought after for collection. Objects of native

use that predated European contact were most desired. The notion of ‘Civilization’ as a

corrupting force on native cultures influenced the partiality toward pre-contact items; this

is an offshoot of the belief that native items and Anglo items represent distinctly different

stages of cultural evolution. Therefore, anthropologists were in search of the ever-elusive

‘authentic’ artifact, an object that was a pure product of its culture, simple and instructive

by virtue of its unsullied origin:

If we would attain a correct understanding of the creature man and his position in

the chain of organic life […] it is not sufficient to study [native arts] as we find

them in the present. We should learn little by such a procedure. What we are

especially seeking is to discover their laws of growth, and this can only be done

by tracing these outward expressions of the inward faculties step by step back to

their incipiency. This leads us inevitably to that branch of learning which is

known as archaeology, ‘the study of ancient things,’ and more and more to the

part of archaeology called prehistoric, for that concerns itself with the most

ancient; and the most ancient is the simplest, and the simplest is the most

transparent, and therefore the most instructive.114

113 Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” 23.
114 Daniel G. Brinton, “The Aims of Anthropology,” The Popular Science Monthly 4 (1885): 59-62.
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Daniel Brinton, recognized as a senior scholar in the 1890s,115 continues this

thread with an explanation of why the ancient arts of Native Americans would be

considered relevant to the history of Anglo Americans:

This [is about] the unity of man, the parallelism of his development everywhere

and in all time; any, more, the nigh absolute uniformity of his thoughts and

actions, his aims and methods, when in the same degree of development, no

matter where he is or in what epoch living.116

For this reason, anthropological collections were deemed integral to the study of natural

history and the development of the species. Even Joseph Henry, famously reticent when

it came to maintaining collections at the National Museum, was a strong supporter of

anthropological collections:

Since, however, we are at least, for the present, obliged to support a museum, we

should study to render it, as far as possible, subservient to the general policy of

the Institution, by making such collections, as are not usually found in the

museums of this country and can be preserved with comparatively small expense.

With this view, I am much in favour [sic] of collecting all the specimens of

Ethnology which can be procured, to illustrate the antiquities of the continent.117

Eager to streamline the National Museum’s collections as much as he could

toward the purpose of original research, in 1869 Henry proposed a system of exchange

with the Army Medical Museum:

115 Fowler 227; Frederick Starr, “Anthropological Work in America,” The Popular Science Monthly 4
(1892): 289-307. Brinton was affiliated with anthropology and archaeology at the University of
Pennsylvania.
116 Brinton 61.
117 Joseph Henry, letter to Louis Agassiz, 10 June 1865, Joseph Henry Collection, SI Archives,
Washington, D.C.
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Dr. J. K. Barnes, Surgeon General, U.S. Army

Dear Sir:

On the return of the exploring Expedition under Admiral, then Capt.

Wilkes, the Government established a National Museum consisting of specimens

of Natural History and Ethnology, which it subsequently placed in charge of the

Smithsonian Institution, with authority to increase the collection by exchange and

otherwise. The Government having since established an Army Medical Museum

to be composed of specimens to illustrate the various branches of science

connected with anatomy, physiology, medicine and surgery, and also a Museum

in charge of the Department of Agriculture to consist of articles intended

principally to illustrate the economical resources of the country, it is important

that these establishments should be in harmonious cooperation in order that the

collections of the Government in the city of Washington may be complementary

to each other, or in other words, each as perfect as possible in definite lines.

With this view I address you at present in regard to an exchange of

specimens which are now in possession of the Army Medical Museum, relative to

Indian Archaeology and Anthropology, for specimens relative to human and

comparative Anatomy in the Smithsonian Institution. The specimens referred to

as now in our possession consist of a series of skulls which I am informed will be

required for the preparation of a monograph, under your direction, of the crania of

North America. Those for which we propose to make an exchange and which are

in the Medical Museum, consist of a collection of objects illustrative of manners,

customs and arts of the Indians of this continent.

Hoping to receive a favorable response to this proposition, I have the

honor to be with much respect, your &c.

Joseph Henry [signed]

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution118

118 Joseph Henry, letter to George Otis, 14 January 1869, Otis Historical Archives, Walter Reed National
Museum of Health and Medicine, Washington, D.C.
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As a result of this letter, in addition to assistant secretary Baird’s efforts to establish a

system of exchange with the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

“to make maximum use of travelers, explorers, and agents in the West,”119 a network of

scientific research and exchange was established.120 Consequently, hundreds of

specimens immediately changed hands between the SI, the AMM and the Department of

Agriculture.121 However, the curator of the AMM, George Otis, already had the

advantage of a ready-made network of collectors. Established under the supervision of

the U. S. Surgeon General of Army, the AMM had access to the officers and enlisted men

of the service posted all over the country, including remote locations in western

territories. This network became an invaluable resource to the SI and affiliated

museums.

Collecting Skulls

The AMM, since it’s founding in 1862, took advantage of this network of soldiers

to collect human physical remains during the Civil War.122 Army surgeons and medical

officers assigned to duty in the field were encouraged by Otis to collect anatomical

specimens from wounded and deceased soldiers. These specimens were used for the

study and improved treatment of battlefield injuries and infectious diseases commonly

119 Hinsley, The Smithsonian Institution and the American Indian, 68.
120 Daniel S. Lamb, “The Army Medical Museum in American Anthropology,” XIX International Congress
of Americanists, (year unknown): 625-632.
121 Lamb, A History of the United States Army Medical Museum, 54.
122 Robert S. Henry, The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology: Its First Century, 1862-1962, (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1964) 1; Lamb, A History of the United States Army Medical Museum, 2.
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encountered in combat situations. However, over the course of about five years, the

scope of Otis’s studies expanded to include craniology.

Scientists interested in craniology at this time conducted racially motivated

comparative studies that measured the cranial capacity of skulls. Proponents of

biological determinism, they believed that there was a correspondence between the

relative evolutionary advancement of a race and complexity of thought.123 These

scientists presumed that craniological measurements were the key to studying this

correlation in biological terms.124 Otis’s studies fit squarely within the brand of

biological determinism that developed after Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species was

published in 1859.

However, craniological studies were not a recent development concurrent with

Darwin’s theory of evolution. In fact, Samuel George Morton, heralded as the

“objectivist of his age,” was famous for his immense craniological collections, which

were primarily from North American indigenous peoples.125 Along with Louis Agassiz,

the famous naturalist trained primarily by Georges Cuvier, Morton was one of America’s

leading theorists of polygeny. Advocates of polygeny maintained that human races were

separate biological species; monogenisists, on the other hand, upheld the biblical notion

of a single creation.126 Monogenisists argued, “Human races are a product of

degeneration from Eden’s perfection. Races declined to different degrees, whites least

123 Gould 24-25.
124 Gould 20; Hinsley 26.
125 Gould 69. Some of his most influential works include: Samuel George Morton, Crania Americana
(Philadelphia and London: J. Dobson, Simpkin and Marshall, 1839); Samuel George Morton, Crania
Aegyptiaca (Philadelphia: J. Penington, 1844); Samuel George Morton, Some Observations on
theEthnography and Archaeology of the American Aborigines (New Haven: B.L. Hamlen, 1846).
126 Gould 39; Hinsley 26-27.
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and blacks most.”127 What both polygenism and monogenism had in common, however,

was the belief that races could be ranked according to level of intelligence. By

establishing the fact of human unity, Darwin’s theory of evolution rendered the

creationist debates over multiple or single origins irrelevant. Accordingly, polygenism

and monogenism faded into obscurity as the theory of evolution was manipulated to

uphold the notion of various stages of human development in biological terms.128 After

all, the theory of evolution simply reinforced the hierarchical ranking of monogenists.

And for those who were originally polygenists, typically scholars associated with

academic and scientific communities, Darwin’s theory accommodated the notion that the

human species could have evolved into distinctly separate races if indeed a unified

prehistoric species had been in existence long enough.129

Craniological studies were vital to the work of polygenists, and they continued to

be so within the context of evolutionary theory. The pivotal concept that relative

evolutionary advancement of a race corresponded with complexity of thought laid the

foundation for the belief that intelligence could be measured through the physical

characteristics of crania.130 This system of thinking abstracted the concept “of

intelligence as a single entity, [asserted] its location in the brain, [and presumed that] its

quantification [could be used to] rank people in a single series of worthiness, invariably

to find that oppressed and disadvantaged groups […] are innately inferior and deserve

127 Gould 39.
128 Gould 73.
129 Gould 71-72.
130 Gould 25.
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their status.”131 Just as polygeny was regarded as the “American School” of

anthropology in the early- to mid-nineteenth century by European scientists, so too was

evolution to become the concept that underpinned American anthropology in the second

half of the nineteenth century.

Eager to conduct craniological investigations at the AMM, Otis initiated a large-

scale collection effort to amass a series of skulls representative of as many Native

American tribes as possible. For this purpose, Otis wrote a series of informal letters to

post commanders and medical officers stationed in Indian Country, with the endorsement

of the Army’s Surgeon General. While some of the letters differ in minor details, the

following is a characteristic example worth quoting almost in its entirety:

War Department,
Surgeon General’s Office,

Washington, D.C., September 1, 1868

MEMORANDUM FOR THE INFORMATION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS:

The officers of the Medical Staff are informed that a craniological collection was

commenced last year at the Army Medical Museum, and that it already includes

143 specimens of skulls. The chief purpose had in view in forming this collection

is to aid in the progress of anthropological science by obtaining measurements of

a large number of skulls of the aboriginal races of North America. Medical

officers stationed in the Indian country or in the vicinity of ancient Indian mounds

or cemeteries, in the Mississippi valley or the Atlantic region, have peculiar

facilities for promoting this undertaking. They have already enriched the

Mortonian and other magnificent craniological cabinets by their contributions,

and it is hoped they will evince even greater zeal in collecting for their own

131 Gould 24-25.
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museum. A list of crania now in the possession of the Museum will be published

in the Catalogue of the Osteological Series of the Anatomical Section. […]

While exotic and normal and abnormal crania of all descriptions are

valued at the Museum for purposes of comparison, it is chiefly desired to procure

sufficiently large series of adult crania of the principal Indian tribes to furnish

accurate average measurements. Medical officers will enhance the value of their

contributions by transmitting with the specimens the fullest attainable memoranda

specifying the locality whence the skulls were derived, the presumed age and sex,

and in the case of “Mound” skulls, or of those from cemeteries, describing the

mode of sepulture, and any traces of weapons, implements, utensils found with

the specimens, or any other circumstances that may throw light on their ethnic

character.

The subject is earnestly commended to the attention of the Medical

Officers of the Army. BY ORDER OF THE SURGEON GENERAL:

C. H. Crane [signed]

Assistant Surgeon General, U. S. Army132

As a result of a number of memoranda and circulars like this one, a handful of officers

devoted much of their off-duty time to collecting the physical remains of Native

Americans. The level of commitment to this type of collecting varied, ranging from

those officers who managed to conduct systematic excavations of ancient mounds and

ruins, to those who merely happened upon exposed human skeletons and made the effort

to send them east to the AMM. The majority of collectors, however, fell somewhere

between these two extremes; while not involved with systematic excavations they

nonetheless spent considerable time seeking potential sources for crania. The following is

132 George Otis, Memorandum for the Information of Medical Officers, 1 September 1868, Otis Historical
Archives, Walter Reed National Museum of Health and Medicine, Washington, D.C.
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one such example from J. H. King, an assistant surgeon posted at Fort Concho, Texas in

1876:

My dear Doctor [Otis],

When exiled here some two months ago, I feared that I had chanced upon

a barren field for anthropological investigations, & on all sides rec’d [sic] such

poor encouragement for continuing my labors in that direction, that I despaired of

keeping up my quota of ethnological contributions to the museum. It is therefore

with infinite pleasure that I announce the discovery, after diligent searching of

several localities, within striking distances where I am sure of obtaining many

valuable specimens.

The first fruits of my explorations I forward by express, (at my expense)

to-day [sic], & I venture to hope you will be well pleased with this first

installment. It is the more interesting as I have an authentic history of the Indian,

who was an Apache, killed only 3 yrs. ago. That the bone might not receive

injury, I exhumed the skeleton with my own hands.

With expressions of esteem & regard,

I am, yours most truly,

J. H. King133

The increased military presence on the Plains and in western territories meant a

corresponding increase in “levels of contact and violence [that] enhanced opportunities

for the kind of collecting encouraged by Otis.”134 As is illustrated by the above example

and that of Henry Yarrow, a great many of the human remains and culturally sensitive

133 J. H. King, letter to George Otis, 19 September 1876, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1530, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
134 Tomas W. Killion, Scott Brown, J. Stuart Speaker, Naevahoo’ohtseme (We are going back
home): Cheyenne Repatriation: The Human Remains, (Repatriation Office, National Museum of Natural
History, Smithsonian Institution: unpublished report, 10 May 1992) 12.
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objects that ended up in the AMM were taken from battlefields, abandoned Native

American villages and burial sites that were far from ancient.

Not only were human remains taken from recent graves but they were also

frequently taken from known individuals. A common circumstance for this scenario was

that of the doctor-patient relationship; post surgeons sent the crania of deceased patients

to the AMM with accounts of the individual’s illness and death. For instance, Assistant

Surgeon Carlos Carvello wrote to Otis in 1876 stating that the “mummy of an Indian

squaw (Mescalero Apache),” which he sent to the AMM, had “died at Fort Stanton N.M.

of acute [illegible,] complicated with Rhematism on the night Oct. 13-14, 1876 after

eleven days of treatment; [she] was buried in a box near the Post Cemetery [on] Oct. 14th,

’75. [She was later] Disinterred [on] March 19, 1876 just about five months after [her]

death.”135 Another doctor, posted in Mobile, Alabama, attested to the ‘genuine’ quality

of the skull he sent to the AMM in 1874, “for I know him well [and] attended him in his

last illness.”136 This one doctor’s effort to assure Otis that he was sending a true

indigenous cranium was not unique; others were also concerned with “procuring

specimens which [they] could vouch for as being […] Pure.”137 One surgeon, writing

Otis from Fort Wingate, explains his search for skulls that are “genuine representations”

of their tribes:

135 Carlos Carvello, letter to George Otis, 18 March 1876, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 1473-1501, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
136 C. H. Matson, letter to George Otis, 19 April 1874, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1057, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
137 Edward A. Lever, letter to George Otis, 26 June 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 624-31, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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[My] collection of crania would been much more extensive but that [I thought it]

worse than useless to send any which I could not guarantee to be genuine

representatives of the tribe. The different tribes get so mixed up by adoption by

capture and by the habits of promiscuous intercourse of many of the women, that

it is already difficult to find pure specimens of each tribe and the difficulty will be

increasing over the years.138

This preoccupation with obtaining “pure specimens” is likely to be the reason why

histories of the individuals from whom crania were taken were emphasized. It evident

that histories of crania and the biographies of the individuals from which they were taken

greatly increased their scientific value for both collectors and curators. One surgeon, for

instance, apologizes that he could only provide “very little in regard to their history.”139

However, he tried to remedy this lack by gathering “statements of some of the oldest

members of the tribe resident here,” and could at least attest to the fact that “no

internments [have] been made in this place since 1832 or 1833.” The focus on date

demonstrates a common belief that mixing between races was increasing and earlier

skulls were more likely to be ‘truly representative’ of a particular tribe.

Clearly, surgeons did not limit themselves to collecting the crania of their

patients. Typically there were Native American communities settled in and around army

posts and opportunities for contact were frequent, as individuals from these encampments

often found employment at the forts. It appears that post surgeons often noted interesting

138 R. S. Vickery, letter to George Otis, 11 February 1870, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 784-8, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
139 M. K. Taylor, letter to Joseph K. Barnes, 9 November 1868, Army Medical Museum Anatomical
Section, Accession Folder 182-88, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland,
MD.
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medical cases (even if not treated at the post hospital) and kept an eye out for the

opportunity to collect the remains from these individuals once they were deceased:

I send the tibia from the Kaw I wrote you of as having seen before his death. [I]

Had hoped to procure the specimen immediately after the decease of the man, but

the place of burial was too well hid, that it for a long time could not be found.140

In circumstances such as these, where surgeons were clearly familiar with the person

whose remains they are taking, they will often provide further background on the

individual, giving considerable detail:

Cranium no. 18. Yantonais [sic]. The cranium of a young squaw that was the

mistress of Lieutenant Long, who was on duty at this post, before the War of the

Rebellion. At the breaking out of the War he abandoned her, and went south.

[…] The squaw having been a remarkable beauty […] captivated a private

soldier, who kept her tenderly up to the time of her death. She was buried in a

coffin, by her last lover in the river bottom land, between the Fort and the river.

She died of an abscess, located on the side of her neck. What its nature was I

could not learn. I searched many days, and dug as many holes in finding the

remains of this subject, and when finding it, was not disappointed in securing a

fine specimen.141

Another surgeon, upon sending the cranium of a Tonkawa Indian woman to the AMM,

provided extensive detail about the woman and her life, which is interesting in itself for

the tale it tells of Anglo/Native dynamics:

Last year I sent to the museum a skull of Tonkawa Indian Squaw (Texas, wife of

Kise-John, one of the Tonkawa Scouts at Fort Griffin). I knew her for nearly four

years, part of which time the scouts were under my command and during that time

140 B. E. Fryer, letter to George Otis, 10 August 1868, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 149-158, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
141 G. P. Hachenberg, letter to George Otis, 18 January 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1953, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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she went out on every scout her husband participated in, and to my knowledge has

been in 3 engagements. […] Said to be 36 years old at the time of her death, she

was 5’3” high. [She was] Stout with a very fair complexion for an Indian. [She

had a] Full face and [was] always smiling when in conversation. She participated

in the Bacon fight and in other minor fights and scouts in Texas and New Texas.

[She] was with the McKenzie expeditions, and had just returned from El Paso,

Texas to Fort Griffin, where her husband was ordered out with a pony of the 10th

Cavalry under Cap. Foulk, in pursuit of hostile Indians. On the march back from

the Brazos [River], she stayed behind the column and did not regain. Fears for

her safety and thinking the Comanche had caught her caused her husband and

some others to go in search of her. A party was sent out from the Post and some

time after they found her on King’s Creek […] about 15 miles from the post, no

traces of her murderers could be obtained, she looked as if she had been strangled

[and] she was buried there. Next month – August – I was coming from a scout

and passing near the place a half breed Cherokee told me the wolves had dug her

up and her bones were scattered around. I sent him to the place and he brought

me her skull. I know it to be her from her teeth. […] Texas was a great favorite

and very few officers or men who have served on this frontier but will recall

Texas. […] Such is a short sketch of one of the tribes – a tribe who has always

been friendly to the whites from their first appearance until now and who has and

is now rendering the government invaluable services and are sadly neglected by

the same.142

Surgeon Taylor’s description of the woman Texas is an unsettling illustration of

the complex intercultural relationships that existed in the context of colonization. Even

with his gratitude for their alliance and aid, and his sympathy for their poor treatment,

Taylor’s sense of justice and propriety clearly does not disallow the stealing and

142 M. K. Taylor, letter to George Otis, 27 September 1874, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1004, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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appropriation of their human remains. Examples such as this, placed as it is within the

context of the army post, are not unique. These posts, by virtue of their relationships

with surrounding Native communities, provided those surgeons interested in collecting

skulls with many prospects. Native prisoners who met their death at the post (through

illness or execution) as well as individuals who lost their lives in skirmishes within the

post’s vicinity were all subject to the collector’s enterprise. For example, the crania of

four Modoc men – Captain Jack (Kintpuash), John Schonchin, Boston Charley and Black

Jim – were all taken after their executions in 1873 at Fort Klamath, Oregon and sent to

the AMM.143 Similarly, one woman “belonging to Manuel’s band of Comanches,

recently captured by General MacKenzie,” died of pneumonia at Fort Concho, Texas and

her entire skeleton was sent to the AMM.144 Surgeons also scouted areas surrounding

their posts for signs of graves, both ancient and new. Surgeon Hubbard sent to Otis the

remains of Paiute individuals who met their death in a skirmish with the Umatilla:

I have this day turned over to the Post Quartermaster for transmission to your

office at Washington, D.C. a box containing the skull of a Piute [sic] Indian

named ‘Charlie,’ a brother-in-law of Chief Egan, a Piute [sic] Chief. These two

Indians, with about a dozen others, of their tribe, were killed by the friendly

Umatilla Indians under command of “Umapine” one of their chiefs, on the 15th

day of July, 1878, at a point in the Blue Mountains in N.W. Oregon about 1 mile

north of ‘Emigrant Springs’ on the ‘Meacham Toll Road.’

143 H. McElderry, letter to George Otis, 25 October 1873, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 1018-21, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
144 James M. Conway, letter to George Otis, 8 February 1873, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1000, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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I was informed while there during the past summer that Dr. Fitzgerald USA had

secured the skull of Chief Egan with the view of sending it to your office. I found

Chief Egan’s headless trunk lying but a short distance (a few rods) from the body

of his brother-in-law ‘Charlie’ whose head I secured and now forward for the

Army Medical Museum.145

Scavenging the grounds of battlefields or the sites of skirmishes was another

method by which crania were taken. In point of fact, this type of collecting was broadly

supported, and is illustrated in an 1873 letter from Joseph Henry to Army Headquarters

requesting “advantage be taken of the operations of the Army, to secure to the National

Museum a series of specimens illustrating the manners and customs of the Indian

tribes.”146 A response shortly thereafter assured Henry that General Sherman “most

heartily approves and sanctions your proposition,” with the understanding that the

Smithsonian would “re-imburse [sic] officers who may expend their own money in

furtherance of the project.”147 According to AMM accession records, crania were taken

from the grounds of battles such as Summitt Springs,148 Little Bighorn,149 and the Sand

Creek Massacre.150 Some officers, knowing of deaths resulting from fights around their

145 V. B. Hubbard, letter to George Otis, 8 November 1878, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 1953, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
146 O. M. Poe, letter to Joseph Henry, 4 June 1873, Joseph Henry Collection, Smithsonian Institution
Archives, Washington, D.C.
147 Poe to Henry.
148 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession numbers 715-6, National Anthropological
Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD. Human remains from the Summitt Springs Battlefield
were repatriated to the Southern Cheyenne in 1992.
149 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession numbers 1993-8, National Anthropological
Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
150 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession numbers 225091, 243593, 243595, National
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD. The human remains represented by
these numbers were repatriated to the Southern Cheyenne in 1992.
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forts, made an effort to locate the burials of those individuals who had been interred by

their surviving comrades:

No. 2 [marks the cranium of a] Cheyenne warrior aged about 35 years [who was]

killed in a fight with the Kaws near Fort Zarah in the Spring [sic] of 1868. The

grave was so closely watched that the skull could not be got in good reason. The

under jaw was lost out of the ambulance in transportation.151

The fact that, in the above quote, the surgeon claims that the ‘grave was closely

watched,’ alludes to the considerable amount of graveyard sneaking that went on, under

the dark of night. Multiple accounts of the circumstances of collection attest to “a good

deal of work […] with risk.”152 These accounts typically include tales of lurking around

recent burials, waiting for a window of opportunity in which they were not guarded. For

instance, Surgeon Fryer, previously cited in reference to his collection of the Kaw man’s

tibia, reports on a cranium that he collected six months later:

I had already obtained for the Museum the skull of one of the Pawnees, killed in

the fight you speak of and would have had all had it not been that immediately

after the engagement, the Indians lurked around their dead, and watched them so

closely, that the guide I sent out was unable to secure but one. […] Yesterday I

sent a scout who knows the spot and I think I can get at least two more of the

Crania, that number being reported to me as left unburied by the Pawnees, and it

may be that if the remaining five (eight not seven were killed) are buried or have

151 W. H. Forwood, letter to George Otis, 18 June 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 667-9, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
152 B. E. Fryer, letter to George Otis, 10 August 1868, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 149-58, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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been hid near where the fight took place – about twenty miles from here. I can,

after a time, obtain all. I shall certainly use every effort.153

Another surgeon posted at Fort Randall in Dakota Territory in 1869 offers a glimpse of

the considerable effort that some of these surgeons went to in order to collect skulls. It

appears that this particular surgeon was willing to travel significant distances across the

difficult terrain of the Bad Lands, to expend his own money to ensure the aid of a scout,

and to engage in perilous exploits in an effort to dig graves for crania:

In making the collection, I could get the cooperation of no one, except my guide

Hecke, on account of the hazardous nature of the undertaking. Without the aid of

this fearless man, I could not have made this valuable and most interesting

collection. In making it, we travelled [sic] more than 300 miles – sometimes on

foot – sometimes on horseback – sometimes in the night, and sometimes in the

day time [sic]. Frequently we had to make three, four tedious trips before we had

an opportunity to secure the specimens we were in search of.154

All of this apparent risk and effort that surgeons willingly undertook begs the

question of what was to be gained? What was the incentive for the surgeon who “had a

lively adventure,” for instance, in snatching an Ogallala Sioux “skull from a scaffold

[burial] that was erected high on a high hill […] before the eyes of many Indians, who

could see me in the distance?”155 Why would these soldiers place themselves in

potentially perilous positions, during their off-duty hours, in order to donate a cranium to

the AMM? The explanation for this appears to be an expectation of acknowledgment for

153 B. E. Fryer, letter to George Otis, 12 February 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 509-26, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
154 G. P. Hachenberg, letter to George Otis, 18 January 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 481-506, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
155 G. P. Hachenberg, letter to George Otis, 20 October 1879, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession 2034, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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donations in addition to the receipt of scientific publications, which were rare

commodities in the territories. While not all of these collectors had scientific aspirations,

the majority of them did. Publications such as the Smithsonian’s Contributions to

Knowledge series156 and BAE reports157 were commonly distributed to soldiers in

exchange for anthropological donations. A letter from Baird to one such donor gives a

good indication of the importance that was placed upon compensating as well as

recognizing the contributions of these officers:

We cannot permit anyone who promises to be so valuable a Smithsonian

Correspondent as yourself to be at the expense of freight in a box sent to the

Institution; we accordingly return the $5 you recently sent us. We send you the

works of Dr. Leidy and such of our own publications as promise to be interest to

you. Do you ever find the opportunity to collect ancient Indian relics? As we

have, perhaps, already written you we are much interested in this branch of

science and are collecting material for an extended work on the subject. […] We

are informed that the Valley of the Columbia furnishes many remains of this kind

[…] but none of them have yet reached the National Museum. If, therefore, you

can conveniently secure and forward to us some of these you will place us under

many obligations.158

Officers were also on the receiving end of both published and unpublished reports

resulting from their donations; they even occasionally received cranial measurements and

electrotypes of some of the skulls they sent to the museum.159 In addition to the perks of

establishing a correspondence with scientists at the AMM and SI, there were those who

156 Spencer Baird, letter to Thomas Coudon, 19 July 1870, Office of the Secretary, Correspondence, 1865-
1891, Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C.
157 R. M. McFarland, letter to George Otis, 17 April 1899, Records of the BAE, Folder 1898, National
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
158 Baird to Coudon.
159 W. H. Dall, letter to George Otis, 8 June 1876, Otis Historical Archives, National Museum of Health
and Medicine, Armed Forces Institute for Pathology, Walter Reed, Washington, D.C.
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claimed their commitment to the advancement of science and the good of the nation as

their incentive.160 “National value and importance”161 aside, Henry’s assurances for due

recognition were likely to have also been effective inducements:

Whatever [anthropological objects] you can [provide …] will be gladly received

and duly acknowledged in the publications of the institution and on the labels of

the specimens themselves, which will be conspicuously exhibited in the National

Museum.162

These incentives must have proven sufficient, judging from the response. The

prolific collecting of soldiers was noted as early as 1870. Only two years after this large-

scale collection effort began and one year after the exchange agreement with the SI had

been established, Otis reported on his progress at the National Academy of Sciences

meeting held at the National Museum:

During the past two years over nine hundred human crania have been collected at

the Army Medical Museum. Three hundred and seventy-six were acquired from

the Smithsonian Institution; others by the purchase of the surgical collection of

the late Professor William Gibson and at auction sales in Europe; others by

exploration of tumuli in the Mississippi valley and in Dakota by General Swift,

Medical Director of Vicksburg, and by Acting Assistant Surgeon Comfort at Fort

Wadsworth, and the remainder from medical officers of the army stationed in the

West. […]

Seven hundred and thirty-four of these crania have been measured. […]  

The general conclusions deduced upon these measurements are […] that the

160 W. H. Dall, letter to George Otis, 19 August 1877, Otis Historical Archives, National Museum of Health
and Medicine, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Walter Reed, Washington, D.C.
161 W. H. Dall, letter to George Otis, 5 May 1872, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession
Folder 934-8, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
162 Joseph Henry, letter to William M. McKinley, 1 February 1871, Office of the Secretary,
Correspondence, 1865-1891, Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C.
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variations in the dimensions of crania of individuals of the same race and sex

were so great that any generalizations of value could only be looked for in

averages obtained by the examination of a large number of skulls, and that the

examination of a large series of specimens is necessary to determine what

osteological peculiarities have real anthropological significance. That, judging

from the capacity of the cranium, the American Indians must be assigned a lower

position in the human scale than has been believed heretofore.163

Three years later, Surgeon General Crane documented the continued growth of the crania

collection:

The medical officers in the army have collected a much larger series of American

skulls than have ever before been available for study. The collection embraces

many ancient crania from caves and tumuli, from Greenland and Alaska to

Florida and Arizona, and specimens from the majority of the existing tribes of

Indians, and of the extinct tribes of the historic period.164

The contributions of General Ebenezer Swift and Assistant Surgeon Aaron I.

Comfort, as noted by Otis in his address to the Academy, are invariably lauded in AMM

publications as being some of the most significant in terms of quantity and subject matter.

Swift and Comfort were not the only officers to conduct relatively systematic mound

excavations, proceeding with the assistance of pamphlets such as those issued by the

Anthropological Society of Paris, provided by the SI.165 However, their labors proved the

most productive in terms of donations made to the AMM. A letter from Otis to Henry

attests to the value placed upon their work, and was subsequently well received:

163 George Otis, “Craniological Observations,” National Academy of Sciences Meeting, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C., 12 April 1870.
164 George Otis, List of Specimens in the Anatomical Section of the United States Army Medical Museum,
(Washington, D.C.: Gibson Brothers, Printers: 1876).
165 August Gecks, letter to George Otis, 29, July 1878, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Folder 1919-24, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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Dear Professor,

I enclose two reports of Acting Assistant Surgeon A. I. Comfort in regard

to the tumuli in Dakota (near Fort Wadsworth), the human remains found therein

and the objects of archaeological interest found associated with them. I have also

some interesting letters from Dr. Swift, U.S.A., descriptive of the tumuli near

Vicksburg [Mississippi …]. If you think it expedient, I will undertake to edit

these papers, and to add some general observations and comments on the

ethnological characters of the crania and other human remains found in these

mounds, if you think such a paper worthy of admission to the Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge.166

Ebenezer Swift is yet another example of the career soldier who dedicated endless

spare hours to scientific pursuits. While it appears that Swift must have made significant

collections of bird species, as his biography is documented in Ornithologists of the

United States Army Medical Corps,167 records of the AMM and SI indicate that he was

distinguished for his explorations of mounds in Mississippi and Louisiana. Swift

donated literally hundreds of artifacts and human remains from these mounds, much to

the pleasure of Otis, who wrote to Henry that, “Swift has sent a very large collection of

remains from the Vicksburg mounds. The pottery and stone implements would delight

the eyes the eyes of Mr. Blackman. […] You must drop in on your way to your office

to-morrow to see the Vicksburg specimens.”168 Incredibly, only two months prior to this

166 George Otis, letter to Joseph Henry, 10 May 1870, Office of the Secretary, Correspondence, 1863-1879,
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C.
167 Swift’s collection of bird species was amassed while he was on duty with the Pacific Railroad Survey;
he specifically requested to be detailed with this expedition. See Hume 445.
168 George Otis, letter to Joseph Henry, 9 February 1869, Office of the Secretary, Correspondence, 1863-
1879, Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C.
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letter, Swift donated another very large collection to the AMM, indicating the tremendous

amount of energy he dedicated to conducting explorations:

Dear Col. [Otis],

I have collected more than three hundred specimens, some of which are

valuable while others, I fear, may be deemed quite worthless. The pottery is

fragile and the skulls are exceedingly frail, and though I have packed these

articles with much care I am unwilling to forward them to you as ordinary freight

without first asking your advice. […]

The field of observation in this valley is exceedingly large and I find I

have only just broken ground. I feel assured of being able to make many and very

valuable discoveries even with the means at my disposal. I have thus far procured

details of soldiers and have expended about eighteen dollars. I think I could use

five hundred to advantage, the fifty has not been received.

Assistant Surgeon Aaron I. Comfort was similarly industrious. While posted in

Dakota Territory at Fort Wadsworth, Comfort managed to excavate numerous sepulchral

mounds situated near the post. Upon receiving encouragement from Henry to collect

artifacts from these mounds as well as human remains, Comfort began to amass large

collections of associated funerary objects. Comfort is notable not just for the large

contributions that he made to the SI and AMM, but also for his systematic approach to

documentation. Often, he would include detailed lists outlining the archaeological

context and description of each artifact that he sent to Washington.169 Comfort also

compiled in-depth reports of each mound that he excavated. Unlike the majority of other

169 Aaron I. Comfort, letter to George Otis, 5 October 1868, Otis Historical Archives, National Museum of
Health and Medicine, Walter Reed, Washington, D.C.
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soldier-scientists who conducted mound excavations, Comfort employed systematic

excavation techniques:

The mound is divided into four sections or quadrants by two imaginary

perpendicular planes intersecting each other at the centre [sic], and running in the

direction of the four cardinal points of the compass.

Comfort went on to discuss the archaeological features, soil composition, artifacts and

human remains from each quadrant, being careful to maintain the quadrant designation

for each item. Moreover, Comfort prepared a map “designating the location of the tumuli

– on the map of the reservation, […] with a description of the location, form and structure

of the mounds,” which he promised to forward to the AMM.170 Noteworthy for their

systematic nature, the excavations of both Comfort and Swift resulted in large numbers of

crania that helped to form the foundation of the AMM collection. Otis’s reports of the

growing AMM collections never failed to praise the contributions of these two men, first

and foremost.

Washington Matthews: The Most Famous of Soldier-Scientists

Currently, among all of the nineteenth century soldier-scientists, many of whom

were to become highly regarded within the scientific community, Washington Matthews

is probably the most well known among them, having made significant and enduring

contributions to anthropology. Matthews made a name for himself in the discipline as a

170 Aaron I. Comfort, letter to George Otis, 9 November 1868, Otis Historical Archives, National Museum
of Health and Medicine, Walter Reed, Washington, D.C.
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widely published scholar of Navajo myths, religion and material culture.171 In fact, the

very roots of Navajo studies can be traced back to him; scholars within the field “have

long recognized Matthews as the founder of Navajo studies, [as] his publications on

Navajo religion and mythology are among the earliest and best anthropological works to

present American Indian beliefs and ritual with appreciation, understanding, and

scholarly care.”172 However, Matthews’ anthropological work was not limited to

ethnographic inquiry among the Navajo. Over the course of his military career Matthews

also conducted ethnographic and linguistic work with the tribes of the Upper Missouri,

specifically the Hidatsa; he contributed to Southwestern archaeology; and he engaged in

physical anthropology at length, studying craniology, anthropometry and tuberculosis

among Native Americans. Matthews’ career trajectory, which included employment

through the BAE, the AMM and the Hemenway Expedition, exemplifies the relationship

between American government and scientific institutions during the second half of the

nineteenth century. A close friend of Yarrow’s from their days together attending

General Sheridan upon his deathbed and working together at the AMM, Yarrow

eulogizes Matthews as a “good man, good soldier, affectionate friend.”173

I write at length about Matthews’ engagement with American anthropology in

part because his biography aptly demonstrates the connections between the era’s

scientific institutions and the role of the generalist therein. But I also find his biography

171 See Katherine Spencer Halpern and Susan Brown McGreevy, eds., Washington Matthews: Studies of
Navajo Culture, 1880-1894 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997). This volume has a full
bibliography of Matthews’ published works and selections from unpublished papers as well as publications
in hard-to-find journals.
172 Halpern Washington Matthews 3.
173 Henry Crecy Yarrow, “Personal Recollections of Some Old Medical Officers,” The Military Surgeon
1x. 4 (1927): 449-455.
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especially relevant because his approach to the study of culture resonates with and

loosely marks a turning point in the way that anthropologists engaged with native

communities. Matthews’ commitment to ‘inside research’ represents a proto-relativist

understanding of indigenous cultures as coherent, complex systems in their own right. At

the same time, Matthews maintained a paternalistic stance towards the cultures he

worked with, believing that he was aiding these groups in the acculturation process. The

tendency of anthropologists to situate themselves as advocates of the native communities

with which they work is a phenomenon that continues to this day. While this may indeed

be a commendable stance, it nonetheless demands critical examination by virtue of the

simple fact that it first took shape within this colonial context. The politics of advocacy

will be examined in greater detail in Chapter Four, especially as they relate to the role of

museum anthropologists in the early twenty-first century. For this reason, an extended

examination of Matthews’ biography provides an interesting historical context for the

development of this later discussion.

_______

Matthews was born in 1843 in a suburb of Dublin, Ireland.174 His parents

immigrated to the United States when Matthews was still an infant and they settled in the

township of Franklin, Wisconsin, which was at the time a territory.175 However, while he

174 Fowler 128; Irving Allison Watson, ed., Physicians and Surgeons of America: A Collection of
Biographical Sketches of the Regular Medical Profession (Concord, NH: Republican Press Association,
1896) 240; Washington Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch,” Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives; Katherine Spencer Halpern, “Washington Matthews: Army Surgeon and
Field Anthropologist in the American West, 1843-1905,” Washington Matthews: Studies of Navajo
Culture, 1880-1894, ed. Katherine Spencer Halpern and Susan McGreevy Brown (Albuquerque: UNMP,
1997) 4.
175 Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
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was still a baby, Matthews’ mother died and his father subsequently took him and his

brother to Europe, where they remained (primarily in England) until Matthews was eight

years old.176 At this point the family once again immigrated to America, and settled in

Dubuque, Iowa.177 His father, Nicholas Blayney Matthews, was a physician who studied

at the universities of London and Glasgow.178 And at seventeen Washington followed in

his father’s footsteps and began the study of medicine at the State University of Iowa in

Keokuk.179 During this time Matthews served for the Union Army as a contract nurse in

the General Hospital at Keokuk.180 In 1864, after four years of medical school, Matthews

graduated as a physician.181 He continued to serve the United States Army until the end

of the Civil War as an assistant surgeon and was posted primarily at Prison Rock Hospital

at Rock Island, Illinois.182

In 1865 Matthews entered the service again where he was assigned to Fort Union

in Montana and later to Fort Berthold in Dakota Territory as post surgeon.183 It was

during this time that Matthews first came into contact with the Arikara, Hidatsa, Gros

Ventre and Mandan;184 this marked the beginning of his interest in the Native American

tribes of the Upper Missouri as well as a lifelong dedication to ethnographic and

linguistic studies.185 The settlements at and around Fort Berthold, for instance, made for

176 Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
177 Fowler 128; Watson 240; Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch”; Halpern, Washington Matthews 4.
178 Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
179 Fowler 128; Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
180 Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
181 Fowler 128; Watson 240; Matthews, “Autobiographical Sketch.”
182 Washington Matthews, “Military History of Dr. Washington Matthews, as Acting Assistant Surgeon,
U.S. Army,” Personal Papers of Medical Officers and Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
183 Matthews, “Military History;” Watson 240.
184 Fowler 128; Halpern, Washington Matthews 4.
185 Fowler 128; Halpern, Washington Matthews 4; Watson 240.
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easy contact; the Native Americans of the Upper Missouri were camped around the fort

for the sake of mutual defense against the Sioux. In a journal entry, Matthews recalls this

arrangement:

In the immediate vicinity of the post, was a permanent Indian village of about 200

houses. A few of these were ordinary log cabins, such as our western pioneers

build; but the most of them were what were known as earth-lodges. […] In this

village dwelt three separate tribes named, in the order of their numerical strength,

Arickarees [sic], Grosventres [sic] (Inesarees [sic] and Hidatsa) and Mandans. No

exact census of them had then been taken; but we generally estimated the

population of the village at 2,500 souls. […] The two latter tribes had always

been our friends, the Arickarees were once at war with us; but they were all our

friends at the time of which I speak and aided us against our common enemy the

Sioux or Dakota. In truth the existence of our little garrison would have been

precarious without their aid, for one was in danger of losing his hair who ventured

alone a mile beyond the pickets of the fort, particularly in the summer-time.186

Matthews spent the next six years in Dakota Territory, and over the course of this

time he moved from Berthold to Forts Buford, Rice and Stevenson. In his capacity as

post surgeon, Matthews maintained a post journal at each of his assigned locations.187

These ledger-book style journals were provided by the War Department and contained

dated pages, designated by month and year, for regular journal entries. In addition, there

were introductory sections set aside for more general documentation regarding the post,

including descriptions of it’s layout, history, local flora and fauna, geography,

ethnography, water supply and general sanitary conditions. Unlike the majority of his

186 Poor 10-11.
187 United States Army Post Histories, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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fellow army surgeons who were also required to maintain these journals, Matthews

brought a naturalist’s commitment to observing and recording the local environment as

well as a historian’s consciousness of the relevance of social and political events.

Whether describing the geological or botanical environment of a post, or even the social

history of that locale, Matthews was detailed and comprehensive.

Matthews also kept detailed daily records of the news and happenings on and

nearby the post. In addition to updates on the number and health of patients occupying

the post hospital, these entries also note the eagerly awaited arrival of mail deliveries, the

dispersal of paychecks, and the appearance of supply ferries. Matthews’ accounts also

detail the comings and goings of companies assigned to the post, officers on leave or

reassignment, civilian activity, the movement of local Native American groups, as well as

outbreaks of violence among and between civilians, Natives and the military. Practically

anything that occurred outside of the regular daily routine was likely to have been

recorded by Matthews’ in the post journal. The following is an example of one of these

daily entries, written at Fort Stevenson:188

Record for the Month of January, 1870.

Jan 16

Winds from S.W. Colder and clearer than yesterday, A few showers of snow fell.

Early in the afternoon, some soldiers and squaws working at the wood pile [sic]

near the Fort reported having heard the discharge of cannon and musketry in the

direction of [Fort] Berthold. The story was not credible as it was thought the

distance and nature of the intervening ground would prevent the explosions being

heard. Later in the day however, the wood cutters came in from their camp,

188 Washington Matthews, Fort Stevenson, Dakota Territory Post History, US National Archives,
Washington, D.C., 154.
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which is between here and Berthold and reported having also heard the discharge

of fire arms. They asked for a guard as they feared a war party was around.

About 5 p.m. an Indian messenger arrived from Fort Berthold bearing letters from

Captain Clifford and others, which stated that a war party of somewhat less than

two-hundred Sioux, led by Two-Bears’ Brother had attacked the village about one

o’clock but had been repulsed. They did not suppose that there was any artillery

at Berthold but the gun that was sent up on the 21st ult. was opened upon them

causing them to retreat with precipitation; they came within 400 yards of the gun

before they were fired on. It was Capt. Clifford’s intention to let the Sioux get

within one hundred yards or less of the gun before firing but the Indians from the

village ran out between the cannon and the enemy and frustrated the plans. Eight

cannon shots in all were fired, some Sioux are supposed to be wounded but none

killed.

However, more mundane happenings were dutifully recorded as well and as a

result make up the bulk of the journal entries. The following journal excerpt is a more

common daily example of the events recorded by Matthews: 189

Record for the Month of September, 1868.

Sick list reduced again to eight. Mean temperature […] 33 [degrees] wind

variable, showers during the afternoon. A steamboat passes down to-day [sic]

without stopping. Child born in the fort this morning to Daly a Qr.Ms.

[Quartermaster] employe [sic]. Wild geese appeared to-day [sic] for the first time

this season.

This more typical journal entry demonstrates that Matthews dedicates as much

space to environmental conditions as he does anything else. In part, this is due to his role

189 Washington Matthews, Fort Rice, Dakota Territory Post History, US National Archives, Washington,
D.C., 90.
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as a medical doctor and his official responsibility to document conditions at the post that

contribute to its residents’ general health. Progress reports on the state of the cattle

herds190 and the cultivation of a vegetable garden, 191 for instance, were recorded as some

of the attempts to vary diet and offset the threat of scurvy. Matthews’ accounts of the

seasons were often recorded in relation to their affect upon diet and health. And while

Matthews chronicled meteorological conditions on a daily basis (with the high, low and

mean temperatures), as was required by his position, his attention to and meticulous

documentation of seasonal changes and their influences upon local flora and fauna are

unique among the post journals of other surgeons. Matthews brings to his observations

the careful eye of a student. He, like many other soldier scientists of his time, had a

generalist’s approach to observing and documenting the natural world in detail. The

following account of geological formations around Fort Stevenson is an example of

Matthews’ systemic and in-depth observation and documentation style; this is only one

paragraph out of seven handwritten pages (on oversized ledger tablets) that were

dedicated to this topic:

The deposits along this portion of the Missouri Valley belong to the Cretaceous,

Tertiary and Post Tertiary periods. The Cretaceous rocks rise in some places to a

considerable height and show themselves along the river bluffs, but in the

immediate neighborhood of Fort Stevenson, the Tertiary rocks predominate.

These rocks are said to be mostly [?] deposits of fresh or brackish water as shown

by the fossil shells which they contain and are called by the different geological

explorers who have visited the country “Lignite Tertiary.” The tertiary strata

consist chiefly of hardened mud (too soft to merit the name of “rock” except in a

190 Matthews, Fort Stevenson, 142.
191 Matthews, Fort Stevenson, 69.
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geological sense), [they have] layers of different colors; - These layers are

interspersed with [?] of lignite varying in thickness from three to six inches to as

many feet. Again there are irregular and interrupted deposits of sandstones of

different degrees of hardness – as these sandstones resist the action of the rock

forces much better than the indurate mud which surrounds and underlies them.192

Similarly, Matthews brought this same sense of descriptive rigor and

documentation to his botanical observations. Typically, in these post journals, Matthews

would set aside numerous pages for his accounts of local flora. His journals belie the

naturalist’s obsession for a comprehensive and representative collection:

During the season of 1869, I succeeded in collecting and determining one hundred

and eighty species of plants, nearly all of which grow within a circuit of five miles

around the post. A few were collected at distances of ten or twenty miles but no

doubt even three may be found in a closer proximity. The collection can not [sic]

be regarded as by any means exhaustive and much may be added to it by future

observers, particularly in the way of glumiferous plants.193

In fact, in order to have the benefit of an all-inclusive, seasonally specific account of the

region’s botany, Matthews would wait until he received transfer orders before he would

complete collections and compose his full essay. These essays would include both the

Latin and also the common names of specimens, locale found, the season and degree of

abundance.

While much of Matthews’ narration in these journals is limited by his record-

keeping style of documentation, amidst his environmental observations and notations of

daily events, he occasionally manages to convey something of his experience. This is

192 Matthews, Fort Stevenson, 24.
193 Matthews, Fort Rice, 37.
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most often registered in regard to his experience of his surroundings: awed by the aurora

borealis or enthralled by the first signs of spring and its progression after a long winter,

Matthews often managed to convey a combination of wonder and scientific curiosity.

All in all, while these journal entries provide a glimpse of what daily life on

military posts was like, they offer only brief, albeit intriguing, allusions to Matthews’

growing relationships with local native communities and the burgeoning of his

anthropological endeavors. For instance, Matthews’ accounts of local flora also

incorporate ethnobotanical information on local native use of certain species. In his entry

for “Populus Augulata, the western cottonwood,” for example, Matthews notes “its bark

sustains the Indian’s horses in the winter.”194 And with his entry for the budding plant

“Diatris punctrata (Hooker),” Matthews adds, “the blossoming of this plant is a sign with

the Sioux that the Ree corn is ripe.”195 In fact, throughout years of research, ethnobotany

remained an area of avid enquiry for Matthews. In 1886 he published a paper on the

Navajo names for plants and their classification system,196 in which he “expressed his

respect for the extent and accuracy of Navajo botanical knowledge, pointing to instances

where their terms reflect a closer and discriminating observation of nature than our

own.”197 The minor ethnobotanical references in Matthews’ journals from his time in

Dakota Territory hint at his growing interest in anthropological studies as well as his

access to local native knowledge.

194 Matthews, Fort Rice, 45.
195 Matthews, Fort Rice, 42.
196 Washington Matthews, “Navajo Names for Plants,” American Naturalist 20 (1886): 767-777.
197 Halpern, Washington Matthews 5.
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In fact, another journal entry from this time period demonstrates that Matthews

had at this point developed relationships with Gros Ventre and Mandan people. In this

moving account, Matthews writes about sharing his copies of George Caitlin’s portraits:

Many of the Indians hearing I had a copy of Catlins [sic] works, came to see the

portraits of their departed friends, and my quarters were filled with them all day.

Some wept and made long speeches to the pictures of their relatives. All the

portraits were recognized by the old people. This the first time that any of them

have seen Catlin’s pictures since the originals were taken thirty years ago.198

This account is particularly interesting as it is reminiscent of photoelicitation, an

ethnographic methodological practice documented by Elizabeth Edwards. In her

historical analysis of the circulation and use of ethnographic photographs during the

nineteenth-century, Edwards explores the intersections of anthropological history,

colonial history, and indigenous histories, as they coalesce in the photograph.199

Matthews’ use of Caitlin’s photographed portraits (and the recitations of historical

experience that they elicit) is an instance similar to those Edwards’ discusses, in which

anthropologists drew out historical narratives from their consultants by presenting them

with historical photographs of their communities. While Matthews’ does not overtly

present this occasion as orchestrated, it nonetheless demonstrates his use of

anthropological methods with the Gros Ventre and Mandan.

Matthews’ notes and correspondence confirm that he developed lasting

friendships with Hidatsa, Gros Ventre and Mandan individuals during these years. In

1871, while posted at Fort Buford, he writes of a hunting party that “numbered thirteen,

198 Matthews, Fort Stevenson, 161.
199 Elizabeth Edwards, Raw Histories: Photographs, Anthropology and Museums (Oxford and New York:
Berg 2001) 95.
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viz. Ten Grosventre [sic] Indians, one Mandan, Self and brother, we being the only

whites.”200 Matthews describes the excursion:

I return from my hunt late at night, having traveled a good distance and visited a

portion of the country which, as far as I can learn, was never previously visited by

white man. Saw the Takcha-o-kuk (where [General] Sully fought his battle in

1864) in the distance to the East, (But Sully did not come as far west). […] We

found great herds of Elk and big-horn in the Little Missouri Valley, where we

camped three nights. The rest of our time being spent in travelling [sic] to and

from the place, most of our hunting was done at the mouth of an affluent of the

Little Mo. Named Mateu-azi or Cherry River about seventy miles from Fort

Buford.201

Anthropologist Katherine Spencer Halpern (who is primarily responsible for the collation

of Matthews’ papers into microfilm) also writes of this hunting trip as an example of

Matthews’ friendships with Indians. She adds that Matthews’ brother Alphons, who it

was noted joined the hunting party, wrote “two long letters […] more than thirty years

later [...] describing his trips back to Fort Berthold country in 1903 and 1904 and

recalling mutual memories as well as giving information on the present state of their old

Indian friends.”202 In fact, during his years spent in Dakota Territory, Matthews was

intimately involved with a Hidatsa woman, the daughter of a Gros Ventre chief.203

Together they had a son named Berthold.204

200 Washington Matthews, Fort Buford, Dakota Territory Post History, US National Archives, Washington,
D.C., 246.
201 Matthews, Fort Buford, 245-246.
202 Halpern, Washington Matthews 4.
203 Halpern, Washington Matthews 11-12.
204 Fowler 128; Halpern, Washington Matthews 4. Unfortunately, very little of this relationship is known,
including even the woman’s name. All that is recorded is that she died of tuberculosis shortly after giving
birth to Berthold. Apparently, Matthews took ongoing responsibility for the child’s upbringing in the sense
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Needless to say, at this point Matthews had established strong ties within these

local native communities and had, in the process, amassed a good deal of anthropological

data. The same year of the hunting expedition with his brother Alphons, Matthews lost

“all his notes and manuscripts relating to these Indians, together with a valuable

collection of books of early travel on the upper Missouri” to a fire that destroyed his

quarters at Fort Buford.205 He recorded this event in his journal:

About 7 p.m. the alarm of fire was heard, I was sitting in dispensary at the time.

On looking out I discovered my own quarters in flames; ran up and tried to enter

the flames and save something but was unable to save a thing. It was with much

difficulty that the neighboring buildings were prevented from taking fire also.

Everything that I owned except what was on my person at the time of the fire was

destroyed.206

Amazingly, even with the loss of his papers, Matthews still managed to publish his

manuscript Grammar and Dictionary of the Languages of the Hidatsa in 1873.207 A

second edition was published in 1877 by the government printing office as Ethnography

and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians.208

In October of 1872, Matthews received the “unexpected but welcome order to be

relieved from duty in this Dept. and to proceed to New York City.”209 Matthews left

Dakota Territory for his reassignment to Davids Island in Long Island Sound – he would

that he brought him to a mission for schooling, kept in correspondence and, once he was an adult, gave him
some land near Baker, Oregon.204 Beyond this, little else of this relationship is known.
205 Watson 240-241.
206 Matthews, Fort Buford, 203.
207 Washington Matthews, Grammar and Dictionary of the Languages of the Hidatsa (Minnetarees,
Grosventres of the Missouri) with an Introductory Sketch of the Tribe: Shea’s Library of American
Linguistics Ser. ii, No. 1 (New York: Cramiosy Press, 1873).
208 Washington Matthews, Ethnography and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians: U.S. Geological and
Geographical Survey, Miscellaneous Publication No. 7 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1877).
209 Matthews, Fort Buford, 285.
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not be stationed in western territories again until after his second assignment on the east

coast (a post in Maine) in 1875.210 He would spend the next five years in remote parts of

California, Nevada, Oregon, Idaho and Washington as the acting surgeon to the Nez

Perce and Bannock Indian campaigns, “during which he met many wild [sic] tribes

whose languages and customs he noted.”211 During this time, “his correspondence shows

that he was in touch with [anthropologists and scientists] V.F. Hayden, Elliott Coues,

Garrick Mallery, and [John Wesley] Powell regarding his own work in Dakota Territory

and California, and it was apparently this contact with Powell that opened up the

opportunity for his transfer to New Mexico and his Navajo work.”212 Originally,

however, Matthews’ contributions to Garrick Mallery’s work on Indian sign languages,

Charles Darwin’s studies on “expressive emotions […] and his Hidatsa work [are what]

brought him to the attention of Powell.”213 The director of the United States Bureau of

Ethnology, Powell officially made Matthews a scientific collaborator. This position was

without financial compensation but nonetheless conferred important status upon

Matthews as an affiliate.214

In 1880 Matthews was transferred to Fort Wingate, New Mexico. While his

transfer was at the request of Powell, his primary appointment there was as Army post

surgeon. But in his capacity as scientific collaborator, he was expected to learn “as much

about the Navajos as possible in all their aspects in order to help with the Bureau of

210 Matthews, “A Military History;” Watson 241.
211 Watson 241.
212 Halpern, Washington Matthews 5.
213 Fowler 128.
214 Halpern, Washington Matthews 5; Nancy Parezo, “Matthews and the Discovery of Navajo
Drypaintings,” Washington Matthews: Studies of Navajo Culture, 1880-1894, ed. Katherine Spencer
Halpern and Susan McGreevy Brown (Albuquerque: UNMP, 1997) 71.
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Ethnology’s classification of tribes. To understand the religion, mythology, and symbolic

arts of native peoples were priorities of Powell’s research agenda; the Navajos were seen

as a crucial group with whom to work because so little was known about them.”215

Matthews would spend the next four years assigned to Fort Wingate as post surgeon

while working tirelessly on the behalf of the Bureau as an anthropologist. Powell’s

satisfaction with Matthews’ ethnographic work is evidenced by his considerable efforts to

keep Matthews posted at Fort Wingate, even going so far as to officially intercede with

Army orders for reassignment to other posts.216 It is through this level of support that

Matthews was able to dedicate large portions of his time to ethnographic studies.

At Fort Wingate, Matthews focused his earliest work with the Navajo on the arts

of silversmithing and weaving.217 However, over time, “as he gained the confidence of

ritual specialists, he was invited to attend chant performances, and the complex world of

Navajo myth and ritual, with its attendant ‘sand paintings,’ began to open to him.”218

Initially, Matthews dedicated much of his early work to the Mountain Chant,219 and he

first recorded the all-night Fire Dance, part of this chant, in December of 1882.

Matthews went to considerable trouble to witness this event, traveling all the way to

Keam’s Canyon, in Arizona Territory:

Record for the Month of December, 1882

2nd I obtain a seven days leave from the Post commander and in the evening

leave on the westward–bound train for Winslow, A.T. whence I am to proceed on

215 Parezo 53.
216 Washington Matthews, Fort Wingate, New Mexico Post History, US National Archives, Washington,
D.C., 172.
217 Fowler 128-129; Halpern, Washington Matthews 5.
218 Fowler 128-129.
219 Halpern, Washington Matthews 5.
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horseback to Keam Canon, A. T. to witness the great annual ceremonies of the

Navajos.220

Over time, the medicine men that Matthews worked with came to see him as a fellow

practitioner; a physician-healer from a different tradition. As such, they began to initiate

him into their practice.221

Matthews was stationed at Fort Wingate for another two years before he was

transferred in 1884 to Washington, D.C. for duty at the Army Medical Museum.

However, this was by no means the end of Matthews’ work with the Navajo and, in fact,

it was during this period that he compiled his notes from the years spent at Wingate.

Additionally, between 1884 and 1890, Matthews managed to make several trips from

Washington, D.C. back to the Southwest for anthropological purposes.222 His trip in the

fall of 1885 was on behalf of the Bureau of Ethnology. Matthews wrote to Powell for

approval and funding of “a plan for the continuance of my Ethnographic and Philologic

investigations.”223 Matthews went on in the letter to explain his proposal:

During the approaching autumn, I will be able to devote a portion of my time, for

one month, to collecting new material; but my official duties, in connection with

the Army Medical Museum, will, I fear, be such as to prevent me from going to

New Mexico, as I did last fall. Therefore I propose to bring to Washington a

learned Navajo shaman, from whom I have already obtained much information

and a Navajo half-breed interpreter. […] I have already made arrangements with

them to spend a month in Washington this year, in case a sufficient allotment

220 Matthews, Fort Wingate, 176.
221 Katherine Spencer Halpern, “Washington Matthews: Biographical Sketch,” Guide to the Microfilm
Edition of the Washington Matthews Papers (The Wheelwright Museum of the American Indian, 1985) 6.
222 Watson 241.
223 Washington Matthews, letter to J.W. Powell, 18 June 1885, Records of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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were granted me, and I have settled with them the payment and allowances that

they are to receive for their services.

In the end, Matthews traveled there in order to bring Tall Chanter, the Navajo

singer/medicine man, to Washington for help with his continued studies on myths and, in

particular, aid with his work on the Night Chant.224

Matthews also returned to the Southwest on behalf of the Hemenway

Southwestern Archaeological Expedition.225 Frank Hamilton Cushing, the famously

brilliant and eccentric ethnographer of the Zuni, was the initial director of the expedition,

until illness intervened. Matthews and Cushing first met in New Mexico, while Cushing

was working with the Zuni on behalf of the BAE. In a letter to Powell, Matthews

describes his first impressions:226

Mr. Cushing from Zuni spent a week with me not long ago. I was very much

pleased with him. He seems to be a young man of keen observation and sound

judgment. I would feel inclined to place great reliance on any report he might

make. He has certainly got the confidence and regard of the people among whom

he is living; I predict a useful future for him if he perseveres as he has begun.

This professional regard for Cushing developed into a friendship marked by years of

professional support.227

224 Fowler 129.
225 Washington Matthews, J.L. Wortman and John S. Billings, “The Human Bones of the Hemenway
Collection in the United States Army Medical Museum, with Observations on the Hyoid Bones of the
Collection by J. L. Wortman,” Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences v. 6, 7th Memoir
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1893) 141; Halpern, Washington Matthews 9; Watson
241.
226 Washington Matthews, letter to J. W. Powell, 7 February 1881, Records of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
227 Halpern, Washington Matthews 5, 7.
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Cushing’s Hemenway Expedition was a large-scale expedition with a

comprehensive plan to explore the archaeological, ethnographic, ethnohistorical, and

physical anthropology of the Southwest.228 Even by the anthropological standards of

today, the expedition is deemed visionary: “the expedition is widely recognized as the

foundation of Hohokan Studies and a critical base for research into Zuni prehistory as

well. Additionally, Cushing brilliantly anticipated modern strategies of multidisciplinary

work teamwork.”229 This was, interestingly, the only large-scale expedition of its kind to

be privately funded; Mary Hemenway, a wealthy Bostonian dedicated to social reform

and philanthropy, financed the expedition, donating twenty-five thousand dollars a

year.230 Matthews was called upon to help when, only a half a year after setting out,

Cushing was suffering from exhaustion and severe abdominal pains.231 In September of

1887 Matthews arrived in the Salt River Valley in Arizona Territory to administer needed

medical attention to Cushing, as well as temporarily take over as expedition director.232

Even though Matthews’ time spent in the field with the Hemenway Expedition

was brief, only about one month,233 he continued to work with its collection of human

remains at the AMM. For while Matthews was with the expedition he discovered that no

228 Fowler 150; Matthews, Wortman and Billings; David R. Wilcox and Curtis M. Hinsley, “Introduction to
the Multivolume Work,” Frank Hamilton Cushing and the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological
Expedition: 1886-1889, Curtis M. Hinsley and David R. Wilcox, eds (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1996).
229 Wilcox and Hinsley xv. The multidisciplinary nature of Cushing’s expedition, while perhaps
anticipatory, was not unique. In fact, the majority of large-scale government expeditions were comprised
of a team of scientists with a range of complimentary backgrounds.
230 Fowler 148-149.
231 Fowler 152.
232 Fowler 152; Matthews, Wortman and Billings 141, 161; Poor 41.
233 Matthews, Wortman and Billings 161.
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arrangements had been made for the preservation of excavated human remains.234

“Recognizing the importance and interest of these remains,” AMM curator John Billings

wrote:

he set to work to preserve the bones […] and reported the facts to me, suggesting

that, if possible, the anatomist of the Army Medical Museum, Dr. J. L. Wortman,

should be sent out furnished with means for preserving[, …] carefully collecting

and forwarding them to the Army Medical Museum for study.235

Even after Matthews was reassigned to Fort Wingate in 1890, he was engaged to

obtain more human remains that had been excavated and abandoned by the expedition,236

which was at this point under the direction of Jesse Walter Fewkes, Cushing’s successor.

A letter written by AMM curator John S. Billings to the Surgeon General’s Office237 in

November 1889 not only illustrates Matthews ongoing involvement, but also the value

that was placed upon this collection by scientists at AMM:

Sir:

I am informed that a large and valuable collection of human skeletons, about two

hundred in number, exhumed by the Hemenway Archaeological Expedition on

the site of the ancient “Seven Cities of Cibola,” in New Mexico, are now lying at

Zuni, N.M. unpacked and uncared for. The expedition referred to is now

disbanded; but its promoter, Mrs. Mary Hemenway, of Boston, will give it to the

Army Medical Museum on the condition that we pack and transport it to

Washington, and here subject the bones to measurement and study.

234 Matthews, Wortman and Billings 141; Halpern, Washington Matthews 9.
235 Matthews, Wortman and Billings 141.
236 Matthews, Fort Wingate vol. 2, 48.
237 John S. Billings, letter to Surgeon General’s Office, November 1889, Personal Papers of Medical
Officers and Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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It is necessary that these remains should be sorted and packed by some skilled and

interested person, and for this reason I would recommend that Dr. W. Matthews,

U.S. Army, now on duty at the Army Medical Museum be ordered to proceed to

Zuni, N.M. for this purpose. The value of the collection to the government far

exceeds any trifling cost involved in the journey.

As such, Mathews’s work with the Hemenway Expedition continued. In fact, his 1893

publication The Human Bones of the Hemenway Collection in the United States Army

Medical Museum,238 for which he was the principle author, was one of only three to result

from the entire expedition.239 Along with presenting his extensive analysis of the human

remains, Matthews also compiled a general report of the expedition, using Cushing’s

notes. Matthews explains why he, and not Cushing, published this material:

When we began this study of the bones described in this work we had reason to

hope that a full general account of the expedition on which they were discovered

[…] would be published simultaneously with, or in advance of, this report; in

which case we should have embodied in this essay the results of anthropometric

studies only. But the continued illness of the director of the expedition, Mr. Frank

Hamilton Cushing, has caused the indefinite postponement of the preparation of a

general report.240

Matthews concluded his general report by deferring to Cushing’s expertise stating, “the

author has introduced only some of the more easily explainable discoveries of the

expedition … The reader must take some things for granted until Mr. Cushing’s final

report appears.”241 However, Cushing never did publish a full comprehensive report of

238 Matthews, Wortman and Billings 141-286.
239 Fowler 154; Matthews, Wortman and Billings 142.
240 Matthews, Wortman John S. Billings 142.
241 Matthews, Wortman John S. Billings 161.
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his expedition.242 While Cushing may not have been able to share the full extent of his

discoveries and analysis through publication, Matthews’ resulting publication was

“recognized in contemporary review […] and later by [Alec] Hrdlicka […] as an

important early contribution to the physical anthropology of the American Indians.”243

While Matthews may be most well known for his ethnographic work with the

Navajo, his time at the AMM initiated a more formalized interest in physical

anthropology, anthropometry244 and craniology. Matthews made significant

contributions to these areas of study by designing equipment, testing and establishing

methodological practices, and conducting large-scale comparative studies of human

remains.245

Matthews continued to contribute to anthropometrics and craniological studies at

AMM after being reassigned to Fort Wingate by collecting Native American human

remains and shipping them to the museum for study. In fact, Matthews did this kind of

collecting as far back as his Dakota Territory days,246 shipping crania to the museum that

had been ‘found’ near the forts to which he had been assigned. Except in one case where

Matthews reports that the sent “calvarium247 [was] from [a] Mandan Cemetery collected

242 Cushing did however write a lengthy piece for the 1888 meeting of the International Congress of
Americanists in Berlin. In his Hemenway publication, Matthews states that he used this article, along with
some of Cushing’s other notes, to construct his general account of the expedition.
243 Halpern, Washington Matthews 9.
244 Anthropometry involves the study of skeletal and cranial features based upon the various measurement
techniques of both living humans and the skeletal remains of humans.
245 Washington Matthews, “Use of Rubber Bags in Gauging Cranial Capacity,” The American
Anthropologist XI (June 1898): 171-176.
246 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession Records 314, 315, 316, 317, 353, 354, 714,
National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
247 A calvarium is the upper portion of the skull, which lacks the facial bone structure and lower jaw.
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by Surgeon Gray and Surgeon Matthews,”248 it is never clear which collection method

Matthews means when he vaguely records a crania as having been ‘found.’ Years later,

while posted at Fort Wingate for the second time, Matthews was more explicit about the

human remains that he sent to the museum. And in addition to collecting skeletal

remains, Matthews was apparently also eagerly awaiting the opportunity to collect human

brains:

Dear Doctor [Billings]:

I have at last (to-day) secured a fresh Indian brain for the Museum. It is now in

soak in Erlicki’s fluid and will be ready for shipment in a week. Shall I wait to

send it by freight with the bones or shall I send it separately without delay, by

express?249

In this instance, as in another similar case,250 Matthews was explicit about cause of death

and how closely thereafter the autopsy was performed. The broadening of Matthews’

research scope from ethnographic and linguistics to include physical anthropology, was

not well received by his old friend Cushing who complained, “Matthews cares more for

crania.”251 It was not until Matthews’ retirement years in Washington D.C. that all of his

energy was directed toward ethnographic studies: “my Navaho [sic] work will be in the

future, as it has been in the past, both my sole occupation and recreation.”252 A brief

anecdote, written by his old friend Yarrow, further demonstrates Matthews’ love for his

anthropological work:

248 Army Medical Museum Accession Record 317.
249 Washington Matthews, letter to J. S. Billings, 16 June 1891, Army Medical Museum Anatomical
Section, Accession 3376, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
250 Army Medical Museum Accession Record 3504.
251 Halpern, Washington Matthews 8.
252 Halpern, Guide to Microfilm ix; Poor 51.
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One evening at the Cosmos Club a little group of men were discussing what as

needed to make a man happy. Dr. Matthews was of the group and sat in a sort of

half reverie, his Milesian-Mongolian face showing no evidence that he was taking

any interest in the proceedings. Mallory, the celebrated Shakespearian scholar

and exponent of Indian sign language, turned to him and said, ‘Doctor Matthews,

what is your opinion?’ Matthews gave himself a sort of shake, roused from his

reverie, and said, ‘Well, gentlemen, if you care for my opinions, I shall be glad to

express them. Taking myself as an example, when I am trying to solve the

problem of the colored sand pictures of the Pueblo Indians, and working on my

Hidatsa vocabulary, with a cup of good strong tea to stimulate my gray substance,

no one could be happier.253

Matthews was just as active in the Washington, D.C. scientific community during

his retirement as he had been while working at the AMM. While employed at the

museum, Matthews shared his work with the community through the typical venues such

as presenting papers at the Philosophical and Anthropological societies as well as giving

public lectures through the AMM and the Smithsonian.254 Like many of the gentleman-

scientists within Washington’s intellectual circle, Matthews was involved in numerous

scientific associations that ranged the spectrum of the ever-nebulous field of ‘natural

history.’ He was “a member of the American Climatological Association; Association of

American Anatomists; fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science; member of the Anthropological Society, Philosophical Society and of the

253 Henry Crecy Yarrow, “Personal Recollections of Some Old Medical Officers,” The Military Surgeon
1x.4 (1927): 449-455.
254 Halpern, Washington Matthews, 9.
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National Geographic Society, vice-president of the Chicago Folk-Lore Society, 1894; and

member of the Torrey Botanical Club, New York.”255

By the end of his career, Matthews had two publications on Hidatsa Grammar,

forty-two publications on the Navajo, nine articles in physical anthropology, two in

archaeology, four on Tuberculosis, and thirty-one reviews. Matthews is one of these

individuals who embody the generalized character of mid- to late-nineteenth century

natural sciences through their own diverse research interests. In an 1891 official report to

the Adjutant General of the Army, under the section eliciting professional interests or

studies other than military ones, Matthews entered, “Ethnography, craniology,

Somatology, archaeology and anthropology in general. Philology, Climatology,

Deomgraphy. All the natural sciences especially botany.”256 Moreover, in the course of

his career trajectory, Matthews demonstrates just how closely the government-run

scientific institutions in Washington, D.C. functioned in correspondence with one another

in their efforts to establish a national science; one that, it was hoped, would establish

American science as an independent force to be contended with, by virtue of its basis in

the unique qualities of the continent’s history. Matthews’ moves from army surgeon to

the Bureau of Ethnology and eventually the Army Medical Museum – in combination

with his affiliation with the Hemenway Expedition – reveal the degree to which all of

these government-sponsored entities were but one part of the larger scientific national

project.

255 Watson 241.
256 Washington Matthews, “Officer’s Individual Report – under G.O. 41 A.G.O. 1890,” Personal Papers of
Medical Officers and Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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The Integrity of Collectors: An Uneasy Question

Matthews’ many years spent with the Navajo helped to form a deep admiration

for their culture. He understood himself (and was taken as) a friend to the community of

Navajo healers with whom he worked. His “sensitive reading of Indian life,”257 however

perceptive and appreciative, was nonetheless still marked by a sustained conviction in the

reality of cultural evolution. He believed, in part, that his duty was to be an advocate of

the Navajo; yet this advocacy meant encouraging acculturation and submission to

colonial authority.258 To be clear, my motive is not to put the ethics of Matthews’

anthropological studies on trial. What I find especially relevant about the political

complexity of Matthews’ beliefs and their integration with his commitment to the Navajo

community is the way in which it highlights the problematical nature of advocacy in

general. Embedded as anthropology is within this history of racism and colonization,

this functions as a reminder to interrogate contemporary forms of cultural advocacy. As

demonstrated by Matthews, advocacy - especially cross-cultural advocacy - however well

intentioned is always susceptible to the complicities of racial, economic, and social

privilege. Accordingly, this is an issue that persists into the twenty-first century, and I

will return to it in Chapter Four, with an examination of how it functions within the

context of repatriation and ethics.

257 Truettner, “Science and Sentient,” 22.
258 Truettner, “Science and Sentiment,” 23; Poor 38-39.
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CHAPTER 3

From the Kansas Prairies to the Nation’s Capitol:

Southern Cheyenne Case Study

Introduction

In this chapter, I narrate the story of a particular group of Southern Cheyenne

burial objects from the AMM collection. I analyze the different meanings that these

objects have accrued across time and space, depending upon cultural, geographical and

historical contexts. Commonplace in their origin, they typify the category of things

sought after by AMM collectors. Yet, the social history of these objects will reveal a

fascinating tale of complex social interactions, both past and present. I first encountered

the Southern Cheyenne burial objects while employed at the Smithsonian’s Repatriation

Office. While there, I worked a great deal with the cultural artifacts from this collection.

I have seen and been moved by beautiful, sad and unsettling objects: ghost dance shirts

taken from the bodies of their wearers at the Battle of Wounded Knee; a regal

Assiniboine war bonnet, the context of its acquisition unknown; elegantly fashioned

‘Pueblo pots’; a necklace worn by an Apache warrior, made from the fingers of his

enemies; and an overwhelming number of arrows and bows of every make and shape,

many collected from the wounded bodies of men and women. It does not require a

stretch of the imagination to recognize the violent collective history of these objects. But

even in the midst of this collection, comprised as it is of one remarkable object after

another, the Southern Cheyenne objects left a deep and lasting impression on me.
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Initially, two aspects of this group of burial objects were, in my mind, particularly

notable. The first was the elaborate construction of the burial case and the sheer quantity

of items placed therein. This funerary assemblage was originally enclosed in a structure

made of willow branches that contained items of Native American, Anglo-American and

European manufacture. The offerings were left for a young Cheyenne child. In addition

to the many layers of clothing in the burial, there were also seven buffalo robes, five

blankets, three ornamented buffalo calf robes with hoods, a pillow made of antelope skin,

a beaver cap decorated with copper disks, shell bead necklaces, beaded leggings, mittens,

a fur collar, and a well-worn pair of adult’s moccasins. The second thing that captivated

me about this collection came from a passing, but intriguing, remark made by my

supervisor: he stated that not all of the objects originally placed with the burial still exist.

One of those objects, he declared, was a U. S. Army infantry overcoat and the other two

were of European-American origin as well.

Suspecting that these omissions were not coincidental, I began to research this

collection in earnest several years later for my Master’s Thesis. It was not long before I

found that these objects have incredible stories to tell. The history of their past use

enables insights into the culture of nineteenth-century collecting, and specifically how the

efforts of soldier-scientists fit within this framework of scientific appropriation in the

context of colonialism. Moreover, these objects also present a valuable opportunity to

analyze the contemporary politics of ownership, meaning-making, and the complexities

of authenticity. The reality that this is a museum collection comprised of burial offerings,

in the era of repatriation, means that these objects have recently come under a new form
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of scrutiny. As such, my analysis and narration of this collection also examines

contemporary responses to the politics of repatriation, as they developed in relation to

this particular collection in the 1990s. Simply stated, this chapter is the story of how

museum collections are irrevocably the products of the people, times and places in which

they are created and used. It is a testimony to the contingencies of objects, shaped as

they are by the social and cultural relationships that dictate their various, often

competing, meanings. But, most importantly, this account provides a case in point of the

significant role that objects frequently play in cultural negotiations over power, authority

and autonomy.

Historical Contexts: The Southern Cheyenne

To appreciate the current politics of repatriation as they relate to this collection,

an historical account of the Southern Cheyenne is necessary for contextualization. This

account of relations between the Southern Cheyenne and the U. S. government is the

history of colonization in this county, and it is the essential backdrop for any account of

anthropological collecting conducted during the nineteenth century. Furthermore, this

history also provides an important context for understanding why both Anglos and

Cheyenne would consider something as common as a burial to be extraordinary. The

funerary items present in the young child’s burial could not be fully appreciated without

an awareness of what these valuable offerings might have meant during a time of extreme

deprivation.

__________
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Before contact with Europeans, the Cheyenne spanned the northern and eastern

woodlands of the United States.259 Part of the Algonquian linguistic family, the

Cheyenne were originally one society and the division between the north and south

branches did not occur until after the 1830s.260 It is widely believed, by both Cheyenne

and non-Indian scholars alike, that the earliest evidence available of Cheyenne history

dates to around 1600; wherein the Cheyenne established semi-permanent villages along

the Mississippi River, in what is now southeastern Minnesota.261 The subsequent history

of migrations entails a complex story of shifting tribal alliances, economic transformation

from horticulture to nomadic hunting and trading, competition for land and resources, and

the effects of European contact and colonization. The following is a brief historical

sketch for the sake of contextualization – the brevity of which cannot do justice to the

heterogeneity of the Cheyenne at any given moment or, for that matter, the dynamism of

language and social structure or the variability of modes of living throughout time. The

Cheyenne nation has never been a monolithic entity; historically Cheyenne “bands and

[neighboring Native American] nations […underwent] constant transformation by which

they created and broke alliances and formed patterns of trade and intermarriage with

other bands and tribes across ethnic and linguistic boundaries.”262

259 Donald J. Berthrong, The Southern Cheyennes (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963) 4;
www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
260 www.cheyenne~arapho.org.
261 Berthrong 4-5; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
262 John H. Moore, The Cheyenne Nation: A Social and Demographic History (Lincoln and London:
University of Nebraska Press, 1987) 86. For more detailed cultural and historical accounts of the Southern
Cheyenne, see: Berthrong; Jerome A. Greene, Washita: The U.S. Army and the Southern Cheyennes,
1867-1869 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004); George Bird Grinnell, The Fighting Cheyennes
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1956); E. Adamson Hoebel, The Cheyennes: Indians of the Great
Plains (New York: Henry Hold and Company 1978); James Mooney, The Cheyenne Indians (Washington,
D.C.: American Anthropological Association, 1907); J. H. Moore, The Cheyenne (Cambridge, MA:
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For a century and a half, the Cheyenne occupied first the Mississippi, then the

Minnesota and then the Missouri River Valleys in agrarian settlements.263 In the second

half of the eighteenth century, when pressures from the English and French fur trade

fueled rivalries between area tribes, the Cheyenne moved into North Dakota.264 This

marked the beginning of a course of southward migration. Gradually, over the following

eight decades, the Cheyenne traced a path further south into North Dakota, down towards

the Missouri River, into the Black Hills for some, and west towards the headwaters of the

Platte River in Wyoming and Nebraska.265 Much of Cheyenne migration around the turn

of the nineteenth century was influenced by their active role as thriving middle-agents in

the fur trade, working between Anglo traders and allied tribes such as the Arapaho. In

the late 1820s, those Cheyenne located along the Platte River migrated to the Arkansas

River to form settlements near Charles Bent’s trading fort in Colorado.266 It is at this

point that a pronounced separation emerged between the Northern and Southern

Cheyenne.

For the allied Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes, the 1830s on the Central Plains were

marked by nearly constant warfare with the Apache, Kiowa, and Comanche.267 In 1840,

a five-tribe alliance was forged, but warfare continued throughout the 1840s, with the

Sioux and the five tribes fighting the Ponca, Pawnee, Omaha and Arikara.268 During this

Blackwell Publishers, 1996); David Svaldi, Sand Creek and the Rhetoric of Extermination (Lanham, New
York and London: UP of America, 1989).
263 Berthrong 3-5; Grinnell 3; Moore, The Cheyenne 313; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
264 Berthrong 5.
265 Berthrong 14-19; Moore, The Cheyenne 313; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
266 Berthrong 24-26; Moore, The Cheyenne 314-315.
267 Moore, The Cheyenne 315.
268 Berthrong 84; Grinnell 63-66.
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decade the effects of measles, whooping cough, and hunger plagued the Cheyenne.

Deprivation was in large part due to shifting buffalo ranges caused by increased numbers

of westward moving caravans, which had a deep impact upon the fur trade that was the

Cheyenne’s livelihood.269 Moreover, the gold rush of 1849 brought the movement of

prospectors through Cheyenne territory; this contact resulted in a devastating cholera

epidemic that killed nearly half of the existing population.270 In the hopes of receiving

aid, Cheyenne leaders such as council chief Yellow Wolf were receptive to holding treaty

negotiations with the United States government, which was, in turn, eager to control

inter-tribal wars in order to make the Plains safer for the caravans of Anglos pushing

further and further west.271 In 1851 a treaty was signed at Fort Laramie and with this the

separation between the Northern and Southern Cheyenne became permanent. The treaty

created a reservation for the Southern Cheyenne and their Arapaho allies that spanned

parts of Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas. The Fort Laramie Treaty also

stipulated the right of the United States to build forts and roads within designated treaty

lands.272

The 1850s were the last years of relative freedom for the Southern Cheyenne.

This period was marked by growing hostilities with Anglos due to increased traffic from

army posts, westward emigration, and land and railroad surveys moving through

269 Berthrong 100; Thomas W. Killion, Scott Brown, J. Stuart Speaker, Naevahoo’ohtseme (We Are Going
Back Home): Cheyenne Repatriation: The Human Remains (Washington, D.C., Repatriation Office,
NMNH, Smithsonian Institution: unpublished report, 1992) 10.
270 Berthrong 113-114.
271 Berthrong 101, 107.
272 Berthrong 119-122; Grinnell 100-101; Killion 10-11; Svaldi 223; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
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Cheyenne lands.273 This was especially the case during the second half of the decade as

the Plains became prime cattle territory and the gold rush in Colorado brought a new

charge of settlers. This unrest fed a growing divide between the Southern Cheyenne

council chiefs - the primary authority over economic, political, and spiritual matters

during times of peace - and the war chiefs.274 Relations with Anglos were no longer

characterized by peaceful trade dealings, but by a mounting competition for land and

resources.275 As the Cheyenne became more and more restless with Anglo

encroachment, the division between the council and war chiefs deepened.276 This

resulted in the unification of different Cheyenne, Sioux and Arapaho soldier societies

under the name of the Dog Soldiers (previously the name of just one of the Cheyenne’s

multiple soldier societies).277

As a consequence of emigrants and settlers along the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails,

the Cheyenne were driven from the best places along the Platte and Arkansas rivers and

by the 1860s their economy had shifted dramatically.278 With this disruption, established

systems of hunting and trade broke down and, correspondingly, the alternating seasonal

rhythms of trade and intertribal warfare and raiding were forever altered. The end of

trading marked a dramatic rise in the influence of the Dog Soldiers and a large segment

of the Cheyenne became organized year round by military units.279 However, these

military units no longer consisted only of warriors, but for the first time included entire

273 Berthrong 124; Killion 11; Svaldi.
274 Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 314-315.
275 Killion 12.
276 Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 192.
277 Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 314.
278 Berthrong 148; Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 195-196.
279 Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 193.
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families; the Dog Soldiers, led by Tall Bull, were now a fully separate band of the

Cheyenne.280

The council chiefs however, eager for peaceful relations with the United States

and for protection from white encroachment, signed the Treaty of Fort Wise in 1861.281

The treaty ceded previous Cheyenne land claims in Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado and

Wyoming in exchange for $450,000 to be directed toward the development of an agrarian

economy on a small reservation in southeastern Colorado.282 For the protection of the

Cheyenne, it was promised that the reservation would be closed to all whites except

government officials and sanctioned traders. The Dog Soldiers refused to sign this

treaty.283

For those who stayed on the reservation, conditions deteriorated as the

government could not keep up with the required rations. The threat of starvation in

combination with uncontrolled Anglo traffic through the reservation led to increased

raiding.284 As retaliative strikes between Cheyenne bands and the United States military

increased, the military rarely distinguished between the war and peace factions of the

Cheyenne, adding to an already volatile and politically complex situation. A period of

intensified conflict ensued, with an ongoing cycle of retaliation; the Dog Soldiers raided

settlements and forts to undermine Anglo encroachment, the military indiscriminately

attacked peaceful bands of Cheyenne in retribution, and the Cheyenne rallied against

280 Moore, The Cheyenne Nation, 202.
281 Berthrong 149; Killion 14; Svaldi 154, 223-224; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
282 Berthrong 150; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
283 Berthrong 152.
284 Berthrong 152-156.
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these misdeeds for counter-attacks.285 This pattern of reprisal escalated for several years

culminating in the unprovoked massacre at Sand Creek in the winter of 1864.286 Black

Kettle’s peace faction was camped along Sand Creek under the direction of an Indian

Agent, who promised the protection of nearby Fort Lyon. The majority of the Sand

Creek Massacre victims were women and children. Nine peace chiefs were also killed,

including War Bonnet, Yellow Wolf and White Antelope, those who most ardently had

lobbied for peace. The result was a radicalization towards war of the few remaining

Cheyenne peace advocates.287

The surviving Arkansas River Band of Southern Cheyennes fled north, where

they united with the Dog Soldiers and commenced a series of retaliatory raids. After

several weeks of attacking ranches and government stations, Black Kettle moved south

below the Arkansas River, away from the war faction once again.288 Others continued

plundering along the Platte River and then moved north toward the Black Hills, where

they joined the Oglala and Northern Cheyenne on the Powder River. Throughout the

spring and summer of 1865, there were ongoing skirmishes in this region between the

United States military and the Cheyenne-Sioux alliance.289 In the summer of 1865 the

United States sent out the Powder River Expedition in an effort to exert control over the

Plains and remove Indians from the area between the Platte and Republican Rivers to

make way for construction of the Union Pacific Railroad.290 Following several

285 Berthrong 157-173; Killion 12; Moore, The Cheyenne Nation 201; Svaldi.
286 Berthrong 217-219.
287 Killion 12-13.
288 Berthrong 228; Killion 13.
289 Berthrong 227-230.
290 Berthrong 231; Killion 13.
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encounters with the Powder River Expedition forces, the Cheyenne began to move

south.291

When the 1866 Treaty of Little Arkansas failed to bring either protection to the

Cheyenne or peace to the Plains, Major General Hancock set out as commander of the

Cheyenne Campaign. The purpose of the campaign was to “demonstrate to the Indians

that the government possessed the power to punish any tribe that molested travelers;”292 it

was also intended to clear the land for the Kansas Pacific Railroad. This failed campaign

only heightened enmity and violence and was followed by yet another failed treaty. The

Medicine Lodge Treaty of 1867 managed to bring some quiet to the Plains for the winter,

but with food and arms shortages the Cheyenne had no supplies or means for hunting,

and once again felt that the United States was not upholding its end of the treaty and that

they had been misled.293 That spring, the Cheyenne resumed raiding, and in the fall,

another campaign, commanded by Major General Alfred Sully, was organized to punish

the Cheyenne.294 While Sully’s campaign only lost a few men to death and eleven more

to injury, he was not successful in dampening Cheyenne aggression, let alone punishing

it. Angry with this outcome, General William Sherman declared the Cheyenne to be at

war and began assembling a stronger force for a winter campaign, when they would be

most vulnerable with thin and weak ponies.295 The campaign consisted of three different

291 Berthrong 231-232, 256.
292 Berthrong 272.
293 Greene 39.
294 Berthrong 247; Greene 54-57.
295 Berthrong 317.
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columns, which were simultaneously sent out in different directions upon the Plains in

late November.296

Lieutenant Colonel George Custer’s column was an integral part of this winter

campaign; it was Custer’s column that attacked the encampment at Washita and killed

Black Kettle.297 In some ways, the Battle of Washita signaled the beginning of the

reservation period for the Southern Cheyenne.298 When some of the beleaguered

survivors of Washita offered intimations for peace, General Sheridan responded with an

ultimatum declaring that it had to be either total war or total peace. For Sheridan, ‘total

peace’ entailed having all bands of the Southern Cheyenne living on reservation lands

designated by the Medicine Lodge Treaty; if any remained outside the specified lands,

they were to be treated as ‘hostile.’ 299 With waning resources and near starvation,

straggling groups began to move towards reservation lands throughout the winter and

following spring. The Dog Soldiers maintained their independence until June of that year

when their chief, Tall Bull, was killed at the Battle of Summit Springs.300 This battle

marks the end of Cheyenne occupation between the Platte and Arkansas Rivers.301 As

the Dog Soldiers joined the others on the reservation, the Cheyenne Campaigns of the

United States military were brought to a close.

296 Berthrong 324-325.
297 Greene 116-138; www.cheyenne~arapaho.org.
298 Berthrong 344.
299 Berthrong 336.
300 Moore, The Cheyenne 101; Berthrong 341-344.
301 Berthrong 344.
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Acquisition

Such was the historical context when, in September of 1868, Assistant Surgeon,

Captain George Miller Sternberg came upon the burial of a Southern Cheyenne child in

the open prairie and took it.302 Outwardly, the burial consisted of an elaborate case

woven from willow branches, which was raised high above the ground upon a scaffold

constructed of forked posts. It was placed a few hundred yards from an abandoned

Cheyenne encampment and the remains of a medicine lodge. In a letter written to Joseph

Henry at the Smithsonian, Sternberg regretfully states, “I had but little time for

investigation when the burial case was found as the command I was with was on a scout

after hostile Indians. I will however give the best account I can of the medicine

lodge.”303 Sternberg went on to describe first the medicine lodge and then the

encampment:

Only the framework was standing, I presume it had been covered with buffalo

skins when in use. The frame was the shape of an ordinary circus tent, such as

travelling [sic] showmen use for their exhibitions. It was constructed of strong

poles and was, I should judge, between 40 & 50 feet in diameter. I found a

302 This is one example among several of Cheyenne human remains that were collected under the auspices
of the Army Medical Museum. In 1992 the SI offered for repatriation the remains of thirty-one Cheyenne
individuals. Three of these individuals’ remains were taken from the battlefield of the Sand Creek
Massacre. Five of these individuals’ deaths were the result of fights with the Kaw and their remains were
taken from nearby Fort Zarah, Kansas. The remains of four of these individuals were taken from within the
vicinity of Fort Harker, Kansas. The remains of one individual are from the Battle of Summit Springs. The
remains of another individual are from the Indian Territory Breakout of 1878, Monument, Kansas. Also
included are the remains of seventeen individuals from or nearby Fort Robinson, Nebraska. Eight of these
individuals escaped from Fort Robinson in 1879 and were killed as a result; four individuals were killed in
the Fort Robinson Outbreak of 1879; and the remains of five individuals were taken from within the
vicinity of Fort Robinson. Aside from these thirty-one sets of remains that were offered for repatriation,
there are records of an additional six sets of remains that may be Cheyenne. However, two of these
individuals are missing from the collections and research has indicated that the other four are of uncertain
or unknown cultural affiliation.
303 George Sternberg to Joseph Henry, 28 December 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Number 1622, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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painted buffalo skull inside the lodge. A short distance from the centre [sic] of

the lodge was an excavation in the ground, about two inches deep, three feet long,

& eighteen feet wide. This contained ashes & some paint wrapped in an old rag.

Along the sides of the excavation were willow wands, arranged in a row &

thrust into the ground to but them upright. These were ten or twelve inches long

& were peeled and partially painted, blue or red. At the ends of the excavation

were peeled willow sticks, arched & thrust into the ground like croquet hoops.

The encampment had consisted of a double row of lodges arranged in a

circle around the Medicine lodge. The diameter of this circle could not have been

less than 250 yards & the lodges placed as closely together as possible. The

number of lodges must have been very great.

This Medicine Lodge was most likely constructed for the purpose of the

ceremonial Sun Dance. The Smithsonian’s repatriation report for this collection states:

From the description of the “Medicine Lodge” it was clearly one of the large

structures erected for ceremonial occasions, such as the Sun Dance […].

Sternberg also says that inside the lodge were a buffalo skull and an excavated

trough with painted altar sticks […] very much as described for the Sun Dance,

but which are similar to ceremonial elements of other rituals of Plains Indians.304

Sternberg’s description of the encampment and lodge, specifically that of the ashes and

paint bundles, convey the sense of a place only recently abandoned. This is corroborated

by the fact that the Sun Dance ceremony is traditionally conducted in the late spring and

summer.305 Moreover, the presumption of recent occupation at the site appears to be an

accurate one, as a large village of Dog Soldiers were reported to have camped along

304 Killion 144.
305 Berthrong 62; Killion 144.
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Walnut Creek, northwest of Fort Larned in the late spring and throughout the summer of

1868.306 This possibility is discussed in the repatriation report:

[T]he village where Sternberg found the burial may have been the Dog Soldier

village […] which was abandoned not long before Sternberg recovered the burial.

Its size could have been about the same as the Dog Soldier village (i.e. perhaps

400 or more people), especially if the lodges were as close together as Sternberg

described.307

Indeed, it is well documented that there was a congregation of Cheyenne in the vicinity of

Fort Larned that grew throughout the spring and summer. Greene writes “by July, a

particularly large group of 275 lodges, including many Dog Soldiers, stood along the

Walnut Creek, which military authorities had deemed ‘at present quiet.’”308 The purpose

of this large gathering, at least in part, was the long-awaited distribution of arms and

ammunition, as promised by the Medicine Lodge Treaty. These items were gravely

needed for the fall hunt and discontent among the Cheyenne grew as delays in

distribution resulted from hesitations within Congress to approve the treaty.309

By the time long-overdue provisions were finally dispensed, some of the

Cheyenne factions had given up and left the vicinity of the Fort. Unaware that the

pledged guns and ammunition had finally been handed out, these dispersed groups began

a series of raids.310 The others who had received their necessities departed immediately

for the hunt, abandoning the encampment that Sternberg would encounter within a

months time. With the sudden increase in raiding, Generals Sheridan and Sherman

306 Greene 45; Killion 144.
307 Killion 144.
308 Greene 45.
309 Berthrong 304.
310 Berthrong 305-306.
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declared open warfare on the Plains and initiated a plan to force the Cheyenne onto lands

designated by the Medicine Lodge Treaty. The consequences for those who resisted this,

as Greene succinctly states, “were simple: they would be pursued and killed by the

troops.”311

Thus the Cheyenne campaigns continued. And while Sternberg only briefly refers

to the circumstances of his presence at Walnut Creek in his letter to Henry, he was in fact

serving with the Tenth Cavalry, “on scout after hostile Indians.”312 In August, he was

with one of the Tenth’s companies that were “sent to patrol the ravaged countryside, with

orders for detachments to move constantly and to ‘attack any Indians they may meet,

except the Pawnees.’”313 According to the biography penned by Martha Sternberg, the

Doctor’s second wife, he was assigned to duty under the command of Major M. H. Kidd

with the Tenth Cavalry.314 In early September Kidd marched four companies on the road

from Fort Riley to Fort Hays, moving them “to Walnut Creek Crossing, along the road

between Dodge and Fort Hays to the north.”315 Given the location of the burial and the

timing of its acquisition, Sternberg must have taken the burial during this particular

campaign.316

311 Greene 58.
312 George Sternberg to Joseph Henry, 28 December 1869, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Number 1622, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
313 Greene 56.
314 Martha Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg: A Biography (Chicago: American Medical Association,
1920).
315 Greene 59.
316 The National Museum of Natural History repatriation report states: “Sternberg was at the time part of a
detachment of the 10th U.S. Cavalry in pursuit of “hostile Indians,” which was probably Col. Sully’s
command in western Kansas during the period of intense raiding in the summer of 1868.” While Sternberg
did serve under Sully, he did not do so until Sully’s second campaign, which set out in early November of
1868. This was at least two months after the burial was taken, judging from the earliest correspondence,
which dates to early September of that year. The dates for Sully’s earlier campaign of that year are
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Dr. George Miller Sternberg: Soldier, Scientist and Collector

Sternberg is an example of the soldier-scientist with serious scientific aspirations.

He devoted himself to developing a science that would benefit the nation. Some of

Sternberg’s noteworthy contributions include his discovery of the impact of bacteria on

the recovery of wounded soldiers, the necessity of sterilization techniques, the discovery

of the cause of malaria and yellow fever and the development of their vaccinations.317

Sternberg’s research and findings eventually led to his appointment as Surgeon General

of the Army in 1893.318 His anthropological contributions, however, were no exception

as they too fell within the framework of a national science: the accumulation of

knowledge regarding the conquered lands and people of the American nation also

furthered the ‘course of civilization.’ Judging from his records, Sternberg must have

spent every spare moment either creating collections or conducting experiments. Still,

there would be many years of working in make-shift laboratories at remote army posts

before Sternberg would return to D.C. as an accomplished scientist and assume the office

of Surgeon General of the Army.

Between 1868 and 1870, Sternberg was posted at Fort Riley -- one of these years

was spent as the Medical Officer in the Campaigns against the Cheyenne.319 In fact,

similarly incongruous with the date of collection. This, in addition to the fact that no detachments from the
10th Cavalry joined this first campaign, makes it improbable that Sternberg took the burial while serving
under Sully.
317 John M. Gibson, Soldier in White: The Life of George Miller Sternberg (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 1958);
Hume 415-416; Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg; Watson 3-4.
318 Hume 416; Wastson 4.
319 George M. Sternberg, Record of twenty-five (25) years service in the U.S. Army: George M. Sternberg,
Major and Surgeon, U.S. Army, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and Physicians, US National
Archives, Washington, D.C.; Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 15.
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Sternberg saw “more active service on the battle field […] than any other medical officer

of his time.”320 He was in practice for less than a year after graduating from medical

school when the Civil War broke out, at which point he enrolled in the Army and was

commissioned Assistant Surgeon.321 Sternberg was present at the Battle of Bull Run, the

Siege of Yorktown, the Battle of Gaines Mill, the retreat to the James River, and the

Battle of Malvern Hill.322 Refusing to leave wounded soldiers on the field after the Battle

of Bull Run, he was taken prisoner by the Confederates. Reports of Sternberg’s escape,

within a week and half of his capture, read like the best of adventure tales and include a

harrowing crossing of the Potomac River at night as he made his way back to

Washington.323

In addition to his active service in the Civil War and the Cheyenne Campaigns,

Sternberg also served as the medical officer for the Campaigns against the Nez Perce in

1877.324 He was later awarded the brevet of Lieutenant Colonel and an honorable

mention “for gallant service” in the Battle of Clearwater, during this campaign.325 From

the following letter, penned by an unknown employee of the War Department, it appears

that news of Sternberg’s deeds on this occasion spread considerably:

320 Hume 413.
321 Hume 413.
322 Gibson 15-30; Hume 413; Sternberg, Record of twenty-five (25) years service in the U.S. Army.
323 Gibson 17-28; Hume 413; Sternberg, Record of twenty-five (25) years service in the U.S. Army.
324 Army records, Military History: Sternberg, George M., Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Watson 3.
325 Gibson 101.
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War Department, Surgeon General’s Office
June 24th, 1890
To the Surgeon General, United States Army

Sir:

In compliance with the work of revising Personal Histories of Medical Officers of

the Army, I have the honor to invite your attention to the following:

While traveling in Montana in 1882, I was told by a packer, whom I had known

for many years as a reliable man, that he was present during the Nez Perce

campaign, when Major Geo. M. Sternberg, United States Army performed a

surgical operation (I suppose from the description, the ligature of the femoral

artery) upon a wounded soldier, one of a party which he was escorting, during the

night time, from the Clear Water River to Fort Lapwai, Idaho. The only light

available was that from a tallow candle, and in the midst of the operation the party

was attacked and fired upon by Indians; during the attack Major Sternberg

proceeded with the operation with the utmost coolness and terminated it

successfully. The packer further stated that, to the best of his recollection, there

was no other commissioned officer present; for which reason I presume this brave

act was passed unrecorded. I suggest that Major Sternberg be requested to relate

the facts of the case, in order that they may be made of record in this office.326

After the Battle of Clearwater, Sternberg and the advancing troops found the Nez

Perce camp deserted. Chief Joseph and his people had fled so hastily that they left much

behind and the troops found that “Indian blankets were there in profusion. So were

buffalo robes, food of all kinds, and any number of articles of personal use. Buried deep

in the ground but easily located by the souvenir-hungry victors were artistically beaded

ceremonial costumes, belts, robes, and trinkets of many kinds. That was indeed a

326 Unknown author to Joseph K. Barnes, 24 June 1890, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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souvenir hunter’s heyday. Major Sternberg carried off two of those battlefield souvenirs,

a beaded Indian robe and a bag which allowed Indians to load additional equipment on

the backs of their ponies.”327 While Sternberg very well may have considered these

objects to be souvenirs of battle, his history of collecting indicates that he also understood

this acquisition to be part of his more general, scientifically-based efforts at collection.

After all, Sternberg began collecting all categories of items for colleagues back east

during his time campaigning against the Cheyenne, the scaffold burial sent to the AMM

being only one example.

In late September, 1868, while stationed at Fort Riley, General Sully appointed

Sternberg as the Chief Medical Officer of his expedition with the Seventh Cavalry.

Sternberg wrote: “I was ordered into the field with a Cavalry Command and continued to

serve in the field with troops operating against hostile [Cheyenne] Indians until March

2nd, 1869.”328 In December Sternberg was relieved from duty as post surgeon at Fort

Riley and was assigned to Major General Sheridan’s command, operating at the junction

of the North Canadian River and Beaver Creek, Indian Territory.329 Martha Sternberg

writes “this expedition, like the others, was for the purpose of subduing the Cheyennes

[sic] and other hostile Indians in and around the Indian Territory. There were naturally

many alarms and exciting pursuits of the Indians, and on the whole Dr. Sternberg spent a

327 Gibson 102.
328 George Sternberg to Joseph K. Barnes, 6 March 1870, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
329 Army records, Military History: Sterngerg, Geroge M.; Sternberg, Record of twenty-five (25) years
service in the U.S. Army; Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 14.
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trying winter in this almost unexplored country.”330 Interestingly, she elaborates upon the

Doctor’s growing interest in natural history and collecting during this period:

During the marches that he made with the command, he became interested in the

geological conformation of the country, made close observations and copious

notes, and collected much material. His interest in gathering undescribed [sic]

fossils and other animal remains resulted in frequent chidings by other officers

lest he should be picked off by the Indians while securing these specimens. Some

of his specimens were forwarded to Prof. Joseph Leidy, of Philadelphia, who

described them in his report on “The Vertebrates of the West.” The Indian crania,

skulls of animals and birds, and fossil shells were sent to the Army Medical

Museum and were acknowledged ‘to have been received in good order, being

very carefully packed.’331

In addition to collecting crania and items of natural history, Sternberg also

worked tirelessly on scientific studies and experiments relating to bacteriology. John

Gibson, Sternberg’s biographer, wrote:

The quest for knowledge which might add to man’s weapons against disease had

a fascination for him. Every minute he could spare from his regular duties found

him hard at work in improvised laboratories. The work was carried on under

great difficulties, including complete lack of interest or encouragement on the part

of his official superiors. If he or some other officer chose to spend tedious hours

bent over a microscope, that was his own affair and privilege.332

330 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 14.
331 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 14.
332 Gibson 38.
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However, one of Sternberg’s superior officers at Fort Riley did in fact endeavor to

support him. A letter from Colonel Jack S. Hamilton attests to this support, as well as to

Sternberg’s scientific aspirations:

Fort Riley, Kas.

June 12, 1869

My Dear General –

I am very much pleased with Sternberg. He is, like myself, a dabbler in natural

sciences. He is a photographer, and is getting up microscopic photographs. He

tells me that he applied last year under the General Order for a microscope. I also

hear that his turn for relief comes this year, fall. Could it not be staved off till

next spring, and couldn’t you send him a microscope. He works hard every day,

and I think should be encouraged. He spends all his loose change in science. Tell

me what you can do in the matter.

Yours Truly,
J. Hamilton [signed]

N.B. Of course I do not wish in the above to do anybody any wrong – I mean if it
is judicious. J.H.333

While Sternberg spent most of his spare time “in his makeshift hideaway, his eyes

trained on a microscope lense [sic] or trying to get the right light for a test tube

experiment,”334 he also found time to spend outdoors with his new wife. In the fall of

1869, Sternberg married Martha Pattison, and she joined him at Fort Riley. Martha wrote

333 Jack S. Hamilton to Joseph K. Barnes, 12 June 1869, Personal Papers of Medical Officers and
Physicians, US National Archives, Washington, D.C.
334 Gibson 38-39.
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of their outdoor excursions, drawing a portrait of a man who encountered his

surroundings through the scientific eye of one dedicated to the study of all things natural:

After the usual duties of a post surgeon had been attended to each day, we

enjoyed our second breakfast, and then took up some study or recreation, most

frequently of outdoor character. We rode on horseback over the picturesque hills,

whence could be enjoyed an extensive view of the valley of the Republican River

with its cultivated fields and acre on acre of wild flowers. But the outings that we

enjoyed most were those made to the prairies where we gathered quantities of

wild flowers and grasses. We had to renew our study of botany to aid us in

identifying the flora of our new surroundings.335

In fact, judging from Smithsonian collection records and SI Annual Reports, it

appears that Sternberg must have spent considerable time amassing collections from the

vicinity of his stationed posts. For instance, an 1870 SI Annual Report indicates that

Sternberg “transmitted extensive and valuable collections of the tertiary fossil plants of

Kansas, and other objects of interest. The former have been found […] to contain a

number of new species.”336 Records of Sternberg’s activity give the impression that he

took every opportunity to collect from his environment, whether he was in the midst of

campaigning, traveling between posts, or spending leisure hours outside of the post on

horseback. But Sternberg was not just an opportunistic collector. For example, he went

to a good deal of effort to arrange scientific explorations while posted at Fort Walla

Walla in Washington State. Upon learning about nearby fossil beds north of the Snake

335 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 16.
336 Joseph Henry, Smithsonian Institution Annual Report for 1870, (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1871) 30.
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River, Sternberg took care to have his medical duties covered and he established that the

camp quartermaster could provide tents, horses, a wagon and other necessary

equipment.337 For the sake of protection, Dr. and Mrs. Sternberg accompanied one of the

frequent parties of recruits who traveled through the same region. They were pleased

with their efforts:

Both Dr. and Mrs. Sternberg were overwhelmed by their great wealth of

discoveries, including the skeletons of whole animals, such as horses, elk, deer,

etc. She, as happy as he as one magnificent find followed another, theorized that

these animals, thousands of years earlier perhaps, had gone to the nearby lake,

now dried up, to drink. Sinking helplessly into the morass of sand along the

shore, they had perished from suffocation and starvation. The excited couple

marveled at their great good fortune in accidentally finding out about this field

and being practically the first to have an opportunity to explore it.338

Upon returning to Fort Walla Walla, Sternberg sent their fossil specimens to Professor

Edward D. Cope in Philadelphia as well as several other interested colleagues.339 The

Doctor’s efforts to seek out the Snake River fossil beds indicate a dedication that extends

beyond a casual interest in collecting. His behavior suggests an allegiance to the

systematic collection of scientific knowledge.

This commitment is further attested to by the relatively disciplined archaeological

investigations that Sternberg conducted between 1873 and 1875 while posted at Fort

Barrancas in Pensacola, Florida.340 As with the Snake River fossil beds, once Sternberg

learned about the existence of various shell heaps and mounds throughout the area, he

337 Gibson 86-90; Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 50.
338 Gibson 89.
339 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 52.
340 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 35-38.
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arranged with his commanding officer to take a large wagon, a team of horses, and

enough supplies and camping equipment to provide for himself, his wife Martha and

small party of men. To avoid haphazard digging, the Doctor would establish excavation

methods, depending on the particular mound or shell heap, and instruct his helpers on the

manner in which they should proceed. Martha wrote in some detail of the excavations:

[W]e unearthed numerous pots of all sizes and colors. […] In one we found a

beautiful blue bead, in another a perforated disk made from a shell about the size

of a 25-cent piece. We unearthed a great number of stone disks of all sizes,

suggesting no useful purpose other than some game, like quoits. One, in

particular, we studied for some time and have since looked for its mate in

museums, but without success. This disk […] was evidently fashioned of

beautiful chalcedony. It must have been traded from some Northern tribe, as no

such stone ever existed in Florida […]. Detached parts of human skeletons were

found; these were removed with the greatest care and were sent to the Army

Medical Museum for study and comparison. There were innumerable pieces of

clay figures. Only two items of the collection helped to fix the date of [one]

mound. In one of the small pots we found a blue [glass] bead; in another a large

nail, badly eaten by rust.341

In her description, Martha touches upon some of the basic questions that she and

her husband sought to answer during their excavations. Namely establishing cultural

identity, relationships between area tribal groups and the possibilities of trade,

subsistence patterns, and the use and origin of objects. In a publication resulting from

these explorations, entitled “Indian Burial Mounds and Shellheaps near Pensacola,

Florida,” Sternberg utilizes his findings to theorize upon the complexity of the cultures

341 Sternberg, George Miller Sternberg 37.
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that produced these mounds.342 He used materials such as glass and metal to date the

sites, he examined ceramics, animal bones and shell deposits to estimate dependence

upon agriculture versus marine resources, he contemplated the spatial orientation of the

mounds and shell heaps in an attempt to understand the relationship between ostensibly

different cultural groups, he studied modes of burial for signs of warfare and patterns in

mortuary customs, he even theorized upon styles of bodily ornamentation. All in all,

Sternberg’s analyses illustrate a scientifically informed, methodical attempt to “reveal

facts relating to prehistoric man.”343

Sternberg’s systematic excavations and analyses of the Florida mounds not only

illustrate a dedication to the accumulation of scientific knowledge but also indicate a

sense of commitment to the scholarly community. While excavating, Sternberg was in

correspondence with AMM curator George Otis, sending artifacts and seeking scholarly

advice. The following letter indicates Sternberg’s interest in the work of the AMM and

presages his later attempts in 1884 to be appointed charge of the museum:344

Fort Barrancas, Fla.
March 24th ‘75

Dear Doctor

Will you do me the favor to discuss the probable history of the enclosed

with some of your scientific friends and to return it to me when you have done so,

with your opinion as to its Archaeological value? It was picked up on the surface

342 George M. Sternberg, “Indian Burial Mounds and Shellheaps near Pensacola, Florida,” Proceedings of
the 1875 American Association for the Advancement of Science Detroit Meeting (Salem, MA: Salem
Press, 1876).
343 Sternberg, Indian Burial Mounds 291.
344 The Surgeon General of the Army endorsed Sternberg’s 1884 application to be assigned duty in charge
of the AMM. But Secretary of War Lincoln stated that as it stood there were already too many Medical
Officers in Washington. Instead, Sternberg was assigned to duty in Baltimore (Gibson 133).
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of a shell-heap […] at Bear Point, on the Alabama side of the Perdido bay [sic]. I

am inclined to think that this locality was occupied by the Natchez Indians at the

time of De Sotos’ [sic] expeditions.

The points of interest to be ascertained in regard to the specimen I send

you are What is the white metal around the Copper? Is it the work of white men

or of the Indians, in whose possession it doubtless was when lost in the vicinity of

one of their villages? Has the Copper or the metal surrounding it been smelted, or

was it worked to its present form by hammering and polishing? What was the

probable use to which the article was put? Money? Ornament? Or charm?

Very Truly Yours,

[Signed] Sternberg345

Once his excavations were completed, Sternberg presented his findings at both the 1875

and the 1879 American Association for the Advancement of Science meetings. His

previously cited paper on burial customs was published with the proceedings from the

1875 meeting.

Interestingly, during his tenure at Fort Barrancas that Sternberg also came to be

widely regarded as the authority on yellow fever.346 Not only did he successfully handle

a virulent outbreak of the disease that infected 354 individuals at the fort, including him,

but he also continued to dedicate long hours to his “extensive research in that field, which

he had still been carrying on in his makeshift laboratory.”347 During this time, Sternberg

published his first scientific articles on yellow fever. By devoting every spare moment to

his laboratory studies and various scientific pursuits, Sternberg achieved the status of a

345 George Sternberg to George Otis, 24 March 1875, Otis Historical Archives, Walter Reed National
Museum of Health and Medicine, Washington, D.C.
346 Gibson 69-70.
347 Gibson 68-69.
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leading epidemiologist. He was to become internationally known as the foremost

specialist on yellow fever and for his groundbreaking discoveries in bacteriology.

Sternberg’s scientific work revealed the value of disinfectants and chemical agents in

battling communicable disease. Sternberg also discovered the microorganism of

pneumonia and paved the way for the discovery of the mode of transmission of

malaria.348 The prestige awarded Sternberg for these scientific achievements led to his

appointment as the Surgeon General of the United States Army in 1893, an office he held

until his retirement in 1902.349

It is no surprise that Sternberg is remembered in the annals of medicine for his

contributions as an epidemiologist. But it does seem remarkable that a man so dedicated

to carving out time for his laboratory work in the midst of his medical and military duties,

also found the time to amass and study collections of natural history, conduct

excavations, and publish findings. Even when his career as an epidemiologist was at its

peak, Sternberg’s interest in natural history continued. Not only was he was the first

president of the Audubon Society of the District of Columbia, he continued in that office

for eighteen years until his death.350 As this was the era of the generalist, it should be no

surprise that Sternberg’s dedication to science in his mid- to late-career continued to defy

disciplinary divisions.

There is, however, more to understanding the relevance of Sternberg’s broad

scientific interests than the course of specialization. The overarching context of

348 Hume 415.
349 Army records, Military History: Sternberg, George M.; Hume 416; Watson 1.
350 Hume 416-417.
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Sternberg’s forays into natural history and anthropology is the exploration of the

American West, broadly conceived. Of course, regions west of the Mississippi River

were repeatedly ‘discovered’ by explorer colonists, disembarking from different soils, for

centuries,351 but the nineteenth century was the period of large-scale, government-driven

exploration of the West. Mapping and recording what to the Euro-Americans was the

unknown entailed inquiry on a grand scale: identifying and accounting for geological

formations, locating natural resources growing upon and within the earth, identifying

plants and animals, and recording and collecting Native American cultures and

languages.352 Sternberg embodies this link between science and government, and the

inevitably broad scope of such inquiry conducted under the aegis of the nation. The

example of Sternberg’s wide-ranging inquiries throughout the American territories is a

demonstration of how the West came to be portrayed and conceived of as an enormous

laboratory.353 This is the so-called laboratory in which Sternberg labored – a place

conceived of vaguely as The West, imbued with unrealized scientific riches, heretofore

untapped resources and ultimately, once harnessed, the fortunes of a nation.

At the Smithsonian

As with his other collections of anthropological interest, Sternberg sent the

Southern Cheyenne burial case to the AMM in Washington, D.C. AMM curator George

351 See Goetzman, Exploration and Empire.
352 See Willam H. Goetzman, Army Exploration in the American West, 1803-1863 (Austin: Texas State
Historical Association, 1991).
353 Goetzman, Exploration and Empire xii.
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Otis wrote in a letter to Surgeon General Barnes of “the unusual care manifested in the

preparation of the case, induced Dr. Sternberg to infer that some important chief or brave

was enclosed in it.”354 Furthermore, Otis continued, because he “believ[ed] that articles

of interest were enclosed with the body, and that their value would be enhanced if they

were received at the Museum as left by the Indians, Dr. Sternberg determined to send the

case unopened.”355 Shipped intact from Kansas, the burial was sent to Fort Hays, where

it was inspected for safe packaging and then sent on to St. Louis, where it was examined

once again before it was forwarded to the AMM. It arrived safely and without damage

on October 15th. On that very same day, Otis unpacked and opened the burial, after

which he wrote to the Surgeon General about this unusual acquisition. He provided the

following detailed report, which I quote almost in its entirety since it gives some

indication of the grandeur, complexity, and cultural significance of this funeral

assemblage:

I had the case opened this morning, and an inventory made of the contents. The

case consisted of a cradle of interlaced branches of white willow, about six feet

long, three feet broad, and three feet high, with a flooring of buffalo thongs

arranged as a network. This cradle was securely fastened by strips of buffalo hide

to four poles of ironwood and cottonwood, about twelve feet in length. These

poles doubtless rested upon the forked extremities of the vertical poles described

by Dr. Sternberg. The cradle was wrapped in two buffalo robes of large size and

well preserved. On removing them, an aperture eighteen inches square was found

at the middle of the right side of the cradle or basket. Within appeared other

buffalo robes, folded about the remains, and secured by gaudy colored sashes.

354 George Otis to Joseph K. Barnes, 15 October 1868, Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section,
Accession Number 1622, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
355 George Otis to Joseph K. Barnes, 15 October 1868.
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Five robes were successively removed, making seven in all. Then we came to a

series of new blankets folded about the remains. There were five in all; two

scarlet, two blue, and one white. These being removed, the next wrappings

consisted of a striped white and gray sack, and of a U.S. Infantry overcoat, like

the other coverings, nearly new. We had now come apparently upon the

immediate envelopes of the remains, which it was now evident, must be those of a

child. These consisted of three robes with hoods very richly ornamented with

bead-work. These robes or cloaks, were of buffalo calf skin, about four feet in

length, elaborately decorated with bead-work in stripes. The outer was covered

with rows of blue and white bead-work; the second was green and yellow; and the

third was blue and red. All were farther [sic] adorned with spherical brass bells,

attached all over the borders by strings of beads. The remains with these

wrappings lay upon a matting similar to that used by the Navajo and other Indians

of the southern Plains, and upon a pillow composed of dirty rags, in which were

folded a bag of red paint, bits of antelope skin, bundles of straps, buckles, etc.

The three bead-work hooded cloaks were now removed, and then we successively

unwrapped a gray woolen double shawl, four yards of blue cassimere, six yards of

red calico, and six yards of brown calico, and finally disclosed the remains of the

child probably about a year old, in an advanced stage of decomposition. The

cadaver had a beaver cap, ornamented with disks of copper. This contained the

bones of the cranium, which had fallen apart. About the neck were long wampum

necklaces, with dentalium, imionidea and auricutea, interspersed with beads.

There were also strings of the pieces of haliotis (from the Gulf of

California), so valued by the Indians on this side of the Rocky Mountains. The

body had been elaborately dressed for burial; the costume consisting of a red

flannel cloak, a red tunic and frock, leggings adorned with bead-work, yarn

stockings of black and red [?], and deer-skin bead-worked moccasons [sic]. With

the remains were numerous trinkets; a porcelain image, a china vase, strings of
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beads, several toys, a pair of mittens, a fur collar, a pouch of the skin of putonus

[sic] [b]ison.356

Otis went on to state matter-of-factly that he planned to remove the flesh from the

child’s remains and mount them on a small board, “as is customary for unarticulated

feotal [sic] skeletons.”357 The remaining funerary objects were removed for airing,

cleaning, and labeling. It was not until a year later in 1869 that, in keeping with the

exchange agreement, the funerary objects were transferred to the Smithsonian, while the

AMM kept the child’s physical remains.

However, a comparison between the original inventory of the funerary objects

made at the AMM by Otis and the Smithsonian’s final inventory indicates that several

items were removed from the collection.358 Presumably some items were discarded

because they were deemed undesirable within the context of the Smithsonian’s

anthropological collections. Interestingly, these exclusions fit within a larger pattern of

anthropological inquiry wherein certain cultural products were self-consciously selected

while others were just as purposefully omitted. Similar to the collecting philosophy used

at the BAE, discussed in Chapter Two, objects of native use that predated European

contact were most desired. The notion of ‘Civilization’ as a corrupting force on native

cultures influenced this partiality toward pre-contact items. In the case of the Southern

Cheyenne collection, all objects of Native American manufacture were accessioned into

356 George Otis to Joseph K. Barnes, 15 October 1868.
357 George Otis to Joseph K. Barnes, 15 October, 1868.
358 Army Medical Museum Anatomical Section, Accession Number 1622, National Anthropological
Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Suitland, MD.
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the museum. Trade items associated with Native use, such as Hudson Bay blankets and

government issued calico cloth were also accessioned. However, several objects of non-

native manufacture ‘disappear’ between the original inspection of the burial and its

accession into the Smithsonian’s collections. The three items discarded by the

Smithsonian are a porcelain image, a china vase, and the previously noted United States

Army infantry overcoat. None of these ‘missing’ objects were typical trade items. In

fact, all were symbolically potent in terms of European-American identity and notions of

cultivation.

The fragmentation of this collection is a poignant example of Edward Said’s

classic assertion that the colonial act of representing the ‘Other’ is ultimately an attempt

to define the ‘Self.’359 And with anthropologists’ fixation on delineating cultural

boundaries according to pre- or post-European contact, this is inevitable. Anthropology

was at this time, after all, “a discourse of alterity, a way of writing in which us/them

distinctions are central, and which necessarily distances the people studied from

ourselves.”360 In the case of the Southern Cheyenne collection, it becomes clear that any

meaning attributed to these objects by Anglo scientists, in terms of their anthropological

relevance, is entirely dependent upon their complete divergence from anything associated

with the products of ‘Civilization.’ Native use and valuation of porcelain and china

would most certainly trouble Anglo distinctions between civilized and uncivilized.

359 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1994).
360 Nicolas Thomas, Entangled Objects: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific
(Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1991) 3.
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This explains why the concern with representing some form of cultural purity in

the treatment of this collection was limited to defining differences between Anglo-

Americans and Native Americans. For instance, objects within the burial that were of

native manufacture, but not necessarily Southern Cheyenne were not treated as culturally

incongruous. It appears that the important distinction to be maintained was between

Anglo and Native; in evolutionary terms it was a distinction between the ‘civilized’

versus the ‘uncivilized.’ Differences among the ‘uncivilized’ mattered little to the

maintenance of this opposition and therefore no such distinctions were made. Borrowing

between Native tribes was not thought to represent ‘inauthentic’ behavior or to produce

‘inauthentic’ artifacts.

Similarly, objects of European-American origin that were made expressly for the

native market did not appear to present any cultural incongruity. Hudson Bay blankets,

calico trade cloth, and trade beads are examples of this. While this may seem at odds

with the anthropological attachment to the study of an imaginary cultural experience

unaltered by change, these trade blankets and government issued cloths were nonetheless

kept within the Southern Cheyenne collection. After all, items manufactured for native

use, when used accordingly, were fulfilling their function. This points to what was

perceived as the real cultural violation: objects borrowed from Anglo-American culture

not intended for native use. This cultural ‘infringement’ undermined anthropological

conceptions of how material culture was thought to correspond with levels of progress.

As material manifestations of intellect and cultivation, these borrowed items represent a

transgression that unsettles the separateness dictated by social evolution. The discarded
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china vase and porcelain image are cases in point (even though the vase is, ironically, in

itself a ‘hybrid’ object, adopted from Asia). Luxury items such as these functioned as

symbols of wealth, worldly travel and, ultimately, cultivation. Their association with

Native American use would have undermined the ways that such objects functioned

symbolically from an Anglo perspective. Native use of Anglo-manufactured trade items

signified an acceptable form of borrowing, within the context of assimilation; anything

else represented an all too active form of native appropriation.

Likewise, the incorporation of the U.S. Army infantry overcoat with a collection

of Native artifacts would also represent a potent symbolic breach. The significance and

depth of this ‘breach’ was elucidated by Gordon Yellowman. The Southern Cheyenne

NAGPRA tribal delegate, Yellowman worked closely with this collection in the 1990s.

In 2001, I conducted an interview with him, during which we discussed the relevance of

the infantry overcoat.361 Yellowman’s explanations of the coat and its functions within

the Cheyenne context make clear why nineteenth-century anthropologists would consider

it necessary to discard this item. In reflecting upon the circumstances under which the

jacket came into Cheyenne ownership, Yellowman reasoned that the Cheyenne most

likely took the coat as spoils of war. Because the army coat is such an unmistakable

symbol of American nationality and government, it is a powerful symbol of resistance in

its appropriation by the Southern Cheyenne. Yellowman suggests that this coat was in all

probability worn by one of the Dog Soldiers in battle, symbolizing to opponents the death

of one of their soldiers. The meaning of this jacket, as re-defined by that Dog Soldier, is

361 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
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so effectively defiant because its re-contextualization refers back to its origin – its

original wearer, the colonizer, now conquered. What makes this so symbolically

threatening, is the mimetic potential of the appropriated Army coat. For instance,

Taussig points out that the “magic of mimesis” enables the made artifact (and I would

add also the appropriated artifact) to give “one power over that which is portrayed.”362

Examples such as these aptly demonstrate Said’s contention that the

representation of the ‘Other’ is a fundamentally unstable construct. Therefore, the

dependence of anthropologically informed Anglo identities upon the shaky foundation of

an invented ‘Other’ is the root of considerable anxiety. This predicament of identity is

exactly what Taussig scrutinizes in his discussion of the inexorable link between identity

and alterity: “Creating stability from this instability is no small task, yet all identity

formation is engaged in this habitually bracing activity in which the issue is not so much

staying the same, but maintaining sameness through alterity.”363

The constant work of preserving identity, formed as it is by external reference

points, provides an interesting point from which to examine the anthropological fixation

upon authenticity, for western notions of authenticity are deeply bound with this

apprehension over self-definition. Closely tied with the notion of the individual,

authenticity is a concept borne of anxiety, a longing to locate a true individual self that

362 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York and London:
Routledge, 1993) 13.
363 Taussig 129.
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exists independent of society and social roles.364 The search for authenticity is the search

for this true self. The apprehension that engenders this seeking also “characterizes

nationalist ideologies, whose fundamental premise is always that ‘a’ nation, bounded and

distinctive, exists. Such anxiety is particularly apparent where national or ethnic groups

find themselves in a struggle for recognition, seeking either national sovereignty or equal

rights within a larger polity.”365 This idea that the essence of an identity is ‘bounded and

distinctive,’ that it is entirely original to that group, greatly informed the work of

nineteenth century American anthropologists and, consequently, the collections that they

amassed.

Accordingly, within this context of selecting anthropological artifacts, the

desirability of an object was dependent upon its ability to be characterized as authentic,

as representative of an ‘original’ and distinct culture, unmarred by external influences.

However, the danger of this belief in the pure original underpins Theodore Adorno’s

cautionary definition: “‘authentic’ – already to be used with caution – even in an

adjectival sense, where the essential is distinguished from the accidental; ‘inauthentic,’

where something broken is implied.”366

Indeed, ‘inauthentic’ objects were thought to be the product of cultural

disintegration, the material representation of tainted culture. As such, the concern with

removing inauthentic or ‘non-native’ items from the Southern Cheyenne collection draws

364 See Regina Bendix, In Search of Authenticity: The Formation of Folklore Studies (Madison: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1997); Richard Handler, “Authenticity,” Anthropology Today 2.1 (1986): 2-4; Lionel
Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1973).
365 Handler 3.
366 Theodore Adorno, The Jargon of Authenticity, trans. Knut Tarnowski and Frederic Will (Evanston:
Northwestern UP, 1973) 7.
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attention to a preoccupation with maintaining bounded, distinctive racial (what we would

now call cultural) categories. Anything that was the product of native and non-native

contact was assumed to represent the inauthentic – that which is the product of a

breakdown or blurring of cultural distinctiveness. The assumption inherent in the myth

of the authentic is that true “culture is one original to its possessors, one which exists

only with them; in other words, an independently existent entity, asserting itself […] 

against all other cultures.”367 It therefore stands to reason that the items associated

specifically with European and Anglo use in the Cheyenne collection were discarded

because in the context of the burial they transgressed these imagined cultural boundaries.

Ironically, the assertion of an authentic European-American identity, hybrid by

definition, was really at issue: “The claim of authenticity is a response to a need, even if

unstated, for verification in the face of indeterminacy.”368 In this case, the ‘need’ arose

from an eagerness to establish America as a nation that was not only distinct from but on

par scientifically and culturally with Europe.

However, in addition to illustrating the correlations between collecting native

‘Others’ and the construction and maintenance of Anglo identities, the Southern

Cheyenne collection also confirms that this is not one-sided: “indigenous appropriation

may be compared with European appropriation to establish that both sides have creatively

changed the purposes of abducted treasures, represented the other, and imagined a

367 Handler 4.
368 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, “Authenticity and Authority in the Representation of Culture: The
Poetics and Politics of Tourist Production,” Kulturkontak/Kulturkonflikt: Zur Erfahrung des Fremden 28.1
(1988) 61.
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narrative of contact objectified in artifacts of alterity and artifacts of history.”369 The

cycles of use and meaning embodied in the army overcoat, for instance, demonstrate the

complexity inherent in all objects as social entities. Different cultural players invest

things with meaning according to how they perceive their needs and uses for them,

thereby informing the ‘social life’ of things. As objects move through different contexts -

spatial, temporal and cultural - “associations will assemble and multiply. The reading

becomes rich. The artifact swells with meaning [… it is] cultural more than material.”370

This fact of use takes on political implications when the cultural players that surround an

object are situated differently along unequal axes of power. Depending on the contexts

of power and place, some object meanings and associations are obscured while others are

privileged.

During our interview, Yellowman analyzed how the burial objects accrued new

meanings according to how they were used and by whom. He points out that the majority

of the funerary offerings were originally objects of everyday use. Things such as

moccasins, stockings, a vest and cap, or blankets, for example, typically belong to and are

framed by their use within the ‘everyday’ world. Furthermore, these objects went

through a process of becoming ‘everyday’ as well. Yellowman gives details about this

progression:

These objects all have life themselves. The way these objects were constructed –

that’s a buckskin dress, that deer gave up his life for that. We honor that spirit of

that animal by adorning ourselves in clothing [made from that life].

369 Thomas 184.
370 Henry Glassie, Material Culture (Bloomington and Indianapolis, Indiana UP, 1999) 48.
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These items, made for the everyday, were consequently re-defined as funerary offerings

when they were placed within this Cheyenne child’s burial; they immediately became

sacred and part of another world. Yellowman goes on to explain:

One thing that is important is that once that object is given to this burial it’s

alienated from the life of the Cheyenne, it goes into that spiritual context. It has

greater respect now because we are not allowed to disturb the dead. We are not

allowed to take a funerary object; it’s taboo, it’s against our way.

These things no longer belonged to the realm of humans and the everyday; they were set

aside, separated from their community and were not to be touched again. When the

Army took this burial as a ‘specimen’ and an accompanying ‘set of artifacts,’ they

committed a violation of the sacred. Yellowman is explicit about the politics of this

appropriation:

These soldiers were so bloodthirsty for Cheyenne that they didn’t care what they

did. This was a taste of that blood. […] These soldiers were going to grasp

anything within their reach. This was in their reach. They desecrated our burial

[...]. They violated something [sacred, and] that went against us.

What the U.S. Army and Anglo-American anthropologists defined as scientific

collecting, the Cheyenne, Yellowman indicates, would have considered grave robbing in

the service of military scare tactics. It is not surprising then that Yellowman considers

the appropriation of the burial by the Army as an act similar to that of the appropriation

of the U. S. infantry jacket by the Cheyenne. In both instances, objects were turned into

war booty. In the case of the infantry coat, it is this symbolic breach that enabled the
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jacket to be included in the burial, and it is this same breach that rendered the jacket

undesirable for collection by the Smithsonian.

This example of the burial shows how the uses, meanings and functions of any

one object are subject to transformation. And while some meanings and associations are

privileged over others (in this case the Anglo over the Southern Cheyenne), this too is

always subject to change. Just as the uses, meanings, and functions of objects are

continually shifting, so are the power dynamics that surround and influence them.

Repatriation: A Landmark Agreement

Presently, museums continue to be spaces in which cultural and national identities

are publicly defined and contested. With the passage of NAGPRA, however, the

unquestioned authority of museums to define, interpret and represent cultural meanings

has been disrupted. As a result, museums have increasingly become sites of contestation

in which alternative forms of knowledge and varying perspectives compete for a voice.

These shifting power dynamics have dramatically influenced the social biography of the

young Cheyenne child’s funerary offerings. In the early 1990s, the Southern Cheyenne

initiated proceedings with the Smithsonian’s Repatriation Office. The ensuing

consultations resulted in what the museum and the Southern Cheyenne both call a

‘landmark agreement.’ Lawrence Hart,371 the liaison between tribal delegates and the

museum, and Joyce M. Twins, treasurer of the Cheyenne Repatriation Fund, visited the

371 Lawrence Hart is currently the executive director of the Cheyenne Cultural Center in Clinton, Oklahoma.
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Repatriation Office for the first time in 1993 for the purposes of viewing the museum’s

collections and potentially initiating repatriation consultations. During this visit both Hart

and Twins were shown the child’s funerary assemblage that was taken over a century

beforehand. Both were so impressed with the assemblage’s potential didactic value that

upon returning to Oklahoma, Hart suggested to tribal leaders that the objects be left at the

Smithsonian. Hart gave four reasons for this proposal:

(1) beaded items in the collection revealed the completed evolution from

porcupine quill work to beadwork by Cheyenne women; (2) several woolen

blankets of Spanish origin and from the Hudson Bay Company disclosed the

extent of commerce practiced by the Cheyenne; (3) seven full or partial buffalo

robes, including the blankets, evidenced the esteem placed on the Cheyenne child;

and (4), the total number of objects vividly demonstrated the degree to which a

Cheyenne child was cherished. For Mr. Hart this was pedagogically central.372

Shortly thereafter, a group of mostly Southern Cheyenne elders traveled to

Washington, D.C. specifically to see the burial. Gordon Yellowman was among the party

of delegates and subsequent to the trip was appointed the Cheyenne Repatriation

Representative for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma. He describes the

group’s first encounter with the funerary objects:

The elders were there and we were all there in 1993. Some of the elders couldn’t

even look at these objects. There were two of them that cried and left the room.

It got very emotional. There were some elders that chose to look and that’s all

they could do. And then we talked about it throughout the week and they said

‘this is important because this shows how much they loved our children.’373

372 Lawrence Hart, et. al. A Landmark Agreement
373 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
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The delegates were so moved by how lovingly the burial was constructed, even in

the midst of wartime when resources were scarce, that they too thought it should be

preserved at the Smithsonian. Because the child within the burial was provisioned for so

generously during a time of extreme deprivation, elders believed the collection could

serve as an object lesson in the importance of family and community.

On December 5, 1996, documents were signed that were later dubbed a historical

‘landmark agreement.’ This took place after a traditional gathering of chiefs in August of

that same year. At the gathering, which was well advertised in local newspapers, a

discussion about the child’s burial resulted in a consensus to support the agreement.374 It

had been agreed that the funerary objects would remain at the NMNH for continued

preservation and research. The signed repatriation agreement between the Smithsonian

and the Southern Cheyenne established that the museum would continue to hold and care

for the objects for the purposes of research and education – but the Cheyenne have the

final word on their disposition.375

This unique agreement illustrates how different parties can simultaneously invest

objects with different meanings. From Yellowman’s perspective:

374 Lawrence H. Hart, “A 'Landmark Agreement' on Funerary Objects of a Cheyenne Child: A Workshop
Presentation on Positive Outcomes of Tribe/Museum Consultations on Repatriation," Annual Meeting of
the American Assocation for State and Local History and Colorado-Wyoming Association of Museums,
(Denver, CO: 1997) 4.
375 This legal agreement also states that “publication of photographs or exhibition/display of said objects by
the parties or other entities or persons are prohibited without the written consent and approval of the
Chairman, Department of Anthropology, NMNH, and the Cheyenne people by and through the Cheyenne
NAGPRA Representative… That in order for the Cheyenne people to have the opportunity to utilize their
cultural resources in the collections of the NMNH, the NMNH agrees to make these objects available to the
Cheyenne people through temporary loans for exhibition and visual study to the Cheyenne Cultural Center
and other local or regional institutions as may be jointly agreed upon.”
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One of the most hopeful things [about the agreement …] is that we can utilize

these objects to educate our children and educate future generations. We can

continue to preserve them with this agreement with the Smithsonian for

preservation. But I think we want to teach them the values that we don’t have

today – that we had back then. Maybe this could be used as an educational tool to

strengthen values today among our families - among our kids.

By re-framing the burial offerings within the historical context of this child’s death, they

have been re-defined, in part, as a source of education for their people. And while they

still function as anthropological artifacts within the space of the museum, they no longer

serve as object lessons for hierarchical notions of cultural purity and evolution. They are

testimony to the contingencies of meaning.

This ‘landmark agreement,’ however, is not presumed by the Cheyenne to be the

final resolution or closed to modification. In fact, Yellowman stated during our interview

that the traditional way to deal with these funerary objects would be to have them fully

repatriated to the Cheyenne:

Today, if we were to bring these objects back through repatriation, traditional

ways – the Cheyenne way – would be that we would have to burn all of it. They

would no longer exist. On the other side, you measure, you weigh that – do you

burn them and put them at rest or do you keep them to educate future generations

about how we cared for our children, how we cared for our people, how we loved

them; that’s the educational value.

While burning the burial case and funerary objects would put them to rest,

Yellowman says that right now this is not a priority, as these objects offer the power of

rejuvenation for the Cheyenne community. As long as the lessons that these objects
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teach about community values are needed, the funerary objects will be kept. Yellowman

speculates that the responsibility of such a decision will likely rest with later generations:

Who’s to say that the agreement can’t be modified – not only for exhibits but for

research. Is this a perpetual agreement? I don’t think so. There are always ways

to redevelop it […]. But I think that we can compromise. Let’s learn more about

[the funerary objects] for thirty years, twenty years. Then have the next

generations decide if they want to bring them home and properly dispose of

them.376

As part of the cooperative agreement between Smithsonian and the Southern

Cheyenne, a co-planned exhibit of selected objects was discussed.377 Such an exhibit

would have meant yet another episode of selection and exclusion, re-framing, and re-

interpretation for this collection. This possibility of exhibition is a testimony to the

contingencies of time, place and perspective; it poignantly demonstrates how, as objects

move through space and time, they can be created and recreated over again.

It was planned that the funerary objects would be transported to Oklahoma by

truck:

[It was] suggested by traditional Cheyenne leaders [that] the truck […] will travel

west escorted by representatives of the four Cheyenne societies. Four stops will

be made to conduct proscribed rituals. One stop will be made at Fort Larned,

Kansas. After appropriate ceremonies near Walnut Creek, the caravan will

continue to Oklahoma.378

376 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
377 Lawrence Hart and Charles Smythe, the former NMNH repatriation officer for ethnographic collections,
planned on developing this exhibit together.
378 Hart 6.
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The plan to return with the funerary offerings to their place of origin at the forks of

Walnut Creek represents what would have been a ritualized reintroduction and re-

incorporation of these objects back into their community. During our interview

Yellowman explained that such a ritual would have symbolically represented a

welcoming of these objects, whose journeys have taken them full circle.

Because of the fragile condition of the objects, the Cheyenne decided not to

transport them to their cultural center in Oklahoma. Several interesting alternatives have

been proposed in the meantime. One alternative is to mount a photographic exhibit in

Oklahoma. A second option is an exhibit of replicas. In our interview, Yellowman

explained that tribal council members, elders and people in the Cheyenne Cultural Center

have discussed “having some of our artists make some of these objects that we could use

in our exhibit. Saying we still have contemporary artists today is extremely important.

They can reconstruct these artifacts […] and it employs those artists. And then those

replicas can travel wherever you want to go.”379 Furthermore, Yellowman explained that

if replicas were made available to the community, people would be able to experience

both a physical and spiritual connection with their past: “I still strongly believe that

replicas can be made and should be made so you can feel and touch – have that physical

connection to these objects […]. There’s a powerful spiritual connection.”380

379 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
380 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
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Conclusion: Authenticity Reconsidered

Evidently, what constitutes an authentic item for Yellowman and his colleagues at

the Cheyenne Cultural Center diverges from more traditional understandings maintained

by museums. The alternative suggestions for an exhibit subvert conventional notions of

authenticity in compelling ways. The idea that fakes, copies, or ‘mere’ representations of

the objects could maintain the aura or essence of the original – that these copies could

enable the audience to experience spiritual and physical connections with the originals –

is a radical idea. It is revolutionary because, on the one hand, the essence of a thing is

freed from the original object and exists in the copy. This beautifully illustrates

Taussig’s assertion that “the mimetic faculty carries out its honest labor suturing nature to

artifice and bringing sensuousness to sense by means of what was once called

sympathetic magic, granting the copy the character and power of the original, the

representation the power of the represented.”381 This idea also resonates with Walter

Benjamin’s theorizations on the ability of the reproduction “to reach the recipient in his

or her own situation, [whereupon] it actualizes that which is reproduced.”382 From this

perspective, Yellowman’s claim that replicas of burial objects would enable people to not

only physically see and touch facsimiles, but actually spiritually experience the original

make perfect sense. This is precisely what Taussig analyzes in the context of

sympathetic magic: “the notion of the copy [… as having the ability to affect] the original

381 Taussig xviii.
382 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Reproducibility,” Walter Benjamin: Selected
Writings: Volume 3 1935-1938, trans. Edmund Jephcott, Howard Eiland, and Others, eds. Howard Eiland
and Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge and London: The Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 2002) 104.
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to such a degree that the representation shares in or acquires the properties of the

represented.”383

If the original is no longer the sole carrier of its essence, the link between the

physicality of the pure object and authenticity is undermined. From this perspective,

value is determined not so much by the presence of the original, but by the translatability

of its attached story. What Yellowman accentuates is the potential for establishing a felt

connection between an individual (or a community) and the cultural history embodied in

a ‘fake.’ This, however, deviates from Benjamin’s ideas, as he claims that the

reproduction is “lacking […] the here and now of the work of art,” which ultimately

represents “a shattering of tradition.”384 He goes on to explain:

The authenticity of a thing is the quintessence of all that is transmissible in it from

its origin on, ranging from its physical duration to the historical testimony relating

to it. Since the historical testimony is founded on the physical duration, the

former, too, is jeopardized by reproduction, in which the physical duration plays

no part. And what is really jeopardized when the historical testimony is affected

is the authority of the object, the weight it derives from tradition.385

However, quite the opposite appears to be the case according to Yellowman, who

claims that replicas will enable people to connect with their history. The implication is

that the ability of an object to be an accurate ‘witness’ to history does not rest upon its

literally and physically having ‘been there.’

383 Taussig 47-48.
384 Benjamin 103-104.
385 Benjamin 103.
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Moreover, far from ‘shattering’ Southern Cheyenne traditions, Yellowman asserts

that one of the advantages of replicas made by local artists is that they would convey the

message that the Cheyenne “still have contemporary artists,”386 and that those artists are

still fluent in the traditional styles. Here to, the idea of an authentic replica is radical in

that it draws attention to the history and politics of contact. By highlighting

contemporary artists in this way, the implication is that these artists and traditions

flourish in spite of the cultural, economic, and social upheaval that is the result of

colonization. Customarily, because of the emphasis upon the integrity of a cohesive and

distinct racial group, only objects that pre-date contact were desired. But this type of

selection (and exclusion) did more than elide the reality of cultural hybridity. They also

masked the harsh economic and political consequences of colonialism.387 The histories

of contact and resulting economic struggles that Native American communities face are

realities that undermine the paternalistic rhetoric of manifest destiny and ‘the white man’s

burden.’ Moreover, acknowledgement of these realities subvert the construction of the

native as the foil for progress and the related fantasy of Native American communities as

refuges from industry.388 In the case of the Southern Cheyenne and the proposed replicas

to be crafted by contemporary artists, not only is the story of contact told, but so too is the

story of cultural survival. The reinterpretations of these objects, as they have moved

through time and space, have “displaced any transcendent regime of authenticity. […

386 Gordon Yellowman, personal interview, 9 March 2001.
387 Ruth Phillips, "Why Not Tourist Art? Significant Silences in Native American Museum
Representations," After Colonialism: Imperial Histories and Postcolonial Displacements, ed. Gyan Prakash,
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1995) 102.
388 Phillips 116.
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They] argue that all authoritative collections, whether made in the name of art or science,

are historically contingent and subject to local re-appropriation.”389

While the NMNH continues to preserve these funerary offerings as museum

artifacts, they have attached a copy of the ‘Positive Outcomes’ workshop paper, entitled

A ‘Landmark Agreement’ on Funerary Objects of a Cheyenne Child, to the door of the

cabinet in which the funerary objects are stored.390 If, as Kirshenblatt-Gimblett asserts,

“the artfulness of the ethnographic object is an art of excision, of detachment, an art of

the excerpt,”391 then what does it mean that these ‘ethnographic objects’ have been re-

united, within the space of the museum, with part of their story? Having a copy of the

Landmark Agreement paper stowed alongside the collection effectively acknowledges

that these objects have a long history that predates their residence in the Smithsonian.

And because this document also includes the repatriation agreement, its presence

politicizes a disciplinary history, typically not told within the space of museums, in which

the interests of the anthropologists often ran counter to those of the Native Americans

whose cultures they collected. The ‘recontextualization’ of the collection, by virtue of

the inclusion of the Landmark Agreement, evokes a history that was not previously told.

It is a history of military expansion, a colonial past that made the acquisition of these

burial objects possible. As such, the military’s campaigns against the Cheyenne cannot

be separated from the scientific pursuits of soldier-scientists like Sternberg. When he

took this burial down from its scaffold on the Kansas prairies, Sternberg was not only

389 James Clifford Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
UP, 1997) 10.
390 Hart.
391 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage, (Berkeley and
London: University of California Press, 1998) 18.
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acting on behalf of the U.S. AMM. His forays into collecting represent a more general

nineteenth-century national ethos that presumed that anything indigenous to the land

could rightfully be appropriated for the purpose of national science and progress. This is

the hard history that we come up against with repatriation. It entails a disciplinary past

that contemporary museum anthropologists are having to come to terms with as they

move toward taking responsibility, in a variety of different ways, for the ethical

disposition of certain collections.

The shifting relationships between museums and Native American communities

are evidenced through small, yet significant examples such as this. Ideas regarding what

objects are collectable (ethically, legally, and scientifically), how they are cared for, as

well as how and by whom they are interpreted have forever altered the field of museum

anthropology. If Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s assertion is accurate, that disciplines make

themselves by virtue of what they collect,392 then a new question naturally emerges: in

what ways are changing relationships between Native American and museum

communities affecting how anthropologists in museums understand their work and define

their mission.

392 Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture 18.
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CHAPTER 4

Repatriation and Contemporary Identities

Introduction

In previous chapters, my analysis of how museums have historically been

implicated in negotiations of identity (by virtue of what they did or did not collect) is an

attempt, in part, to cast a different light on the contemporary issue of repatriation. Often

portrayed in binary terms as a polarization between science and religion, repatriation is

frequently oversimplified. In consequence, colonial structures of power are positioned as

either a past overcome or a past to be reconciled, as opposed to a ‘past’ that still actively

informs much of the debate. By demonstrating the relationship between the creation of

collections and the maintenance of identities within historical contexts, I seek to clarify

the ways in which this connection continues to play an integral role in the shaping of

disciplinary and national identities. In this chapter I ask how the politics of repatriation

are changing the ways that anthropologists within museums understand their scholarly

roles and responsibilities. If indeed disciplines define themselves by virtue of what they

collect, what then does repatriation mean for these anthropologists? And beyond

disciplinary identity, by narrating repatriation within a larger historical framework, I

endeavor to demonstrate the degree to which present museum collections continue to

shape and be shaped by larger formations of identity; formations that, similar to those of

the nineteenth-century, are simultaneously cultural, racial and national. It is from this
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perspective that I will carry my analysis of museum collecting and identity formation into

the twenty-first, ‘post-colonial’ century.

To begin, I position repatriation within the context of anthropology’s ‘crisis in

representation.’ In the process, I highlight the degree to which repatriation is a continual

reminder of the inescapably political nature of anthropological work. I also argue that

repatriation, in this context, can function as a barometer, an index of the degree to which

the reflexive critiques within the discipline are being actualized ‘on the ground.’ With

this contextual framework established, I then concentrate on unraveling some of the

intricacies of repatriation politics, as they exist within the Smithsonian’s Department of

Anthropology. I seek to complicate characterizations that place Native American

interests and museum interests in complete opposition, as well as to illustrate the

multiplicity of ways that anthropologists engage with and make sense of the issues

surrounding repatriation. Through this narration of perspectives, I hope to expose how

oversimplifications not only do an injustice to invested individuals and the political

complexities of the issue, but also uphold racist narratives of progress.

In order to breakdown and complicate the picture of repatriation I incorporate

material from interviews with Smithsonian anthropologists. Using these interviews, I

narrate a multi-voiced account of the effects of repatriation upon disciplinary identities

within the Smithsonian’s Anthropology Department. Following an analysis of the

varying degrees of incorporation of and resistance to new ethical perspectives on the

responsibilities of anthropologists, I return to the question of whether the post-colonial,
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post-modern theorizations of the discipline really translate, within the space of museums,

into praxis-based interventions.

Repatriation: A Litmus for Anthropology

It is only since Anthropology’s ‘crisis in representation’ in the 1980s that the

divide between university and museum anthropology has narrowed. For decades social

theory was considered the domain of university anthropology, while material culture was

thought to be of little use to such analysis.393 However, with the postmodern turn, a

newly reflexive stance towards the poetics and politics of representation linked the

endeavors of museums with those of ethnography, through the critique of interpretive

authority.394 The 1986 publication of James Clifford and George Marcus’s edited volume

Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography marked an important shift in

anthropological theory, and was considered by many within the discipline to represent a

‘experimental moment.’ While Writing Culture had its shortcomings, especially in

393 Steven Conn, Museums and American Intellectual Life, 1876-1926 (Chicago and London: University of
Chicago Press, 1998); George W. Stocking, Jr., “Essays on Museums and Material Culture,” Objects and
Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture, George W. Stocking, Jr., ed. (Madison and London:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1985).
394 See Michael Ames, Cannibal Tours and Glass Boxes: The Anthropology of Museums (Vancouver,
University of British Columbia Press, 1992); Ruth Behar and Deborah Gordon, eds., Women Writing
Culture (California and London, University of California Press, 1995); James Clifford, Routes: Travel and
Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1997); James Clifford,
The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge and London:
Harvard UP, 1988); James Clifford and George Marcus, eds., Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
Ethnography (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986); Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine, eds.,
Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display (Washington, D.C., Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1991); Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge,
Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi, trans. (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1979); George
E. Marcus and Michael M. J. Fischer, Anthropology as Cultural Critique: An Experimental Moment in the
Human Sciences, 2nd edition (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1999); Sally Price,
Primitive Art in Civilized Places (Chicago and London; University of Chicago Press, 1989); Renato
Rosaldo, Culture and Truth: The Remaking of Social Analysis (Boston, Beacon Press, 1989).
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relation to its disregard for pre-existing feminist interventions, it was nonetheless integral

to critiques that called into question the “transparency of representation and the

immediacy of experience.”395 Thus, the predicament of anthropology (its crisis in

representation) emerged: if culture is understood as a series of contested codes, shared

meanings and representations, how then do anthropologists endeavor to faithfully ‘write

culture’ while attending to the politics of translation and partial perspective. With

‘History’ and ‘Truth’ now subject to deconstruction, many traditional techniques used in

the shaping of cultural narratives were set aside in favor of representational tools that

allow for polyvocality and the presentation of cultures as temporal, emergent, and hybrid.

A good ethnography, from this perspective, is one that is presented as a ‘true fiction;’ its

author does not claim to present a ‘whole truth,’ rather a cultural interpretation filtered by

individual experience and perspective.396

Analogous to the re-evaluation of ethnographic encounters and corresponding

colonial assumptions imposed upon ‘subjects,’ a new consciousness arose with regard to

the similarly oppressive representational practices of museums. The narrative

connections between exhibitionary and ethnographic practices were highlighted as

“technologies [that] celebrated, legitimized, and perpetuated American empire.”397

American museums were critiqued for presenting monolithic, linear meta-narratives that

justified structures of power through the appropriation and representation of difference.398

In response, critics began calling for representations that depicted heterogeneous histories

395 Clifford and Marcus 2.
396 Clifford and Marcus 6.
397 C. Richard King, Colonial Discourses, Collective Memories, and the Exhibition of Native American
Cultures and Histories in the Contemporary United States (New York and London: 1998) 5.
398 King 5.
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that acknowledged the interactions of both powerful and relatively powerless peoples.399

Subsequent representational interventions emerged, such as Clifford’s proposition to re-

envision museums (as well as locations of ethnographic inquiry) as contact zones, places

where identities are constantly being negotiated, formulated, and reformulated.400

As a result, museums have become recognized as important sites through which

to explore not only the colonial implications of ‘collecting cultures,’ but also places in

which contemporary representational politics are, quite literally, materialized. This

materialization occurs through the collection, exhibition, and curation of objects, as well

as through negotiations regarding the rightful ownership of human remains, funerary,

sacred, and patrimonial items. It is not surprising that Tamara Bray has also made use of

Mary Louise Pratt’s concept of ‘contact zones’ but in relation to repatriation.401

Addressing the emergent and contingent nature of objects and their crucial roles within

the politics of identity and recognition, Bray contends:

Repatriation may be usefully understood as a ‘contact process,’ one that occurs

within a new kind of intercultural space essentially decreed by federal mandate

[…]. A contact perspective also permits the difficulties that often characterize

repatriation-related encounters to be understood as problems of cross-cultural

communication, translation, and inequality.402

399 Clifford, Routes.
400 Clifford, Routes. Here Clifford borrowed the notion of ‘contact zones’ from Mary Louise Pratt’s
analysis of colonial contact, appropriation, and inscription in Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and
Transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992).
401 Tamara L. Bray, The Future of the Past: Archaeologists, Native Americans, and Repatriation (New York
and London: Garland Publishing, 2001).
402 Bray 3.
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One of the most significant consequences of both repatriation and the ‘crisis of

representation’ has been the destabilization of the authority of museums to select, detach,

and define objects and, accordingly, their authority to narrate cultural histories. As a

result of repatriation,

curatorial staff are re-examining museological practices and their rights to

possession of materials which previously were held and displayed without

question as to rights, authority or the wishes of those from whom they were taken.

They are having to address questions of ownership, care, display, and

interpretation.403

For this reason, repatriation is a continual reminder of the inescapably political nature of

anthropological work. Repatriation necessarily emphasizes contexts of appropriation,

politicizes the act of collection and claims to ownership, and lays bare the inequitable

nature of cultural and racial representations. The issue of repatriation forces the question

of whether “former colonists [are] entitled to hold onto objects taken by their ancestors

from former colonies […]?”404 As arguably the most counter-hegemonic act possible

within the space of museums, responses to repatriation provide a poignant gauge of the

degree to which museums are functioning within a post-colonial framework. The process

of repatriation puts anthropological theory into practice in the sense that it continually

tests the degree to which museums enact their rhetoric of democratic collaboration. It

constantly calls into question the extent to which museums are recognizing and engaging

with the cultural and historical knowledge of indigenous experts.

403 Moira G. Simpson, Making Representations: Museums in the Post-Colonial Era (London and New
York: Routledge, 1996) 171.
404 Mieke Bal, “The Discourse of the Museum,” Thinking About Exhibitions, Reesa Greenberg, Bruce W.
Ferguson and Sandy Nairne, eds. (London and New York: Routledge, 1996) 202.
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Repatriation marks a most unusual shift for the discipline: for the first time in

history, museums are subject to a new external pressure that determines what they can

collect, what they can continue to curate and – sometimes – how that curation is enacted.

The question then becomes to what degree are the external pressures of repatriation

becoming internalized? How are these changes influencing the way the discipline is

necessarily being re-imagined? How do the various and differing responses to

repatriation within museums, in all of their political complexity, interact to influence and

inform new formations of disciplinary identity?

Beyond the Binary

As a result of many years of activism, starting in the 1960s with the civil rights

movement, Native Americans are reclaiming their authority to narrate their own objects,

cultures, and histories. This shift, without doubt, has effectively unsettled many of the

taken-for-granted assumptions about the mission and disciplinary roles of museum

anthropology. And whether this course of events has left museum anthropologists

defensive about their work, excited about the prospect of new forms of collaboration with

native communities, or (as is often the case) somewhere on the spectrum between these

two possibilities – the undeniable fact remains that the discipline of museum

anthropology is in an unusual state of flux. The politics of repatriation are pivotal to the

way the discipline is re-imagining itself simply because new collection and curation

guidelines necessitate a philosophical paradigm shift. My analysis of repatriation as an

external force that is slowly becoming an internalized ethos is about the resistance to and
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incorporation of new ethical perspectives regarding the responsibilities of museums –

perspectives that dramatically alter the way interpretative authority is understood and

manifested. However, portrayals of this debate too often situate Native American

interests and museum interests in complete opposition. This polarization is premised

upon several wrong assumptions: that all museum anthropologists are Anglo; that no

museum anthropologists are Native American; that all Native Americans are

unflinchingly pro-repatriation / pro-reburial; that all anthropologists are unflinchingly

pro-preservation; that all Native Americans are of one mind (regardless of tribal,

individual, educational, political, and philosophical specificities); and that all museum

anthropologists are of one mind (regardless of cultural, philosophical, political, scholarly,

and individual differences). Repatriation necessarily “involves a wide array of complex,

and sometimes competing, social interests, including human rights, race relations,

religion, science, education, ethics, and law.”405

The native/museum polarization not only does an injustice to invested individuals

and the political complexities of the issue, but also upholds racist narratives of progress.

When easy lines are drawn between museums and natives, or science and religion, a

slippery slope is created that quickly leads to similarly dangerous binaries such as

scientific interests versus indigenous ones. By situating indigenous interests outside of

science, suspiciously colonial sounding racist stereotypes re-emerge – natives existing

outside of scientific progress. Allegiances are not so easily separated here. In order to

405 Jack F. Trope and Walter R. Echo-Hawk, “The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act: Background and Legislative History,” The Future of the Past: Archaeologists, Native Americans, and
Repatriation, Tamara L. Bray, ed. (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 2001) 9.
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complicate the picture of repatriation and unravel some of the intricacies of the issue, I

utilize interview material gathered with the cooperation of Smithsonian anthropologists

who agreed to speak with me about their experiences and views of repatriation.406 The

demographic of individuals interviewed includes both Anglo and Native American

anthropologists. Some are curators, some work in the repatriation office, while others are

full-time anthropologists affiliated in various ways with different branches of the

Anthropology Department.407 While all interviewees have their doctorates in

anthropology, their scholarly affiliations include biological anthropology, cultural

anthropology, ethno-archaeology, and prehistoric and historic archaeology. Although

many of these anthropologists conduct research outside of the Americas, repatriation is

nonetheless a relevant concern in terms of its implications for ethical research, as it is

conducted within museums.408 The questions and discussion points that I presented to

each anthropologist varied according to their job position and research interests, but were

based upon three basic queries: how has repatriation changed the ways in which you

understand your role as a curator/museum anthropologist? Have the issues of cultural

property rights, repatriation, and interpretive authority changed the way you conduct your

406 See Appendix I for an official copy of the consent form along with other materials verifying approval
from the Human Subjects Review Committee.
407 I do not include specific job titles in an effort to divorce individual interviewees from any information
that may compromise their anonymity.
408 While I attempted to achieve as representative a sample as possible (specifically in terms of the cultural,
biological, archaeological disciplinary branches), I was not able to interview every anthropologist within
the department (or every curator for that matter). The entire department is not represented because of its
sheer size and the limited scope of this chapter. I did hope to interview each curator, but my access was
limited because several individuals were in the field conducting research. Nonetheless, cultural
anthropologists, archaeologists, biological anthropologists, and ethno-archaeologists are equally
represented.
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research or the questions that you ask of your material? Has repatriation changed the

ways that you understand or conceptualize artifacts?

My motivation for conducting interviews is twofold. First, the individual-scale

specificities made possible by ethnographic methods are vital to an account that can

effectively engage with diverse, conflicted and ambiguous responses to repatriation.

Moreover, as the demographic of Smithsonian anthropologists illustrates, lines between

scientific and indigenous interests are not so easily drawn and allegiances not so easily

divided; Native Americans are integral actors in the scientific museum community. The

use of interviews in this context is strategic in my approach to and treatment of the

concept of ‘disciplinary identities.’ I believe the most faithful way to approach the

troublesome idea of this sort of group identity is to register it through the individual, and

specify it through institutional location. The specificities of individuality and

institutional place demand recognition; to explore the performative construction of

identity, the complexities of countervailing and simultaneous forces of resistance to and

incorporation of new ways of conceiving of ownership and authority must be registered

both within and between individuals. Ethnographic methods, despite their inherent

interpretive limitations, do offer strategic ways in which to discern and write multi-

voiced accounts of communities, which would otherwise be impossible to access in the

purely theoretical realm.

This brings me to my second motivation: the method of engaging with a research

question through individual experience compliments my focus on the biographies of

individual actors in Chapters Two and Three. Just as I use archival materials to represent
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the diversity of thought within what can scarcely be called a community in late

nineteenth-century scientific America, this is also my motivation for using interviews to

represent museum anthropologists at the Smithsonian, in all of their diverse approaches

to repatriation. Although my archival methods engage with a group of scientific actors

that are situated very differently – historically and professionally – from the museum

anthropologists that contributed to this research, I understand these two methods to be

aligned in important ways. They are allied through their potential to provide nuanced -

even fractured – representations of so-called communities. These archival and

ethnographic methods are complimentary in the sense that they enable productive

juxtapositions of the historic moment of collection and the contemporary moment,

marked by the collection’s repatriation.

The Emergence of Repatriation at the Smithsonian

One of the first hints for the Smithsonian of the impending repatriation movement

occurred in 1978 when Zuni representatives contacted the museum. This was more than

a decade before the passage of NMAIA or NAGPRA. The Zuni were pursuing two

carved images of twin war gods called Ahayu:da. Ahayu:da function as protectors of the

Zuni people and each year images of these gods are placed in shrines during the winter

solstice:409

The images of the Ahayu:da are entrusted to the bow priests (also called war

chiefs), who place them at one of a number of shrines on the mesas surrounding

409 William L. Merrill, Edmund J. Ladd, T. J. Ferguson, “The Return of the Ahayu:da: Lessons for
Repatriation from Zuni Pueblo and the Smithsonian Institution,” Current Anthropology 34.5 (1993): 523-
567.
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Zuni Pueblo. […] The new Ahayu:da replaces an existing one that is now placed

on a pile of ‘retired images’ to remain an integral part of the shrine, gradually

disintegrating and returning to the earth. The bow priests instruct the Ahayu:da to

protect the Zuni world from its enemies and to use their potentially malevolent

powers for beneficial purposes. Once the Ahayuda are installed at a shrine, no

one has the authority to remove them. Zuni religious leaders believe that to do so

unleashes their great powers, resulting in wanton destruction and mayhem. […]

The recovery of Ahayu:da wrongfully removed from the Zuni Indian Reservation

is thus of grave concern for Zuni religious leaders.410

The two Ahayu:da in the Smithsonian collections were taken from the Zuni Pueblo in the

1880s by Frank Hamilton Cushing and James Stevenson (another BAE anthropologist).

The Zuni began their mission to recover all stolen Ahayu:da by first contacting the

Smithsonian and the Denver Art Museum. While repatriation negotiations with the

Denver Art Museum would only take two years, it would take nine years before the

Smithsonian repatriation was complete. Despite this lengthy period of time, the entire

consultation process was distinguished “by careful deliberation, cooperation, and a

concerted effort by each party to understand the perspectives of the other. Both the

Pueblo of Zuni and the Smithsonian Institution were pleased with the negotiations and

with their outcome.”411 In recalling prior involvement with this return, one Smithsonian

anthropologist stated during our interview:

When I was presented with the case, it was clear that these things had been stolen.

They had been taken improperly. So for me there was really no reason not to go

ahead and approve it. […] This was one of the first repatriation cases and one of

the points that I, well now all of us, really wanted to make [in the subsequent

410 Merrill, et. al. 525.
411 Merrill, et. al. 525.
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publication ‘The Return of the Ahayu:da’], is that there are ways to do

repatriation […] that do not require force. […] There was no question that these

things were stolen, and then it […] was a basic ‘we should do the right thing.’

But then at the same time, any museum would undoubtedly [have] a policy that if

anything in their collection […] could be demonstrated to have been stolen, then

they have to be returned to their proper owners. So […] in a sense there was a

sort of advocacy dimension to it, but it had a lot do I think more with just basic

ethics.412

Throughout a good majority of the interviews that I conducted at the Smithsonian,

the concept of advocacy was repeatedly evoked, especially among the cultural

anthropologists, but also some archaeologists (particularly ethno-archaeologists).

Advocacy was considered by most departmental anthropologists to be an important

standard of academic practice – one that absolutely predated repatriation legislation. The

enactment of this advocacy was and is, however, by no means standard, in the sense that

degrees and styles of community involvement and collaboration vary greatly among

anthropologists in the department. The spectrum of advocacy ranges from somewhat

abstract, philosophical understandings that are not quite actualized, to deep scholarly

commitments resulting in projects that are formed by and dependent upon community

involvement every step of the way. It is clear that the ideal of advocacy within the

Smithsonian is not a recent thing. In fact, it can be seen as early as the late nineteenth-

century with some of the work of BAE anthropologists, as discussed in Chapter Two.

This historical connection, however, raises some difficult questions about the nature and

412 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 12 January 2006.
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political realities of advocacy: who has the power to be an advocate, who determines

what kind of advocacy is needed, is it even asked for and to what extent are notions of

advocacy imbricated within larger structures of power and inequity? My intention here

is not to coarsely equate all forms of advocacy with cultural imperialism or even

necessarily cultural arrogance. I am, nonetheless, interested in problematizing the

concept, especially as it relates to interpretive authority. This is a discussion that I will

return to later in more detail, but for the moment I wish to note that many within the

Smithsonian’s Department of Anthropology understand advocacy as an ethical

obligation, a commitment that has been a part of the discipline long before NMAIA or

NAGPRA were formulated.

This commitment to advocacy in many ways informed some of the very early

responses within the department to the enactment of repatriation legislation. In a

significant number of interviews, people discussed their astonishment at having been

portrayed by native activists, as well as the museum administration, as exploitative:

My reaction when repatriation first became an issue was that American

archaeologists were in a way shocked by the reaction of Native peoples. Because

I think that the long tradition of American archaeology was one in which people

thought of themselves as advocates toward Native peoples and in many instances

had worked closely with them on a lot of issues. But they [archaeologists] were

not, by in large, still are not, Native people.413

413 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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A related sentiment was articulated by another anthropologist within the

department who was working to administratively incorporate repatriation into the

structure of the department at the time that NMAIA was passed:

I think there was a lot of frustration on the part of the department in particular in

[relation to] its history. […] I think there was a feeling that the department had

been much more engaged in a positive way in relations with Native Americans

and with indigenous peoples than we were given credit for and were engaged in

that really from early on as well. I mean, [physical anthropologist, Alec] Hrdlicka

was the poster boy for bad behavior, but there were also people like [John

Wesley] Powell and [William Henry] Holmes and other people who went out of

their way to advocate for Native Americans, when the west was changing, for the

preservation of culture and the preservation of life-ways [… these include] people

[who were] part of the BAE. And that kind of more of an advocacy position

continued up to the present day and I think there was a huge amount of frustration

within the part of the department that [they] were being cast as still this […] 

exploitative, [as still maintaining this] exploitative, racist view which may not

even have been an appropriate view of the people in the nineteenth-century as a

total group as well.414

Ironically, at the same time as acknowledging the necessity of making “amends

for [the] situation that has precipitated this highly charged situation,” and even while

having “read a lot this history at that point,” this anthropologist essentially elided

anthropology’s complicities with the ‘changing of the west.’ This is an example of the

danger of simplifying, or de-politicizing, advocacy. Moreover, this kind of de-politicized

view of advocacy is intimately related to the shock experienced by anthropologists when

414 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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indigenous communities criticized them for disregarding their needs, interests and rights.

The presumption that their work also suited the needs and interests of the communities

related to their studies indicates a sort of authority that is taken for granted; it is the

product of unrecognized power and privilege.

While advocacy that is requested and at the service of certain communities

undoubtedly has been carried out by many dedicated anthropologists, it is also apparent

that, as a general rule, there has been a disjuncture between what anthropologists believed

they were offering and what indigenous communities believed they were receiving. T. J.

Ferguson explains some of the frustrations of native activists and leaders who were

working to reclaim authority over their cultural histories and objects:

[American archaeology of the 1960s and 1970s was] presented in universal terms

that had no relevance to specific tribal peoples. Archaeologists gave little thought

to the feelings of native peoples about the excavation of the graves of their

ancestors and how their past was represented in archaeological interpretations.415

Ferguson goes on to clarify that there have been important exceptions to this, for instance

archaeologists who have testified on behalf of tribes for land claims. But he nonetheless

asserts that the relationship has generally been typified by unsuccessful communication

and an absence of shared respect.416 In a similar vein, Vine Deloria, Jr. articulates

analogous vexations:

Some of what I can gather as hard feelings from the Indian point of view stem

back to the position that the scholarly community has enjoyed for the last century,

415 T. J. Ferguson, “Native Americans and the Practice of Archaeology,” Annual Review of Anthropology
25 (1996) 65.
416 Ferguson 65.
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i.e., that only scholars have the credentials to define and explain American

Indians and that their word should be regarded as definitive and conclusive.417

The paradox of privilege is that it is often invisible to those who benefit from it

the most. The privilege of being able to speak from a place of authority has historically

been taken for granted; it is insidiously invisible to those who have the luxury of viewing

the world as, by and large, an equitable place. Not surprisingly, when the tables were

turned and legislation was being formulated as to the disposition of human remains and

certain cultural objects, some anthropologists felt frustrated and isolated from the debate:

I think there was some feeling of isolation on the part of the Department [… with]

not being very much involved in the actual discussions and negotiations that

[Smithsonian Institution] Secretary [Adams] had with Congress […] in framing

the legislation and [not having the opportunity to provide] much input into how

to do it.418

This statement demonstrates that, frequently, the benefits of privilege are not recognized

until they are threatened.

The incongruity of claims to advocacy are laid bare here: if the primary focus of

anthropological inquiry maintained a concern for appropriate advocacy at its core,

anthropologists would have responded differently to Native American demands for equal

footing in the narration of culture and the treatment of cultural materials. But the reaction

of many, although not all, was one of anxious concern:

417 Vine Deloria, Jr., “Indians, Archaeologists, and the Future,” American Antiquity 54.4 (1992): 595.
418 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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I do remember there [was] a lot of concern about where will this take us? Is it

taking us in a direction of restrictions on national collections or certain collections

because of native interests?419

The apprehension over whether anthropologists would still be able to carry on

with their research was central. To what extent would freedom of inquiry be

compromised? What materials would now be off limits? The biological anthropologists

probably felt this trepidation most acutely as, by and large, they stood to lose the most:

From our standpoint, from a scientific standpoint, it was an uncomfortable

compromise because as we in science do, we weren’t gonna be able to determine

everything scientifically or extract all the information that could potentially be

extracted from this material. At that time, great strides were being made in bio-

molecular research and a whole range of new tools were becoming available that

we weren’t going to be able to use and so a lot information was going to be lost.

And that was troubling.420

The possibility that future technological advances could not be utilized was one of the

most troubling aspects for physical anthropologists. Because collection-based research is

typically iterative, it was presumed that the potential loss of future information would

have a profound and detrimental impact upon the field:

I think the greatest risk is primarily for future scholars. […] Those remains will

no longer be available. We will have a more limited focus of remains available to

study in order to look at variation [in populations …]. The obvious consequence

of that is that the total sample available for study has been reduced.421

419 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
420 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January, 2006.
421 Tape 11, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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This sentiment was re-iterated in publication by Smithsonian physical anthropologist

Douglas Ubelaker at the time that legislation was being negotiated: “the study of human

remains can generate information about past cultures and civilizations that is unavailable

from any other source.”422 Ubelaker argued that “hypotheses on population origins,

migration, and trade,” investigations into “disease processes and population stress,”

interpretations of the “interaction between population adaptation, diet, demography, and

morbidity,” and the ability to establish “genetic relationships among past population

samples and insight into the ancestral relationships of historic groups” would all be

profoundly compromised.423 Ubelaker was by no means alone in his concern over the

possibility of no longer having access to this type of research. Many who have weighed

in on the debate contend that this is fundamentally an issue of “traditional educational

and public interest concerns which support museums and provide for their financing.”424

Those who adhere to this position tend to frame the debate in terms of a “public interest

[that] is sacrificed to special interest claims.”425 In an awkward effort to address

indigenous accusations of exclusion and societal racism, Ubelaker proposed that, in fact,

the use of Native American human remains was the result an inclusive approach to

scientific inquiry:

Although some have asserted that these large collections of ancient American

Indian human remains reflect racism, others have argued in defense that it would

be racist not have large collections of aboriginal New World remains in New

422 Douglas H. Ubelaker and Lauryn Guttenplan Grant, “Human Skeletal Remains: Preservation or
Reburial?” Yearbook of Physical Anthropology 32 (1989) 250.
423 Ubelaker, et. al. 251.
424 Clement W. Meighan, “Another View on Repatriation: Lost to the Public, Lost to History,” The Public
Historian 14.3 (1992) 39.
425 Meighan 40.
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World museums since that would imply lack of interest in the history of those

people.426

By insinuating that ‘scientific interest’ precludes racism or inequity, Ubelakar essentially

elides the politics of representation and disregards the central issue of whether or not

these are the ways in which Native Americans want their histories to be explored and

represented. Moreover, this argument highlights the extreme degree to which some

anthropologists were removed from the needs and desires of the living populations.

However, there were other physical anthropologists within the department who, as a

result of discussions regarding the legislation, came to recognize that a big part of the

problem was that they had done a “lousy job [of] telling Native American people what

they [were doing],” and had not enabled them to function “as active participants in […] 

decision [processes].”427 This particular anthropologist goes on to state:

I think that, I don’t know, I think that Native Americans still view us to some

extent with some suspicion but the relationships that we forged with tribal groups

in the process of repatriation I think is largely constructive. […] They’re [Native

Americans] committed to dialogue and hearing all sides of an issue. […] I think

because they have the law on their side now and they’re operating from a position

of power, it has […] created a somewhat more constructive relationship with the

scientific community and people who are interested in biological culture

history.428

This measured assessment touches on an interesting trend in terms of how some

anthropologists within the department conceptualized the reformulation of the power

426 Ubelaker, et. al. 249.
427 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
428 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
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dynamic. It appears that because many felt marginalized from the negotiations that led to

the legislation, they in turn perceived themselves to be operating from a position of

powerlessness. The following is an articulation of this perspective, which I will quote at

length because it encapsulates the complexities and ironies of this rhetoric in interesting

ways:

I think also what really frustrated us […] was a feeling that a sort of callousness

[existed] on the part of a lot of Congressional leaders engaging in the repatriation

act, in that there were such huge needs for native communities in education and

[…] health, and so on; such huge wrongs done and such crying needs that this

legislation here was a way of demonstrating their sort of solidarity, but it was a

sop. And it was taking the fairly powerless community of scientists and

anthropologists and having them then be the agents in appearing proactive on

native issues that really [… were not] addressing the core problems that needed to

be addressed. And again, I think there was a feeling of resentment that the

anthropologists, many of whom were advocates for native groups and maybe not

as powerfully as they should be, and admittedly with this kind of an arrogance of

not giving back to native communities as your subjects of study. But even still,

[the feeling was] that they were being the whipping boys for, maybe the escape

goats for congressional action that really wasn’t addressing the core problems and

sort of appearing to do so. And I think that was very hard for the department as

well.429

There are several interesting assumptions at play in this statement. Clearly, this

individual felt as if anthropologists were pushed to the side while more powerful political

entities (congressional leaders and high level Smithsonian administration) determined

their fate. Yet, the inability of some individual anthropologists to effectively maneuver

429 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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within or have influence upon the negotiations over legislation, I would argue, does not

render them a powerless community. Of course there is an important distinction to be

made between the relative power of the individual and the institution for which that

individual works, they are not by any means one in the same. But the fact remains that

this is a community of scholars that are bolstered by their positionality within the

academy. Their placement within this national institution, and accordingly within

society, proffers a privileged platform from which to operate. This has been the case for

centuries. While individual anthropologists may not feel particularly powerful, especially

when dealing with institutional or governmental powers that override their interests, they

continue to operate from a far more privileged position than Native American activists

who do not have the advantage of any such official platform or claims to academic

authority.

From my perspective, the other problematic assumption at play in the preceding

remarks, is the claim that Congress was sidestepping the ‘real core problems’ facing

native communities by addressing repatriation. The assertion that Congress was shirking

its responsibilities in terms of education and health care by making anthropology their

‘whipping boy’ essentially denies the political agency of native activists. Most

importantly, the way in which this statement was framed obscures the fact that this was

the core issue for native activists, whether or not anthropologists thought it should be.

This brings the discussion back around to the issue of advocacy in interesting ways,

because the inadvertent admission of the quoted anthropologists was that advocacy

constitutes what anthropologists think is best for native communities. This, I presume, is
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the circular logic that makes it seem reasonable to state that anthropologists can still be

considered advocates, even if they do not enact this “as powerfully as they should” or

even if it incorporates “a kind of arrogance of not giving back to Native communities

[who are the] subjects of […] study.” According to this line of reasoning,

anthropological research is, in and of itself a valid form of advocacy, regardless of how it

is formulated, theorized, applied and shared or not shared. To be fair, while the

anthropologist quoted above seems to be caught within a circular stream of reasoning,

there are distinct points at which that logic breaks down and she/he attempts to reconcile

this stance with the stated needs of native communities:

It’s not to say that the issues [regarding cultural property rights] aren’t real and

they clearly are. I think the whole movement toward greater engagement, greater

cooperation, more of a dispersal of collections and sharing of collections and

return of collections permanently and respecting the legitimate claims to these

remains and to these cultural heritages and the legitimate desire to have that kind

of connection - there’s no question that that should be addressed and needed to be

addressed. But there are […] these whole other levels that had nothing to do with

that, [levels] that this repatriation was riding on. And I think [it] continues to this

day, which again is where this engagement with native communities is a way of

sort of getting underneath that and [not] getting to the real core issues.430

The anthropological perspectives touched upon in this section illustrate some of

the initial responses from nervous archaeologists and physical anthropologists to the new

repatriation legislation. However, it is essential to note, that responses to the legislation

did not strictly follow a pattern according to disciplinary lines within the department.

430 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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And more often than not, as demonstrated above, people were commonly conflicted

about how to support native interests while also making sense of their scholarly

responsibilities and obligations. I would argue that a significant part of this tension was

derived from scholars having to come to terms with their own heretofore unrecognized

privilege and the reality that their authority to interpret and narrate may function at the

expense Native American efforts to do the same.

From all accounts, this was a tense period for the anthropology department. For

instance, Frank Talbot, the director of the museum, “was very suspicious of the

department’s intents and ability to carry out [the task of repatriation] in an above board

way.”431 Therefore he set up the repatriation office so that it was located, physically and

institutionally, outside of the Anthropology Department. Those within the Repatriation

Office were to report to Talbot’s deputy:

[This] made it extremely difficult to understand what the relationship between

curators and [repatriation] case officers were. [This created an uncertainty of]

how synthetic the […] balance of power really was, and also the balance of

involvement. […] And by locating [repatriation] outside the department, you set

up a structural thing from the get go that made [these interactions] extremely

difficult. […] These people are situated outside of the department setting up an

antagonistic structure to begin with. So it was very tricky. It was very fraught.432

Fortunately, this arrangement did not last long and the Repatriation Office was

repositioned so that it operated as a division of the Anthropology Department, opening up

431 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
432 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
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new possibilities for collaboration and exchange with curators, repatriation staff and

visiting tribal representatives. In support of establishing this type of arrangement:

Early on […] there was strong feeling and I think there was a push [from within

repatriation and from some curators, to encourage a recognition] that the more

engagement of the native groups that you can have within this process, the better

the outcome and not just from a sort calculated point of view: ‘the more stuff we

get to keep.’ But I think the feeling was, [that if this approach could be pushed

…] that you could defuse the political end of it and really start working with

communities, you could help sort of bridge this divide that happened over time.433

As it turned out, this push by some within the department to encourage genuine

engagement with native communities became a formative principle in the enactment of

repatriation proceedings – one ethno-archaeologist who stated: “I was a huge fan of the

[original] Repat Office. […] You know, they were amazing and they were really

proactive. They were Indian activists […] trying to claim a higher ground for repatriation

than the letter of the law.”434 This earnest effort to re-align the museum with native

communities would affect the Anthropology Department in numerous and unexpected

ways — most importantly, the revitalizing presence of Native Americans who would

come to examine, research, work with, and reclaim their material culture.

433 Tape 10, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
434 Tape 1, Personal Interview, 30 December 2006. In discussing the “original Repat Office,” the
interviewee is referencing the 1998/1999 turnover of staff within the office. The original staff was hired on
a term basis, which meant that they had to re-apply for their positions when the term expired. Many within
the department assumed that positions would be renewed, but instead an almost complete turnover took
place. Some have suggested that this was a direct result of the pro-active, activist leanings of the original
staff.
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Repatriation Today

In the twenty-odd years since the Zuni first contacted the Smithsonian about the

Ahayu:da, the Anthropology Department has managed to weather those initial rocky

years in which repatriation was being incorporated into the structure of the department,

and as a result it has undergone considerable change. One archaeologist stated that, in

retrospect, what the Zuni repatriation now signifies is “the engagement of the native

community with the Smithsonian in really the first significant way that we began to see

ourselves in a different light and anthropology began to go through a kind of a revolution

which is now pretty much complete.”435 Aside from the question of whether or not the

revolution within anthropology is now complete, the fact remains that repatriation is now

a routine matter in the everyday business of the department:

At this point, so many repatriations have been done that people, both native

representatives and our own staff, the museum, the Smithsonian, understand the

process. So we’re not inventing the process and so therefore the concerns or the

arguments that characterized putting this all together and making it work are no

longer there and typically my opinion is that’s also true with native

representatives. They know at this point the rules of NAGPRA and NMAIA

legislation […] as well as anybody. Not always but it’s become much more [of a]

business-like process and less dependent on emotional position on the issues.436

Even if repatriation has become a routine process within the museum, each new case

nonetheless defies attempts to generalize the character of repatriation cases as a whole.

One anthropologist within the Repatriation Office confirmed:

435 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
436 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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Every situation can change how people think. Or you may get many of the same

situations at the beginning, but through learning that the circumstances around

which objects are affiliated and are collected and what they mean to the native

people […] there’s a lot of variation that you have to consider. It’s not that

simple.437

For this reason, daily familiarities with repatriation proceedings do not guarantee

predictable processes. The fact remains that repatriation continues to be a deeply

sensitive issue and each tribal delegation encounters and engages with their specific

circumstances in different ways. For instance, the previous Director of the Repatriation

Office, Thomas Killion addresses the complexities of repatriation, particularly in

reference to the in-depth consultations that frequently require a significant passage of

time to unfold:

In any given repatriation case, there is rarely a clear path from the beginning to

the end of the process. What at first appears to be a formidable (if not intractable)

situation inevitably yields to the commitment and persistence of the parties

involved. Potential adversaries, often strangers to one another, cautiously engage

in discussion. Information is shared, ground rules are laid, and timetables are

established. People miscommunicate and get angry, information is generated and

reviewed, decisions are reached, requests for returns are resolved, and the intent

of the law is eventually fulfilled. Through this process, […] much new data about

museum collections is being generated.438

Killion’s final point regarding the generation and accumulation of new data about

collections is vital. Contrary to the dire predictions of many, NAGPRA has not marked

437 Tape 3, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
438 Thomas W. Killion, “On the Course of Repatriation: Process, Practice, and Progress at the National
Museum of Natural History,” The Future of the Past: Archaeologists, Native Americans, and Repatriation,
Tamara L. Bray, ed. (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 2001) 150. [149-168]
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the beginning of a serious loss of scientific data. In reality, consultations between Native

Americans and museums have, in effect, galvanized the sharing and subsequent increase

in knowledge for all parties involved. When tribal representatives visit museums and

inspect their collections they very often provide museums with “much richer […] native

understandings of objects.”439 In fact, ethno-archaeologists in the Arctic Studies Center

(a division of the Anthropology Department that has long been noted for its commitment

to community oriented work) have taken this a step further and invited indigenous

representatives to the museum. They use these visits to familiarize tribal delegates with

important collections, who then provide detailed documentation of artifacts through

related oral histories:

We gathered six or eight peoples, some younger people, some elders, some sort of

expeditor people, and translators [… We] made some preliminary selections of

certain kinds of objects that were in the tribal territories of these areas and things

that we might potentially want to loan to the Alaska Museum. So we brought

these different groups down and they would sit there and we would bring out the

artifacts and then they’d start talking about them. We videotaped and audio taped

it and you had wonderful discussions between elders and [between] the elders and

younger people: ‘yes, you don’t know about this but this is what we used to think

about it. These were the stories we told. These were the songs we sang when we

used these [while] collecting berries […].440

Not surprisingly, the early ‘push’ to encourage ongoing engagement with native

communities came in part from the Arctic Studies Center. This has helped to forge

continuing positive relationships that sometimes extend beyond the business of

439 Tape 6, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
440 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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repatriation. William Billeck, the Director of the Repatriation Office, affirms this

dynamic when he writes of the legislation as “a major contact point between tribes and

the museum. It is an opportunity for both the museum and tribes to not only complete

repatriations, but to find common interests that can result in increased knowledge and

educational value and opportunities.”441 One archaeologist explains this anecdotally:

You can’t believe how quiet the collections were here for decades and decades…

In 1970 there was never anyone in the collection unless it was a technician who

went upstairs to get something to use for an exhibit, or to put in a new [artifact …]

that had just been accessioned. There were no researchers working in a lot of our

collections, especially in the ethnographic ones.442

Repatriation has not just benefited cultural and ethno-archaeological interests

within the museum. Despite ominous predictions for the fate of biological anthropology,

new types of data collection have been stimulated by the legislation. Amazingly, this is

the case even though, as an anthropologist within repatriation matter-of-factly states, “It

makes science more complicated to do because for years anthropologists could go do

what they basically wanted.”443 While new forms of DNA testing, for example, are now

out of reach for physical anthropologists, “legislation has stimulated a lot of research and

data collection that might otherwise not have taken place.”444 One physical

anthropologist describes this process:

441 William T. Billeck, “Repatriation at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History,”
AnthroNotes 23.2 (2002)18.
442 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
443 Tape 3, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
444 Tape 11, Personal Interview, 11, January 2006.
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[Legislation] stimulated some standardization in the way that data are collected

[to document existing collections. The results of which] hold some promise for

even more far reaching interpretations that might have not been possible before.

[…] It has stimulated thinking about proper ways to collect those data that will be

most useful to others and to allow certain questions to be reached. And there is a

lot of historical irony in this.445

Similarly, another archaeologist within the department muses that even though much of

the former research of physical anthropologists is now restricted, the fact remains:

Forces that push research or science in one direction or another are constant.

Society does this all the time and then there is a collection of information going

on that would never have taken place otherwise. So [the effect of repatriation]

was negative […] from the pure science / no restriction point of view. You could

still argue that there were positive outcomes.446

For reasons such as these, Killion suggests “the effects of repatriation on the conduct of

science may be brighter than many commentators have heretofore suggested.”447

Overall, the unexpected outcome of repatriation is the increase of knowledge

regarding museum collections. In most circumstances, this is the direct result of a re-

alignment of sorts – a changed attitude towards collaboration with Native American

communities. This is also seen from a similar angle, wherein “there always has been a

desire [for collaboration], but I think [repatriation has] increased the opportunities for

us.”448 Whether or not the desire was pre-existing, repatriation has undoubtedly had the

effect of revitalizing those divisions within the department that previously entertained

little interaction with contemporary Native American communities. Repatriation has also

445 Tape 11, Personal Interview, 11, January 2006.
446 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
447 Killion 152.
448 Tape 3, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
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had the effect of empowering those divisions that were already ahead of the curve with

community involvement:

I think repatriation has informed the Arctic Studies or empowered it. In a way it

allows us to do these, it encourages us to do these social programs whereas before

that might not have been a high mandate.449

The ‘silver lining’ of repatriation at the Smithsonian is that it has created extraordinary

new forms of information sharing that have benefited both native and museum

communities alike and, moreover, Native American participation has become an integral

component in the life of the museum.450 Killion, while operating in the capacity of

Director of the Repatriation Office, optimistically projected that the new opportunities for

collaboration “hold the promise of revitalizing the discipline of anthropological

archaeology itself.”451

Museums and Native Americans: Re-aligned?

Repatriation has been especially effective in demonstrating to anthropologists that

they “don’t operate in a scientific vacuum.”452 If at some point they ever believed this to

truly be the case, current repatriation politics have made apparent the falsity and danger

of that misperception. It is no coincidence that, as a general rule, cultural anthropologists

and ethno-archaeologists at the Smithsonian were (and are) less likely to operate under

the misguided conviction that scientific inquiry can be removed from the vicissitudes of

449 Tape 1, Personal Interview, 30 December 2005.
450 Thomas W. Killion and Paula Molloy, “Repatriation’s Silver Lining,” presented at the 63rd Annual
Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology (1998) 2.
451 Killion, et. al. 9.
452 Tape 1, Personal Interview, 30 December 2005.
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the social and political world. A cultural anthropologist within the department touches

upon one likely explanation for this:

I think you’ll find that ethnologists accept [repatriation] more comfortably than

archaeologists at this point. Now [I don’t know] whether that’s because we’re

accustomed to dealing with, you know, living people and we pay attention to what

they have to say, … or whether it’s because of the amount of material that seems

to be subject to being returned is much smaller [for us]. So that’s maybe

something that I’d try to see, is whether it’s really a difference in training and/or

experience in working with people that shapes that attitude.453

The implication here is that archaeologists, particularly pre-historic archaeologists, may

have been less likely to recognize their subject matter as being related to the

contemporary lives of existing peoples. Along similar lines, one ethno-archaeologist

from the Arctic Studies Program explains some of the differences between the common

approaches in their program and those of archaeologists who work elsewhere in the

United States:

But in terms of archaeology, the problems that, the changing sort of attitudes

about relations with Indian communities and so on has not advanced as fast in

some areas of the lower forty-eight or places in the world where people do not

have to work together with native people in conducting their research. So if you

do archaeology in Virginia, you know, you go out and there are sites out there and

you just don’t find Indians living next door. And if you’re working in the Arctic

that doesn’t happen at all: you work, you get to know [native peoples] personally,

and [you] invite them onto your projects. You have a lot of interaction and I think

this is the genesis of the Arctic Studies Center approach; [it] has come through the

direct association with native peoples in the northern communities ever since we

started working and that goes way back. That goes back a hundred years now.

453 Tape 6, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
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And so I think that people working in the north, whether its ethnographers or

archaeologists or anyone, have had that benefit of that kind of association with

communities which is just unfortunate that that aspect hasn’t been present in some

other areas and so it has been decided, ‘hey, this is our right, this is our material,

this is for mankind.’ This is always the explanation.454

This is one of the reasons why repatriation has engendered such a sea change within the

discipline. In many ways it has provided a powerful intervention for this type of

entitlement. As a result, biological anthropologists and archaeologists are being

“sensitized to the fact that, particularly in the Southwest, that these societies are still

around, and that they need to be included and to be involved and to be enfranchised in the

undertaking of archaeology, if archaeology is gonna continue to thrive as a scientific

discipline.”455 The same archaeologist goes on to assert, “that archaeologists have been

forced to interact with Native American groups and […] each side is […] getting beyond

the stereotypes of the other side.”456 Nonetheless, according to one curator, and as

evidenced in part by work within Arctic Studies, “there’s a number of archaeologists who

tend to […] be very engaged. What they’re doing is as much archaeology as it is

community service or community participation or education, outreach. […] That’s a

pretty routine aspect of archaeology here.”457

For those anthropologists who conduct research in such a way that collaboration

and community involvement is of central concern, there are common methodological and

philosophical denominators. These commonalities include a focus upon the desires and

454 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
455 Tape 5, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
456 Tape 5, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
457 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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needs of the community, a deferral to their interests, and a shared authority. This is the

case regardless of anthropologist’s disciplinary affiliations in ethno-archaeology,

prehistoric archaeology, or ethnology. In discussing her/his philosophy behind

collaborative work, for instance, one ethnologist explained that “being open […] is really

the key, which also makes it very hard to define your research project ahead and what

[…] exactly you’re going to do. [But] it becomes much more of a partnership than when

you accommodate yourself and [say] ‘talk to me about the thing that I’m interested

in.’”458 This concept of allowing the process of collaboration to determine the path that a

project will take is not unique to this ethnologist. A strikingly similar attitude, and

methodological stance, is articulated by one of the department’s archaeologists:

When I’m in the field I regularly defer to my native colleagues. And that’s a

position that I’m empowered [to maintain] because I’m an older person in an

established museum. I don’t have to come back with a box of artifacts. You can’t

ask graduate students the same questions. […] So when I’m in the country and

we find a site […] my first step is, […] I stand back and I say ‘Well, at a

minimum what I would like to do is photograph this and get the GPS on it and I’ll

make some observations about how things are situated. I’ll draw some maps.

[…] What do you want to do about the artifacts?’ And sometimes we collect

them, sometimes we leave them right where they are, sometimes we cover them

up.459

This philosophy of sharing academic authority to the extent that the collection of material

and even the subject matter of the project are determined by the interests of the

community represents, in my mind, an earnest attempt at advocacy. This form of

458 Tape 6, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
459 Tape 1, Personal Interview, 30 December 2006.
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advocacy situates the anthropologist as a facilitator, someone who is at the service of the

community with which they work. A heavy responsibility comes with a stance such as

this and, according to one ethnologist, “a lot of it comes out of a willingness to listen to

the political voice.”460 This same ethnologist expands upon this idea in the context

exhibit development, stating that giving up power and authority “was not a negative

thing. In fact, a better product comes out of it.”461

For instance, this ethnologist, who was integral to the development of the African

Voices Project (which includes a permanent installation in the museums exhibition

space), explains conscious choices made in terms of representational strategies:

The contact people [for the exhibit] were very engaged in agency issues. And so,

rather than say ‘agency,’ […] what we did was [take] the voice, so the ‘African

voice’ – whether it’s a cultural voice, individual historical figure’s voice, a

contemporary person’s voice – [and made it] the primary [voice] of the exhibit.

The museum’s voice is the secondary voice, which gives you some background to

frame the [African] voices. Okay, so what we wanted to do was to get our visitors

to understand that Africans have agency. That they may have constraints, they

have had historical constraints, temporary constraints, but they do make decisions

about their lives – both political, economic, social, cultural. And that these

[decisions] are constructive and they’re agents in construction.462

Efforts within the African Voices Project for shared authority were not limited to surface

representational techniques, but extended beyond the exhibit to ongoing dialog and

engagement. Accordingly, the project provides a fascinating model for community

involvement:

460 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
461 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
462 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
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Community involvement means community involvement for life, not for one

meeting and send people away. It’s for the duration of the project, but it goes

beyond the project. […] So if you’re not willing to commit […] to that, they

[museums] shouldn’t enter into the process because it’s worse to do it badly than

not do it at all. […] When we started this, we decided to call it the African

Voices Project, not the African Voices Exhibit, because we wanted to […] set the

framework for an ongoing project.463

Arguably one of the most integral components of this initiative was a committee that

consisted of community members from immigrant communities. Collaboration began

with a critique of the exhibit team’s working statement of purpose, objectives and

education goals. The Smithsonian exhibit staff was explicit about what the

responsibilities of the committee should and should not be:

Their job was not to make the exhibition. They weren’t exhibit developers, they

weren’t necessarily knowledgeable about the entire continent, you know. […]

But we said […] ‘what we want you to do on this, and with us all involved, is to

keep us honest to our [agreed upon] statement of purpose, our educational

objectives and goals.’ So that they reviewed every developing phase from

concept script to the final script, to – we did markups, and […] design

presentation, the video rough cuts. And […] then our job was to take their

criticism at each of these stages, to sit down with our team […] and then to

respond [back to the committee]; to say we could either do this for these reasons,

we agree with you there and we’ll do it this way, or because of constraints in

collections, or constraints of space, or constraints of […] equal representation of

the continent, and that sort of thing, that the story we can tell is better told this

way. [… And so people could] see how their influence shaped the exhibition

[…] people actually saw their fingerprints.464

463 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
464 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
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The collaborative effort that made the African Voices Project possible certainly brings to

mind Clifford’s articulation of museums as contact zones. Most importantly, the African

Voices Project did not shy away from listening to and integrating the many voices of the

community, regardless of how politicized they were or how critical they were of

museums in general. The success of this project, gauged by degrees of mutual

satisfaction, demonstrates the value of moving beyond the knowledge that these ‘contact

zones’ are spaces in which identities are ‘constantly being negotiated, formulated, and

reformulated’ to actually incorporate this reality in to the representational schema of the

exhibit.465 To the exhibit team’s credit, they never become so attached to the rhetoric of

inclusiveness that they conceal their own part in its construction. Another ethnologist,

one unattached to the African Voices Project, addressed the politics of this type of elision

in reference to the Smithsonian’s new National Museum of the American Indian:

I think [it] is very […] clear that this idea of handing over authority, releasing

authority, stepping back and just […] handing it off to […] whoever the people

are who are [being represented], is a mix. It’s not possible to absolve yourself of

all responsibility and just say, ‘oh, well then, just let them do whatever they

want.’ […] The fact is you’re setting the framework within which they are

allowed to speak. […] But the irony is in a situation like that, that it totally

erases the positionality of […] the people who are constructing an exhibit – those

dynamics still exist.

Those who worked on the African Voices Project effectively avoided this by maintaining

the presence of a secondary ‘museum voice.’ This ‘museum voice’ makes visible the

framework of the exhibit, the framework of anthropological interpretation, and even the

465 Clifford, Routes.
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framework of the institution. Each of these reference points is essential in order to make

space for the ‘political voice;’ without acknowledgement of the context and positionality

of players, the dynamics of institutional power cannot be addressed. This, in the end, is

the mark of openly shared authority and real advocacy.

Trends, Old and New and Overlapping

Ultimately, these examples of shared authority and community collaboration

bring the discussion back to the original, guiding questions of this chapter: how are

curators thinking differently about their academic responsibilities since the advent of

repatriation legislation? Do they conceive of the relationships between objects and

people differently? And are they asking different questions of their material as a result of

cultural property rights issues? In general, it appears that a fair characterization would be

yes, repatriation has had considerable influence upon the ways in which most

Smithsonian anthropologists understand their roles as scholars and curators working

within a public institution. There is, however, a wide variety of ways in which these

changes have been incorporated and conceptualized. Yet, shifting ideas about the nature

of curatorial responsibilities frequently fall into three broad categories: the need for

outreach and increased communication with the museum’s publics; the need for outreach

and the increased incorporation of native forms of expertise through collaboration; and

the primary need to protect and care for collections.

Often, the anthropologists who were working in an administrative capacity at the

time repatriation legislation was being formulated and incorporated into the museum tend
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to focus upon the need for outreach and increased communication with those

communities who have a stake in the research of the department. This is not surprising

considering the critiques during this period, which regularly portrayed Smithsonian

anthropologists as insular and out-of-touch with the communities that they studied. The

following statement reveals the degree to which those criticisms were recognized as valid

and the ensuing lessons were hard earned:

I think there’s always been a sense that we’re here to somehow communicate

something about what we do to people out there. So I suppose I’ve gotten more

sensitive with that as I’ve seen, you know as an administrator, I’ve seen some of

the problems that have arisen because we haven’t done a very good job of

explaining how we do things.466

However, within the context of critical readings (beginning in the 1980s) that questioned

traditional academic assertions of expertise, this response is a conservative one. The

assumption seems to be that expert knowledge is produced within the space of museums

and the process of sharing necessarily entails an outward flow. This notion seems

especially staid in comparison to relatively recent philosophical shifts that entail the

acknowledgment of other forms of ‘intellectual and cultural knowledge:’

I think that […] what’s been a big influence, maybe not so much [in terms of]

tangible property, even though […] we’re working on that […] but intellectual

property. You know, the shift in anthropology in recognizing intellectual

property rights and what are your ethical responsibilities to the holders of

intellectual and cultural knowledge.467

466 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
467 Tape 4, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
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The idea of intellectual property not only complicates conceptualizations of expertise, but

also evokes the matter of ‘intellectual repatriation,’ which entails “making materials

accessible [to communities], that are never going be covered by [a legislative mandate

for] physical return.”468 Making materials, and in particular intellectual material,

available to people outside of the museum, suggests an entirely different type of

curatorial stance than the one originally cited in this section:

Our role is to be that bridge [or] translator between these different cultural

frameworks [… It involves] the ability to […] create collaborative opportunities

between different communities; between museum communities and different

tribes.469

The recognition of the potential for knowledge exchange and productive collaborative

alliances has led some to understand the incorporation of native forms of expertise as part

of their curatorial responsibility. For example, one curator explicates in detail how these

changes affectively shift the job from researcher to cultural broker:

[R]epatriation has redefined the job of the curator. When people were being

hired here up even into the [19]70s and [19]80s, you were hired as a researcher

and you were not hired because of any kind of style issues or communication

things like that. I think that repatriation has totally redefined the role of the

curator because now we no longer think of the collections as things that are kind

of personal or curatorial domain without, we had to cede some aspects of the

collection and authority of collections. […] It brings another whole other group

of people who have very definite interests and needs and I think it influences the

kind of research that we do. It certainly influences how we use collections as

education tools and exhibits […] because we no longer conceive of an education

468 Tape 6, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
469 Tape 12, Telephone Interview, 12 January 2006.
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project or exhibit or book as something that is just simply an academic exercise or

something that reflects our own view of history. […] It puts us back into a

context, a social context with these artifacts and with the people who created

them, their ancestors. And so we’re always having to think about those issues as

well as the classical anthropological ones too. I think that’s […] really […] 

important in [the] positive development in the character of curatorial

responsibilities.470

This statement clarifies the degree to which the guiding questions of this chapter are

intertwined. Conceptualizations of the curator’s roles and responsibilities are intricately

related to how they understand the ways that objects operate in society, how they carry

meaning, inform cultural identities, and tie people to each other, past and present. The

following is a particularly eloquent articulation of this very thing:

That’s the most exciting thing that’s happened in the last few decades in museums

[: …] instead of becoming kind of like ivory towers with these relic old

collections (and we used to get criticized for all this by native groups and others),

now these collections are becoming central to peoples’ identities and they’re

coming to us and looking to see what you have and they want to be involved and

they want to help with the exhibits, they want to donate material. So the

collections are now becoming living collections.471

There are a number of curators who share this sentiment in the sense that they see

objects as important social entities that play an integral role in the shaping and

maintenance of cultural identities. No longer divorced from the circumstances of their

use or their appropriation, objects are frequently conceptualized in more culturally active

and socially relevant terms. Here we see how repatriation has influenced this awareness

470 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
471 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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among anthropologists; the efforts of native groups to re-establish physical ties to objects

that they have been culturally bound to for decades have provided ample demonstration.

This stance, however, differs in significant ways from the attitude of some

curators that objects need to be protected and cared for. Ironically, the anthropologists

who emphasize this need tend to be those who dissociate the object’s rights from those of

their original owners. For instance, compare the stance of the previously quoted curator,

who discusses the vital importance of ‘living’ collections, to the following:

I think objects deserve the best we can give them in the way of housing them and

taking care of them. Now theoretically they ought to be back home because that’s

the culture in which there were in, the historical culture in which they came from

and were used and all that. The limit comes if the country doesn’t have the

money or doesn’t give a damn. Then maybe they are better somewhere else.472

The position articulated by this curator is common among those who advocate for the

preservation and protection of objects. The underlying implication, however, is often that

these objects are being saved from the destruction or neglect that they might suffer at the

hands of their original makers and owners. This reasoning is related to the conviction

that the “two main [responsibilities of the curator are] to the objects and […] to the

descendants of their making:”

Making sure the objects remain so the descendants of their makers will continue

to be able to […] see them, use them, […] make new replicas. […] Your

obligation is to the descendants of the makers today, and in the future.473

The idea that a curator’s responsibility is to preserve an object for the edification of its

maker’s descendents entails several lines of reasoning that frequently disenfranchise

472 Tape 7, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
473 Tape 7, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
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descendants from authoritative claims to their own heritage. By this I mean that when

curators position themselves as such, they assert that their academic knowing of a group’s

cultural legacy somehow surpasses the inherited cultural knowledge of the descendants

themselves. Patronizing at its core, the assertion that curators know best how certain

objects should be put to use implies that others do not. Curatorial ‘obligations,’ when

framed by curators in this manner, exemplify the ways in which ‘advocacy’ is warped to

work to the benefit of academic interests.

This position on the centrality of preservation for the ‘benefit’ of descendants

inevitably raises several questions: Is the respect for the artifact disproportionately high

in comparison to a respect for the people and culture from which it was derived? To

what extent should museums uphold the virtues of preservation when they run counter to

the demands of present-day peoples? And what if that community has no interest in

preservation? The following is another example of this:

The idea of burying […] artifacts […] I understand why they want to do it. […]

In this day and age, [it seems that] they ought to be willing to […] make a

sacrifice. Maybe if they buried photographs they would make would make copies

and keep the real pots out. […] There is so much to learn from those things,

those pots and all the other stuff that we haven’t begun. Every time there’s a new

technology we learn something more and why should we cut ourselves off from

that knowledge now? So […] perhaps I’m a renegade […] I don’t know, but I

think there ought to be a way that things are not buried. If they take care of it, I

don’t mind it goes back to them. Don’t bury it or smash it or anything like that.474

The following provides a provocative counterpoint to this standpoint:

474 Tape 9, Personal Interview, 10 January 2006.
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Well, again, it’s just my point of view on it, but my feeling is that if it should go

back, if an object should go back then its not our business [what they do with it].

You know, I mean particularly in ethnology when you […] get into property

issues, a lot of the ethnology repatriation cases come down (even though people

don’t necessarily prefer this way) to right of possession. I mean it’s just basic

process law. And so, you know, if I went to your house and I stole your rug that

you were washing and you’d hung in your back yard and I put it in a collection

and you demanded it back, what right do I have? ‘Well, maybe I’ll give it back

and so where are you […] gonna put it? On your floor or are you gonna put it on

your wall? It’s crazy.475

Clearly, the ways in which objects are understood, particularly in terms of cultural

property rights, influence the ways that anthropologists engage with their material and

research. The fact that one ethnologist stated, “I don’t think of the collection apart from

the people. I just see it as separated physically [and] spatially,” is a poignant example of

this.476 And while, for some, repatriation raises concerns about preservation, for others it

has played a significant role in reconceptualizing objects as vital components of existing

cultures. Moreover, there are also those anthropologists who may have already

understood objects as vital within contemporary social frameworks, but repatriation is

just one instance of a new manifestation of this. The following is an example from an

archaeologist:

The awareness I have of objects in their role for contemporary native peoples has

probably changed to an awareness that it’s more significant than I would have

realized or would have thought. I don’t know that it’s repatriation-related though,

475 Tape 12, Telephone Interview, 12 January 2006.
476 Tape 12, Telephone Interview, 12 January 2006.
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because what I see [are] native peoples also having a stronger cultural awareness

in an attempt define themselves with or recreate themselves, which involves a

material component. But that’s what I’m seeing and repatriation in some

instances serves as a tool of that. So it [repatriation] has probably brought me into

closer contact with the situations in which people are extremely interested and

concerned about particular objects (including human remains) that I probably

would not have seen otherwise.477

While this particular curator is hesitant to attribute this shift in his awareness to the

impact of repatriation, he/she nonetheless acknowledges the ways in which repatriation

has altered the way that work is differently conducted within the department:

Well it’s different work patterns and requirements. It hasn’t changed who I work

with, it hasn’t changed the research, I mean the fundamentals of the research

that’s done. It’s more toward the interactions. It’s changed the interactions. […]  

It’s certainly on a day-to-day basis it’s changed our work and strategically how

we think about collections differently now. […] So in a way it’s set priorities for

research and, but in a way its sort of basic documentation of collections. So

recently [we’ve] been asking curators ‘what are your priority collections that are

subject to repatriation and what kind of research should we be doing?’478

In addition to a shift in departmental research priorities, repatriation has also had

an impact on the research that is conducted by some anthropologists within the

department. This is most obviously the case with physical anthropologists: “it looks to

me as if more and more physical anthropologists in the United States are going into other

477 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
478 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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practices. […] It’s almost the path of least resistance.”479 One such physical

anthropologist reports that:

I don’t do the kind of intensive focus on North American material that I once had.

[…] I need large samples sizes because the [variables that I sample for] only

occur in about 10 or 15 percent of any given sample and when you break down

those 10 or 15 you’ve got, say you’ve got a thousand burials from a site (which

you almost never have), […] that means that about a hundred of them, a hundred

fifty of them, have some type of [variable that I’m looking for]. Break those

hundred to a hundred and fifty up and take away the large number of […] 

categories [of unrelated variables …]. You’re all of a sudden dealing with

samples that are too small to say anything about. So there are a lot of limitations

now and a lot of these large collections have been reburied so I can’t really work

with them. […] I really have to go to places, for the type of research I do, that

have ample sample sizes. […] So it certainly has changed the focus of my

research.480

The strategy of this physical anthropologist has been to shift some of his/her research

outside of the United States, where he/she has access to the collections of human remains

that are required for such research. Another anthropologist within the department,

generalizing about these trends, describes this as the “path of least resistance:”

It looks to me more and more physical anthropologists in the United States are

going into other things. They’re working in other – and this is sort of anecdotal

impressions and large samples of statistics may prove me wrong – but I see a lot

of physical anthropologists who just don’t want the hassle of dealing with Native

American repatriation issues so they’ll work in other parts of the world, or they’ll

shift over to historical archaeology with the early colonist’s sites or they’ll shift

479 Tape 5, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
480 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
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over to forensics. I think even within my own department [there] is an example of

that.481

Trends such as these are corroborated by another account from within the department.

The experience of another physical anthropologist confirms that there has indeed been a

“strengthening of interest in forensic applications, historic studies that don’t involve

American Indians, and work in other countries,” even though the effects of repatriation

play out differently between individuals and different sub-disciplines.482 Interestingly,

one physical anthropologist writes that even though repatriation has “changed how

science is having to work a lot of this material (you get one shot [to look at the human

remains …] and there are certain restrictions under the law [inhibiting] certain analyses),”

he/she nevertheless states:

The good news in all of this, from my vantage point, at least, is I really do think

the relationship between Native American groups and biological anthropology is

healthier.483

He/she even goes so far as to predict:

I’ve had enough conversations with tribal leaders to at least suspect that in time,

as this process evolves and the relationship between the scientific community and

the Native American people [develops], that a certain amount of [understanding]

will follow, perhaps also with them as well, that will allow us to do more work

down the road. At least I hope that happens.484

This was not the only person to speculate upon the future of the Anthropology

Department. Several different anthropologists within the department theorized upon the

481 Tape 5, Personal Interview, 4 January 2006.
482 Tape 11, Personal Interview, 11 January 2006.
483 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
484 Tape 2, Personal Interview, 3 January 2006.
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course of anthropology within the museum and potential future disciplinary trends within

the Smithsonian. Interestingly, the average age of the department was noted by more

than one anthropologist as influential factor in the current atmosphere of the department:

In fact the Smithsonian staff now is generally so old, all senior people in the fields

has meant that there is a bit of lingering affect of some of the older ideas about

research and attitudes about collections and native involvement. […] I think we

would have a very different kind of complexion today if we’d been able to hire

younger people who have always been involved in native communities. So that’s

been a problem; it’s been hard for us to deal with the creation of the American

Indian Museum in some ways and what do you do about it? How do you

collaborate? How closely can you collaborate with native groups?485

This same curator continues by stating simply, “We need to get to the stage where we

replace the older generation [… with] the people who actually buy into this [idea of]

alliance – [then we] will be that much stronger […] whereas today there is still a kind of

‘we / they.’”486 In addition to recognizing a need for a demographic shift within the

department in terms of average age, one other person explains that this shift should also

be cultural and racial. According to this reasoning, the current job of this generation of

scholars is that of mentorship: “being a good anthropologist in this generation is someone

that’s negotiating that kind of transformation of power. [It’s someone who asks,] ‘So

how do we make ways to get [more native] people into the museum?”487 In addition, this

same person states that, with these kinds of changes, the role of the museum should be

socially proactive:

485 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
486 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
487 Tape 1, Personal Interview, 30 December 2005.
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It should be about education, it should be about outreach, it should be [about]

more of those kinds of aggressive things. Should it be this bastion of science that

it sees itself as, at least as the senior staff sees it’s self as? Is that a role for the

national museum in the twenty-first century? I don’t know. It will be interesting.

Concluding Thoughts: Are There Really Any Converts?

All of these predictions for the future of the department, it should be noted, entail

a vision of increased collaboration. This in itself is an indication of the degree to which

the changes brought about by repatriation within the department have impacted the kind

of work that these anthropologists envision. Regardless of how anthropologists enact the

ideas of curatorial authority or advocacy, the fact remains that the presence of non-

academically trained native peoples has increased dramatically within the department and

changed the way it does its business. Many within the department recognize this change

as an opening to affect a transformation, an opportunity that holds, as Killion predicted,

“the promise of revitalizing the discipline of anthropological archaeology itself.”488

However, it appears that often these are the individuals who already strongly believed in

the virtues and ethical necessities of collaborative research and work. This necessarily

leads me back to the question of whether repatriation has affected an internalized process

of de-colonization. Are there really any converts in terms of ethics?

Interestingly, many of these anthropologists who are enthusiastic about the

changes brought about by repatriation are not inclined to attribute the influence of recent

cultural property rights discussions on their ethical stance. In fact, the majority of these

488 Killion, et. al. 9.
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individuals are apt to identify more closely with the civil rights movement as the most

influential factor in the formation of their outlook:

I’ll tell you one thing from my point of view […], I’m also part of the Vietnam

era and marched in Washington. […] One of the things that came out of that was

a changed relationship between people and institutions. So sacred cows [like] the

presidency [were] tainted by that. Congress was tainted, churches were tainted,

churches that supported the war. When you have a situation, essentially an unjust,

unjustifiable war, which sounds very familiar these days, but when you’ve got a

situation like where you have people who are distorting the – well when I was

little people would always say the government knows more than they’re telling

us. […] So when you come like in my case, when I came to the institution, I

never thought of myself as being responsible for defending somehow the

institution in all situations.489

This same individual also credits religious and political upbringing to the shaping of

these ideals: “If you take Christianity seriously and you take populism seriously, then you

end up inevitably as an advocate for social rights.”490 Along similar lines, the following

example demonstrates how another such anthropologist perceives the ways that particular

intellectual trends and socio-political influences have shaped the discipline:

I guess you could say repatriation is an outgrowth of the Native American

movement of the 19[60]s civil rights movements, which were […] across the

board. You could probably argue that postmodernism has a lot to do with that and

I think in American museums they have the notion, well museums on a global

scale, [have] the notion that - community engagement had a lot of different terms

over the years; audience diversification might be a term or minority engagement

with museums. And I use that in a very broad sense because it involves

489 Tape 12, Telephone Interview, 12 January 2006.
490 Tape 12, Telephone Interview, 12 January 2006.
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everything from the opera to zoos to what might stand as a cultural center to

science centers to traditional in museums. They are all engaged in this similar

process. So it’s harder to say what’s the broader scope here - one of which is the

postmodernist critique and I think intellectually that’s had more of an influence on

archaeology than almost anything else. I certainly has [had an effect] on

anthropology and archaeology is part of anthropology.491

Judging from these interviews, particularly those with individuals who support

repatriation as an ethical obligation, it appears that repatriation has not necessarily

instigated the internalization of a new ethical framework. It does not seem to be the case

that the external pressures of repatriation are prompting the internalization of a differently

oriented ethical ethos. Nevertheless, the changes brought about by repatriation are

indeed influencing the ways that the discipline is necessarily being re-imagined by

anthropologists within the department; even those individuals who were not accustomed

to engaging with native communities claim that the politics of repatriation are changing

how they understand their scholarly roles and responsibilities. Because of the increased

native presence at the museum, it has become difficult for anthropologists, regardless of

their perspectives on cultural property rights, to operate as if their work exists outside the

larger socio-political world. This, it is clear, has been one of the major effects of

repatriation. And regardless of the varying ways in which anthropologists understand

their ethical responsibilities to people and to collections, they nonetheless recognize the

necessity of collaboration. Already repatriation has affected departmental research

priorities and will likely have a significant impact on future hires, as the emphasis moves

491 Tape 13, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
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away from research acumen to the kinds of interpersonal skills that make for an effective

cultural facilitator. Even if the sharing of authority has been second nature to some and

for others it has been urged, the changes stemming from repatriation nonetheless promise

to continue to alter the complexion of the department and the ways that anthropology is

conducted therein.
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CHAPTER 5

Concluding Thoughts and Future Directions

By situating the contemporary issue of repatriation within a historical framework

of nineteenth century science and nation, I have endeavored to shed a new light on what

is at stake with current cultural property rights issues. The historical, social, and political

contexts of this collection’s origin have enabled me to interrogate the relationship

between colonization, science, and the formation of an American identity. My use of this

history is a strategic effort to show the ongoing political relevance of historical forms of

anthropological inquiry and their attendant practices, particularly collecting. I have

utilized this history in order to demonstrate the consequences of these politics in the

present moment, especially in the context of repatriation. It would be difficult to argue

that the colonial identities central to the creation of the AMM collection are somehow

divorced from today’s repatriation debates.

The nineteenth century origins of this collection still loom large, as they continue

to impact contemporary responses. My interviews with SI anthropologists reveal this in a

variety of ways. Perhaps the most obvious are paternalistic concerns for the preservation

of returned objects and the ability of indigenous communities to properly care for them.

The culturally myopic understandings of advocacy that I discussed in Chapter 4 are also

deeply rooted in this colonial history. However, there are also numerous examples of

anthropologists whose progressive approaches to the communities they work with

demonstrate conscious efforts to oppose these colonial structures; SI anthropologists
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deeply committed to community anthropology and collaboration provide compelling

examples of this.

While the material from these interviews offers valuable insights into the

perspectives of anthropologists in a national institution, more generalized inquiries

(extending beyond the purview of the Smithsonian) would doubtlessly prove fruitful in

sketching a more encompassing account of responses to changing cultural and intellectual

property rights. One potentially productive approach to examining the continuance and

re-negotiation of colonial configurations of race and scientific authority within

anthropology would be through a close analysis of the legislation alongside ongoing

negotiations over its enactment. For instance, the annual meeting of the National Review

Committee is, in a sense, the definitive ‘contact zone’ (or ‘contact event’) when it comes

to negotiations over the intent, meaning and obligations of the law. The annual meetings

draw a participating audience of museum anthropologists, government officials,

university specialists, and Native American activists and representatives. In addition to

presiding over disputes (between tribes and museums, or between competing tribes) the

committee also gives audience to a lengthy ‘open forum’ period in which tribal

representatives and individuals are invited to publicly articulate concerns regarding the

terms of the law or specific repatriation consultations.

When I last attended a Review Committee meeting in 1997, for instance, tribal

representatives repeatedly raised two major concerns during this open forum – both of

which continue to be important points of debate. The first is the issue of who is defined

as legally able to participate in repatriation. Technically, repatriation is a course of action
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available only to federally recognized tribes. Here, a governmental definition of what

constitutes a tribal community determines the ability of certain Native American groups

to participate in repatriation efforts. The sad irony of this, of course, is that for decades

the United States government enacted forced assimilation through boarding schools, land

allotment and relocation programs – programs designed to strip Native Americans of

their community and cultural ties. Paradoxically, the federal recognition of tribes (a

designation required for ‘legitimate’ repatriation claims, as well as government services)

is only awarded to those tribes who are able to prove cultural continuity. For these

reasons, tribal representatives from federally unrecognized tribes voiced their frustration

with being excluded from the repatriation process.

The other point of contention at the 1997 meetings involved the legal term

‘culturally unidentifiable,’ as it applied to human remains. The law states that if remains

are culturally ‘unaffiliated’ they cannot be returned. Claiming that certain remains are

culturally ‘unaffiliated’ or ‘unidentifiable’ because of their extreme antiquity, for

instance, means that remains designated as such will likely not be subject to repatriation.

However, individuals at the open forum took issue with this terminology, asking how any

ancestral remains could be labeled ‘culturally unaffiliated.’ Several people went on to

question who has the power to determine remains as such, by what standards, and whose

methods. These two criticisms, directed at the legislation, converge upon one central

theme; namely, the power to define. The question of who has the authority to define

which tribes are eligible to make claims and which remains are ‘culturally identifiable’

boils down to the issue of interpretative authority. For these reasons, analysis of the
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annual meetings (through minutes and actual attendance) could provide valuable insights

into the ways that (neo)colonial configurations are actively resisted and re-negotiated

within anthropological practice.

Another direction for future inquiry that would broaden my analysis of

anthropological practice is the examination of indigenous cultural centers and native-run

museums. The most obvious example of this is the National Museum of the American

Indian. While the federally funded NMAI is certainly not a local tribal museum, it

nonetheless “has a strong community focus in terms of planning and implementation,

research and interpretation.”492 Arguably, interviews conducted at NMAI would provide

substantially different results from many of those conducted at NMNH. After all, those

at NMAI actively position themselves in opposition to the traditional museum –

especially the traditional Smithsonian museum as embodied, they argue, in NMNH. This

oppositional stance is worth further exploration. The strategic self-positioning of those at

NMAI is complicated by the simple fact that they are operating under the umbrella of the

SI and, as a result, are uncomfortably bound with the institution’s history. There would

be merit in examining this dynamic of playing the ‘good Smithsonian museum,’

especially as a number of NMNH anthropologists take exception to being placed within

this politically dichotomous (and not entirely fair) position. In many ways, NMAI

curators have to deal with the same fraught representational politics that all museums do,

perhaps more so because of the museum’s national status. Even with community

collaboration egalitarian representation is elusive, especially within the space of a hugely

492 Moira G. Simpson, Making Representations: Museums in the Post-Colonial Era (London and New
York: Routledge, 1996) 168.
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bureaucratic institution that strives to serve an enormous number of tribal communities

from all over the country. Who decides which tribes make it into the exhibits? Which

stories are told about any given community and who tells them? The basic fact remains

that there is no innocent representation.

It would be especially interesting to examine the ways in which NMNH and

NMAI are working together on issues of repatriation and if this is helping to forge

collaborations between the museums. Most importantly, perhaps, I contend that an

investigation into trends towards ‘intellectual repatriation’ at both museums could lay the

groundwork for an analysis of progressive forms of anthropological advocacy.

Intellectual repatriation, also called ‘virtual’ repatriation by Elizabeth Edwards, is taking

place in museum archives and historical societies all over the country. For instance,

during my conversations with NMNH anthropologists, many shared examples of this in

their own work at the museum. During an interview, one of the anthropologists

explained “intellectual repatriation in terms of making materials accessible – things that

were never going to be covered by physical return […]. But it’s the content of objects

that’s interesting to people, as opposed to the physical thing.”493 In circumstances such

as this, digital images have been placed on the Internet and even books have been

published without a focus on interpretation, but in order to bring collections into the

public sphere. Another example of intellectual repatriation was touched upon in Chapter

4 with an anthropologist in Arctic Studies explaining how native groups are invited to the

493 Tape 6, Personal Interview, 5 January 2006.
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museum to document and tell stories about certain collections.494 This process is

beneficial for enhancing anthropological understandings of artifacts and their social

relevance, but it also encourages the cultural revitalization of communities when, in these

settings, elders from the groups teach both the anthropologists and the younger

generations present about the traditional uses and cultural meanings of objects. This is

similar to that form of intellectual repatriation that Edwards terms ‘virtual,’ which

involves “the repatriation of heritage through photographs gathered from collections from

all over the world.”495 Edwards documents tribes “who are amassing visual data that are

slowly being absorbed into local indigenous cultural currencies, with a consequent

assertion of indigenous control over them.”496 Certainly, there are many examples of this

to be found in the Smithsonian’s National Anthropological Archives, which is home to a

vast photographic collection of Native American material from the nineteenth century.

Intellectual repatriation, and the many different ways in which it can be enacted

through the use of archives, photographs and artifacts is the next chapter in the story of

cultural property rights. This move towards reconsidering the privilege of intellectual

ownership and access to knowledge has the potential to urge the anthropological

community towards a progressively more collaboration-oriented framework. Of course,

as shown by some of the interviews in Chapter 4, there are anthropologists who have long

labored to conduct research that actively supports the cultural vitality of the communities

with which they work. Nonetheless, as the repatriation efforts of indigenous

494 Tape 14, Personal Interview, 13 January 2006.
495 Elizabeth Edwards, Raw Histories: Photographs, Anthropology and Museums (Oxford and New York:
Berg) 88.
496 Edwards 88.
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communities continue to challenge and expand both legal and professional

understandings of ownership and authority, anthropologists will increasingly have to

grapple with the fundamental question of who is being served by their work.
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